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Lesbian Herstory Archives New York, NY, 
USA

Lesbian Herstory 
Archives

Green outlined & shaded triangle, metal backing, 5.5 x 5.5cm, 
black lettering on a pink background.

Archives; Lesbian; 
International

EBA001.1.1

National Gay Archives : From the closet of history 
a heritage of pride (1980) : Walt Whitman - Poet 
Of Democracy

1980 USA National Gay 
Archives

Black outline sketch of Whitman, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a light green background.

Archives; InternationalEBA001.1.2

National Gay Archives : From the closet of history 
a heritage of pride (1980) : Natalie Barney, 
Edward Carpenter - Library

1980 USA National Gay 
Archives

Black outline sketch of Barney, Carpenter, metal backing, 
5.5cm, black lettering on a silver grey background.

Archives; InternationalEBA001.1.3

National Gay Archives : From the closet of history 
a heritage of pride (1980) : Virginia Woolf - 
author

1980 USA National Gay 
Archives

Black outline sketch of Woolf, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a light brown background.

Archives; InternationalEBA001.1.4

National Gay Archives : From the closet of history 
a heritage of pride (1980) : Victoria Woodhull - 
Presidential candidate

1980 USA National Gay 
Archives

Black outline sketch of Woodhull, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a light brown background.

Archives; InternationalEBA001.1.5

Carpenter Archives : The Hall : Bm Archives, 
London, WCIN 3XX

1985 United Kingdom Carpenter 
Archives

Includes silver framed pink triangle, metal backing, 3.1cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

Archives; InternationalEBA001.1.6

Gay Pride '80 1980 London, United 
Kingdom

"Gay Pride 80" was a UK publication closed with several 
arrests. See also 'Gay News' and 'Gay Noise', metal backing, 
4.5cm, black lettering on a white and red background.

Media; InternationalEBA001.1.7

Gay Pride '80 1980 London, United 
Kingdom

"Gay Pride 80" was a UK publication closed with several 
arrests. See also 'Gay News' and 'Gay Noise', metal backing, 
5.5cm, blue lettering on a light brown and dark brown 
background.

Media; InternationalEBA001.1.9

Gays News 1980 London, United 
Kingdom

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a pink 
and brown background.

Media; InternationalEBA001.1.10

Gay News Fights On! London, United 
Kingdom

Gay News Photo of Mary Whitehouse. Mary Whitehouse brought a case 
for blasphemous libel against Gay News in 1976., metal 
backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a black and white background.

Media; InternationalEBA001.1.11

Gay Noise 1980 London, United 
Kingdom

"Gay Noise" was a short-lived UK publication., metal backing, 
3.4cm, white lettering on a black and white background.

Media; InternationalEBA001.1.12

Behind everybody, there's pride Metal backing, 4.5cm, brown lettering on a white background. Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.1

Gay Pride Metal backing, 5.5cm, yellow and black lettering on a white 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.2

Celebrate Gay Pride : Christopher Street West '74 1974 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a yellow background. Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.3

Gay Pride : Christopher Street West 1975 1975 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Shaking hands logo, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a 
pink background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.4
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Gay Pride 77 1977 London, United 
Kingdom

Black stick figures border, metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering 
on a white background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.5

Gay Pride 77 : Christopher Street West : silent no 
more

1977 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, pink and black lettering on 
a black background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.6

Gay Pride '78 : No gay holocaust in USA : 
Christopher Street West

1978 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, red and white lettering on 
a dark blue background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.7

Gay Pride 78 1978 Metal backing, 4.5cm, orange and blue lettering on a blue and 
orange background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.8

Gay Pride everywhere : C.S.W. 1969 - 1979 1979 USA Outline flag on world globe and stand, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
blue,  black and white lettering on a white background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.9

Lesbian Gay Pride '79 : Boston 1979 Boston, MA, USA Hands and m/f symbols, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a orange background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.10

Gay Pride '79 : Stonewall 69 1979 London, United 
Kingdom

Same as previous except lettering and some design replaced 
with silver glitter, metal backing, 5.5cm, silver lettering on a 
blue and purple background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.11

Gay Pride 79 : Stonewall 69 1979 London, United 
Kingdom

Metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a blue and purple 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA001.2.12

World AIDS Day : December 1st Australia Red Ribbon and red Australia, metal backing, 7.2cm, blue 
lettering on a white and blue background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.1

World AIDS Day : 1 December Australia Blue and white globe, metal backing, 5.5cm, purple and blue 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.2

World AIDS Day : 1st Dec 1990 1990 Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Female symbol (black outline), plastic backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.3

World AIDS Day : Australia 1 December 1990 1990 Australia Black outline female symbol on green square, metal backing, 
5.5cm, mauve and black lettering on a lilac background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.4

International AIDS Candlelight Vigil : Melbourne 
1990

1990 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

White candle yellow and white flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
white lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDS; Memorials; 
International

EBA001.3.5

International AIDS Candlelight Vigil : Melbourne 
1991

1991 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

White candle outline - orange and white flame, metal backing, 
5.5cm, black and white lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDS; Memorials; 
International

EBA001.3.6

AIDS Candlelight Vigil : Melbourne 1992 1992 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Yellow candle and flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering 
on a purple and white background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.7

International AIDS Memorial Candlelight Vigil 
1993 : United in remembrance, hope and action

1993 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Yellow flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.8

Remembering: Candlelight Vigil '95 : AIDS Care 
Association Inc

1995 Metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a black background. HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.3.9

Partners for a world without AIDS : AIDSCOM USA AIDSCOM Metal backing, 7 x 4.3cm, black lettering on a white and 
multicolour background.

HIV/AIDS; InternationalEBA001.3.10
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Unidos para un mundo sin sida : AIDSCOM USA AIDSCOM Spanish: Partners For A World Without AIDS (see 195), metal 
backing, 7 x 4.3cm, black lettering on a white and multicolour 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MulticulturalEBA001.3.11

Drawing : Simpson and his donkey 1992 Perth, WA, 
Australia

Pastoral care, metal backing, 2.5cm, black and green lettering 
on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA001.3.12

The Quilt : See It And Understand Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Quilt Project Metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a green and purple 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.1

Remember their names : The Quilt Project: An 
Australian AIDS Memorial

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Quilt Project Oval, yellow, green and lilac patches - white needle, metal 
backing, 7 x 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.2

The Australian AIDS Memorial Quilt Project : 
Keep the love alive

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Quilt Project Lilac hand, red needle, thread outline Australia - yellow square 
background, metal backing, 5.5cm, red and lilac lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.3

Candlelight AIDS Memorial 1996 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Quilt Project Red candle and flame - silver hand, enamel backing, 2.5 x 
2.5cm, silver lettering on a silver background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.4

El sida si da : New York City Department Of Health USA Spanish language, metal backing, 5.1 x 5.1cm, black lettering 
on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA001.4.5

The Names Project London, United 
Kingdom

UK Quilt Project White Needle, metal backing, 4.2cm, black and white lettering 
on a purple background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.6

That feeling doesn't stop HIV : safe sex does Red heart on pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA001.4.7

A time to act : HIV/AIDS Awareness Yellow flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow 
and black background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.4.8

St Francis House : Community member Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Hand holding candle (red). St Francis house provides pastoral 
care., metal backing, 6.5cm, red lettering on a white 
background.

ReligionEBA001.4.9

Save Fairfield Hospital Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. HIV/AIDS; Health; 
Services - Government

EBA001.4.10

Save Fairfield Hospital Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background. HIV/AIDS; Health; 
Services - Government

EBA001.4.11

Save Fairfield Hospital Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. HIV/AIDS; Health; 
Services - Government

EBA001.4.12

AIDS Vigil 95 1995 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

AIDS Products 
Victoria

Yellow flame on blue circle, overlapping red rectangle, enamel 
backing, 3 x 3cm, gold and black lettering on a blue and red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.5.1

AIDS Vigil 96 1996 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

AIDS Products 
Victoria

Yellow flame on red circle, overlapping blue rectangle, enamel 
backing, 3 x 3cm, gold and black lettering on a red and black 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.5.2
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AIDS Vigil Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Aion Products Vic Oval, gold outline of hand holding white candle, yellow flame, 
enamel backing, 3 x 2.2cm, black and gold lettering on a gold 
and blue background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.5.3

World AIDS Day 1998 : Force for change Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

David Williams 
Fund

Red ribbon, metal backing, 3.4cm, silver lettering on a black 
and red background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA001.5.4

Stonewall 10 : CSLDC: 1969 - 1979 1979 New York, NY, 
USA

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Pride; Memorials; 
History

EBA001.5.5

Stonewall '83 1983 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Blue globe on pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, white and 
red lettering on a white and blue background.

PrideEBA001.5.6

Stonewall : June 25 - July 1: 84 1984 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 5.7cm, black lettering on a red background. PrideEBA001.5.7

Stonewall : June 25 - July 1: 84 1984 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 5.7cm, black lettering on a yellow background. PrideEBA001.5.8

Stonewall 85 1985 Australia Dark grey figures with pink triangle, metal backing, 3.3cm, dark 
grey lettering on a pink and light grey background.

PrideEBA001.5.9

Stonewall : Gay rights now Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Black outline Sydney Harbour Bridge and Opera House, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black and blue lettering on a white and blue 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Legal rights; 
Pride

EBA001.5.10

Stonewall : It's right to rebel! : San Francisco San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Fist over pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on 
a white background.

PrideEBA001.5.11

Stonewall : Means fight back! : smash lesbian & 
gay oppression

Fists, metal backing, 5.5cm, black and purple lettering on a 
purple and black background.

PrideEBA001.5.12

Gay Boy Green border - green and red bus boy, metal backing, 4.5cm, 
red lettering on a white background.

VisibilityEBA001.6.1

Gay-love is the real thing In style of Coca Cola, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a 
red background.

Visibility; HumourEBA001.6.2

God is coming and is she pissed NJ, USA Ferne Sales 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.2cm, dark blue lettering on a green 
background.

Feminism; HumourEBA001.6.3

Gays Of Our Lives : "Cops won't hurt you if you 
behave yourself" - "God, Terry!"

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Gay Waves - 
2SER-FM

Two men talking, plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA001.6.4

Gays Of Our Lives : Kraasshh! Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Gay Waves - 
2SER-FM

Hand slamming down phone, plastic backing, 5.5cm, white 
lettering on a black and white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA001.6.5

Howard's vision for the future : narrow Australia Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Political parties; Left-
wing

EBA001.6.6

How dare you presume I'm heterosexual Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Visibility; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.6.7
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How dare you presume I'm heterosexual? Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Visibility; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.6.8

How dare you presume I hate gays Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. SolidarityEBA001.6.9

It begins when you sink in his arms Woman and dishes, metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a 
blue background.

Feminism; HumourEBA001.6.10

And ends with your arms in the sink Woman and dishes, metal backing, 3.4cm, yellow lettering on a 
blue background.

Feminism; HumourEBA001.6.10

It begins when you sink in his arms Cartoon face of woman and man, and a heart, metal backing, 
3.4cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

Feminism; HumourEBA001.6.11

It begins when you sink in his arms and ends with 
your arms in the sink

Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Feminism; HumourEBA001.6.11

I am one of the people my parents warned me 
about

Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a multicoloured 
background.

Pride; Visibility; HumourEBA001.6.12

I am one of the people my parents warned me 
about

Metal backing, 2.6cm, black lettering on a pink background. Pride; Visibility; HumourEBA001.6.12

The meek don't want it! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Part of Society Five special series for 10th anniversary, 1981, 
metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a grey background.

Religion; HumourEBA001.7.1

Minds are like parachutes - they only function 
when open

NJ, USA Ferne Sales 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a white background. Sex education; HumourEBA001.7.2

What if prince charming never shows? Metal backing, 4.2cm, gold lettering on a black background. Feminism; HumourEBA001.7.3

There Are Many Ways To Say I Love You, But 
Fucking Is The Fastest

1983 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Sky Ent 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black background. HumourEBA001.7.4

Take Liberties With Me Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a white background. HumourEBA001.7.5

Sex is square : you are talking to a cubist Metal backing, 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a yellow 
background.

HumourEBA001.7.6

Poof! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Explosion, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA001.7.7

You have to kiss a lot of frogs before you find a 
prince

Metal backing, 4.2cm, black lettering on a gold background. HumourEBA001.7.8

SUPPORT Gays carry me home! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Gay Community 
News

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Visibility; HumourEBA001.7.9

Poof! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black and blue lettering on a black 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA001.7.10

Poof! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. Visibility; HumourEBA001.7.11
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Poof! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Visibility; HumourEBA001.7.12

Silence = Death : ACT UP LA Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

ACT UP Pink triangle (apex up), plastic and metal backing, 5.3 x 5.3cm, 
white lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
International

EBA001.8.1

ACT UP: AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power : 
Melbourne

Australia ACT UP Plastic backing, 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a black and 
red background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.2

We can't wait : ACT UP Australia ACT UP Plastic backing, 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a black and 
red background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.3

We can't wait : ACT UP Australia ACT UP Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black and red lettering on a red and 
black background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.4

D : a letter for Mr Howe : ACT UP : we can't wait Australia ACT UP Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black and red lettering on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.5

D : a letter for Mr Howe : ACT UP : we can't wait Australia ACT UP Plastic backing, 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a black 
background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.6

ADDE POS : Association for the Rights and Duties 
of HIV Positive People and Carriers of the AIDS 
Virus

LaSalle Badge a 
Minit 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a white background. HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.8.7

ALSO : Willies Welcome 1983 1983 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Part of Queen's Birthday celebrations, Melbourne, 1983, metal 
backing, 7.2cm, blue lettering on a white background.

Parties - publicEBA001.8.8

ANAC : Association of Nurses in AIDS Care Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a fawn background. HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Health

EBA001.8.9

Gay Activists Alliance of N.Y. : and the pursuit of 
happiness

New York, NY, 
USA

Red outline lambda, metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a 
white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA001.8.10

Anita Bryant Sucks LaSalle Badge A 
Minit 
(manufacturer)

Includes photo of Anita Bryant, metal backing, 5.5cm, red 
lettering on a white and gold background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA001.8.11

HIV/AIDS Education : American Red Cross USA US Red Cross Two tone blue rectangle, plastic backing, 5.3 x 5.3cm, blue and 
red lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; Health; 
International

EBA001.8.12

Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.1

Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.2

Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.3
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Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.4

Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.5

Clap if you've had it Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. Health; HumourEBA001.9.6

Chastity is its own punishment Red Padlock Outline, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

HumourEBA001.9.7

End Immigration Abuse Of Lesbians and Gays Weeping head of Statue of Liberty - in white with pink triangle 
flags in tiara, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a grey 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Immigration; 
Multicultural

EBA001.9.8

Festival Of Sport - Melb '93 : Team Melbourne - 
Participant

1993 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Outline Koala Head and Flag, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a grey background.

Sport; Cultural festivalsEBA001.9.9

Fuck Housework Black lined decoration, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on 
a pink background.

Feminism; HumourEBA001.9.10

Fuck Art, Let's Dance Metal backing, 3.8cm, dark blue lettering on a light blue 
background.

Dating; HumourEBA001.9.11

Fighting For Peace Is Like Fucking For Virginity Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red and white 
background.

Anti-war activism; 
Humour

EBA001.9.12

Gemma Female symbol, handicap, and lambda symbols.  Promoting 
awareness of disabilities among lesbians., metal backing, 
5.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

Disability; LesbianEBA001.10.1

Gay Day 82 1982 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue and red lettering on a white 
background.

Cultural festivals; 
Visibility

EBA001.10.2

Gay Day '83 1983 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red and dark blue lettering on a blue 
background.

Cultural festivals; 
Visibility

EBA001.10.3

Gays For Land Rights Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. Indigenous; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Solidarity

EBA001.10.4

Gays For Land Rights Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background. Indigenous; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Solidarity

EBA001.10.5

Gays For Land Rights Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. Indigenous; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Solidarity

EBA001.10.6

Gay Liberation Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne Gay 
Liberation

Pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink 
and black background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA001.10.7
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Radical Gay Feminist Politics : Questions Of 
Difference

Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Crossword Black inter-crossing lines, plastic backing, 5.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

Feminism; SexismEBA001.10.8

Melbourne University Gayroom Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Visibility; StudentsEBA001.10.9

AIDS Glide Project : San Francisco Ca 94102 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a red,  black and 
green background.

HIV/AIDS; InternationalEBA001.10.1

The Global Impact Of AIDS : Barbican Centre, 
London England 8-10 March 1988

1988 London, United 
Kingdom

Plastic backing, 5.3cm, black and red lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDS; InternationalEBA001.10.1

Get Your Filthy Laws Off My Body Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a black 
background.

Legal rights; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA001.10.1

Mardi Gras : Stonewall: Less [sic] We Forget Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Pink triangle centre (apex up), metal backing, 3.6cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

Mardi Gras; Pride; 
Memorials

EBA002.11.1

Mardi Gras : Stonewall '69: Lest We Forget Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Pink triangle centre (apex down), metal backing, 3.6cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

Mardi Gras; Pride; 
Memorials

EBA002.11.2

Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras 1994 : BGF: 
Happy Mardi Gras

1994 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Bobby Goldsmith 
Foundation (BGF)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a blue and red 
background.

Mardi Gras; Pride; 
HIV/AIDS

EBA002.11.3

Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras 1995 : BGF: 
Happy Mardi Gras

1995 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Bobby Goldsmith 
Foundation (BGF)

Clasped hands around pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, red 
lettering on a blue and white background.

Mardi Gras; Pride; 
HIV/AIDS

EBA002.11.4

Galaxy Of Fun '78 1978 Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a silver background. EventsEBA002.11.5

Gay Pride Week 1980 : East London 1980 London, United 
Kingdom

Pink Triangle/black fist, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on 
a white background.

Pride; InternationalEBA002.11.6

Gay Awareness Week Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. VisibilityEBA002.11.7

Gay Awareness Week Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white and gold 
background.

VisibilityEBA002.11.8

Gay Pride '82 1982 London, United 
Kingdom

Metal backing, 3 x 3cm, black lettering on a brown and white 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA002.11.9

Pride '85 : 29th June: I'll Be There 1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA002.11.1

Pride '85 1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Black triangle/pink strip, metal backing, 3.8cm, pink lettering 
on a white background.

Pride; InternationalEBA002.11.1

Lesbian-Gay Pride March & Rally '90 : Unite For 
Freedom: Lesbian and Gay Rights Now

1990 Seattle, WA, USA Black and green borders: blue and white globe: pink triangles, 
plastic backing, 5.3 x 5.3cm, white and black lettering on a 
black and grey background.

Pride; InternationalEBA002.11.1

National March For Lesbian and Gay Rights : 
37178

1979 USA White Parliament: Pink Flag with white gay male and female 
symbols, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA002.12.1
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March On Washington For Lesbian Gay Rights : 
October 11 1987

1987 USA White parliament on pink triangle, metal backing, 3.8 x 3.8cm, 
white and pink lettering on a black background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA002.12.2

Support The Gay Rights Amendment In Congress US Parliament Building, metal backing, 6.5cm, black lettering 
on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Legal rights; 
International

EBA002.12.3

Tom Robinson Band Australia Orange male fist, metal backing, 5.5cm, orange lettering on a 
black background.

Music; InternationalEBA002.12.4

Triangle Theatre Company Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Words cut-out from newspaper and covered, plastic backing, 
5.5cm, black and white lettering on a pink background.

TheatreEBA002.12.5

Triangle Theatre Company Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Words cut-out from newspaper and covered, plastic backing, 
5.5cm, black and white lettering on a pink background.

TheatreEBA002.12.6

Black outline naked woman symbol - variation of Leonardo 
sketch depicting male perfection, metal backing, 5.5cm on a 
red background.

EBA002.12.7

Black outline male/female anatomy symbol, metal backing, 
5.5cm on a green background.

EBA002.12.8

Black outline naked woman symbol - variation of Leonardo 
sketch depicting male perfection, metal backing, 5.5cm on a 
blue background.

EBA002.12.9

Two women's interlocking symbols, clenched fist, then two 
men's interlocking symbols., metal backing, 5.8cm on a red 
background.

EBA002.12.1

[Pink triangle and blue map of Tasmania] Tas, Australia Black Tasmania, pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm on a grey 
background.

Visibility; PrideEBA002.12.1

Women Are Wonderful! Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA002.12.1

I Am A Woman For Peace Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Woman, dove in hair (in blue and white), metal backing, 5.5cm, 
blue lettering on a blue and white background.

Feminism; Anti-war 
activism

EBA002.13.1

I Am Sweet : Poems by Larnie Neemen. Feelings! 
Gutsy! Wow?

1983 Lamie Neeman - Lesbian Poet. Lesbian poetry book 
promotion., metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a gold 
marble background.

Literature; BusinessEBA002.13.2

I'm Angry About Rape Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a purple background. Sexual abuse; FeminismEBA002.13.3

S.C.M.C. (Southern Cross Motorcycle Club) : I'm A 
Friend Of The S.C.M.C.

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

White Stars (Southern Cross) on blue background - club logo, 
metal backing, 5.5cm, white and black lettering on a blue and 
white background.

Social groups; Leather 
pride

EBA002.13.4

Inferno NSW, Australia Club logo in black: Taped over with membership details - 
(Robert Buckley, Quennbeyan NSW(Sic)), metal backing, 5.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

Social groupsEBA002.13.5
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March On Washington For Gay and Lesbian 
Rights : Let's Go! October 14th 1979

1979 USA Includes US Parliament building, metal backing, 6.4cm, red,  
blue and green lettering on a blue and brown background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA002.13.6

Jesus Was A Fag Metal backing, 6.5cm, black lettering on a green background. Religion; HumourEBA002.13.7

Kiss Off Briggs Pink lips, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Legal rights; Education; 
International

EBA002.13.8

Latex: The Moral Fiber Of America Red Stripes - blue outlined hand holding condom packs, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; Education; 
Humour

EBA002.13.9

I'm One Too Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a pink background. VisibilityEBA002.13.1

Kiss Me: I'm Gay Red Lips, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA002.13.1

Land rights for gay whales Metal backing, 3.7cm, red lettering on a white background. Humour; VisibilityEBA002.13.1

Bonky Boy Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand Made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

BusinessEBA002.14.1

Bonky Boy Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand Made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a green 
background.

BusinessEBA002.14.2

Bonky Boy Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Pink triangle.  Appears to be hand made, plastic backing, 
5.5cm, white lettering on a brown background.

BusinessEBA002.14.3

Bonky Boy Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand Made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a orange 
background.

BusinessEBA002.14.4

Bonky Boy Products Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made - pink triangles, plastic backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

BusinessEBA002.14.5

Bonky Boy Products Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand Made - Orange coloured triangle, plastic backing, 5.5cm, 
yellow lettering on a white background.

BusinessEBA002.14.6

Been there, done that : Bonky Boy Products Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made - blue South Australia, plastic backing, 5.5cm, red 
and black lettering on a brown background.

BusinessEBA002.14.7

I Bonked at the Grand Prix : Bonky Boy Product Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a brown 
background.

BusinessEBA002.14.8

Grand Prix Bonky Boy : Adelaide 87 1987 Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, green and orange lettering 
on a pink and white background.

BusinessEBA002.14.9

Grand Prix Bonky Boy Adelaide 87 1987 Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a brown 
and orange background.

BusinessEBA002.14.1

I'm a bonky boy : Sydney 1987 1987 Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

BusinessEBA002.14.1

Smile if ya bonk Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Hand made - various colour arrangements, plastic backing, 
5.5cm, red,  yellow and blue lettering on a white background.

BusinessEBA002.14.1
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Smile if ya bonk Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, pink lettering on a blue 
background.

BusinessEBA002.15.1

Smile if ya bonk Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, blue,  purple and yellow 
lettering on a white background.

BusinessEBA002.15.2

Smile if ya bonk Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Hand made, plastic backing, 5.5cm, white and green lettering 
on a white and green background.

BusinessEBA002.15.3

Better blatant than latent LaSalle Badge A 
Minit 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. Visibility; HumourEBA002.15.4

Better blatant than latent Metal backing, 4.5cm, purple and white lettering on a black 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA002.15.5

Budgie Music Australia Yellow and green budgie, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a green background.

MusicEBA002.15.6

Black Star MC : Orlando Florida Orlando, FL, USA Lasalle Badge A 
Minit 
(manufacturer)

Black, white, and grey logo, metal backing, 5.5cm, white 
lettering on a black and white check background.

Social groups; 
International

EBA002.15.8

The Badge That Dare Not Speak It's Name Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Part of Society Five special series for 10th anniversary, 1981, 
metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a pink background.

Visibility; HumourEBA002.15.9

C.A.R. Free Mum, Free Me, Free Child Care Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Campaign 
Against 
Repression

Women in relief, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
black and white background.

Feminism; ParentingEBA002.15.1

C.A.R. Free Mum, Free Me, Free Child Care Black and white photo, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on 
a white and black background.

Feminism; ParentingEBA002.15.1

Condoms: Because You Care : AIDSTECH Metal backing, 7 x 4.3cm, black,  blue and green lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA002.15.1

Condoman Says: Use Condoms Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick bros 
(manufacturer)

Phantom and palm leaves, metal backing, 5.5cm, yellow and 
black lettering on a blue and white background.

HIV/AIDS; Education; 
Indigenous

EBA002.15.1

Jewish Feminist Conference : San Francisco 1982 Sharone 1982 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Macur, Judith Outline females, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

Conferences; 
Feminism; Multicultural

EBA002.16.1

Meet Me In Toronto: General Conference XI: July 
11-17 1983 : Universal Fellowship of Metro-
politan Community Church

1983 Canada Red outline Maple Leaf and MCC logo, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
red lettering on a white background.

Conferences; Religion; 
International

EBA002.16.2

Kinshasa 1990 1990 African Face Mask. Possibly for an AIDS conference?, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

InternationalEBA002.16.3

6th National Conference For Lesbians and 
Homosexual Men : Gays Taking The Offensive - 
Sydney 1980

1980 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Black line triangles, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
pink background.

Conferences; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA002.16.4
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8th A.G.M. Australia Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Pink Fist, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a black 
background.

ConferencesEBA002.16.5

Celebrate Lesbian/Gay resis-tance Against The 
Right Wing : Stonewall Contingent

Black female outline on pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Left-wing

EBA002.16.6

Ninth National Conference Of Lesbians and Gay 
Men : Unity - Diversity - Strength

1983 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Pink and black circles - pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
black and white lettering on a white background.

Conferences; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA002.16.7

Ninth National Conference of Lesbians and Gay 
Men : Unity - Diversity - Strength

1983 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Black, white and grey interlocking arms on pink triangle, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Conferences; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA002.16.8

National Homosexual Conference, Sydney 1976 : 
Yes, I'm Homosexual Too

1976 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Metal backing, 4.5cm, white and red lettering on a black 
background.

Conferences; PrideEBA002.16.9

Gay Solidarity Week June 1979 : Out Of The 
Closets: Into The Streets

1979 Australia Gay Solidarity 
Group, NSWA J 
Parkes 
(manufacturer)

Black outline triangle, figure with raised fist, plastic backing, 
3.8cm, black lettering on a green background.

Pride; Cultural festivals; 
Mardi Gras

EBA002.16.1

Gay Solidarity Week June 1979 : Out Of The 
Closets: Into The Streets

1979 Australia Gay Solidarity 
Group, NSWA J 
Parkes 
(manufacturer)

Black outline triangle, figure with raised fist, paper pink triangle 
stuck over top, plastic backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
green background.

Pride; Cultural festivals; 
Mardi Gras

EBA002.16.1

11th National Conference Of Lesbians & Gay 
Men : Sydney - April 1986

1986 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Red Triangle outline. Conference Identification., fabric backing, 
6 x 11cm, red lettering on a pink background.

Conferences; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA002.16.1

Read Feminist Books Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Female symbol with fist, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

Feminism; LiteratureEBA002.17.1

Read Feminist Books Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Female symbol with fist, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a blue background.

Feminism; LiteratureEBA002.17.2

Read Feminist Books Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Female symbol with fist, metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on 
a black background.

Feminism; LiteratureEBA002.17.3

You Are Among Equals Includes Black IYW symbol, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a green background.

FeminismEBA002.17.4

Women Are On The Move Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. FeminismEBA002.17.5

Women Are On The Move IWY in black, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green 
background.

FeminismEBA002.17.6

Super Dyke Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA002.17.7

Super Dyke Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background. Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA002.17.8

Super Dyke Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA002.17.9
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Politics Is Women's Business! Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a green background. FeminismEBA002.17.1

Sappho Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Sappho In Greek and in English, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a blue background.

Pride; LesbianEBA002.17.1

Sappho Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Sappho In Greek and in English, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

Pride; LesbianEBA002.17.1

Rape Is About Power Not Sex Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a red background. Feminism; Sexual 
abuse; Anti-violence

EBA002.18.1

Rape In Marriage Is Still Rape Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a purple background. Feminism; Sexual 
abuse; Anti-violence

EBA002.18.2

Stop Sexual Harassment : AUS Women's Dept Australia Metal backing, 5.5cm, dark pink,  white and black lettering on a 
black and pink background.

Feminism; Sexual abuseEBA002.18.3

A Woman Without A Man Is Like A Fish Without 
A Bicycle

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a white background. Feminism; HumourEBA002.18.4

Sisterhood Is Powerful! Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a grey background. FeminismEBA002.18.5

Black shaded - two women kissing, metal backing, 5.5cm on a 
purple background.

LesbianEBA002.18.6

Black female symbol, metal backing, 5.8cm on a blue 
background.

FeminismEBA002.18.7

We Love The Miss Fitz Australia Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Drag; EventsEBA002.18.8

Red lesbian feminist symbol - blue iris's, metal backing, 5.5cm 
on a pink background.

Feminism; LesbianEBA002.18.9

Woman For Survival : Pine Gap Womens Peace 
Camp 11-25 Nov

Rainbow colours, black women's symbol, metal backing, 5.8cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

Feminism; Anti-war 
activism

EBA002.18.1

Stop Briggs Now! Black boot, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a orange 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Legal rights; 
International

EBA002.18.1

Patchwork Majority Multi coloured patches containing male/female symbols and 
other symbols (equality, anti-nuclear/peace, feminist fist etc.), 
metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a multicoloured 
background.

SolidarityEBA002.18.1

Fight Domestic Violence Black shadow of defiant woman, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a brown background.

Feminism; Anti-violenceEBA003.19.1

The Future Is Female Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a brown background. FeminismEBA003.19.2

Fight Male Violence Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a purple background. Feminism; Anti-violenceEBA003.19.3

Firebrand Books : I Write Just Like A Woman Australia Yellow logo, metal backing, 5.5cm, white and yellow lettering 
on a black background.

Feminism; Literature; 
Business

EBA003.19.4
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Gays Against Moralism Pink Triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, green lettering on a brown 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA003.19.5

Gay and Lesbian Campus Collective Pink Triangle, plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Visibility; StudentsEBA003.19.6

Gays Against The Games Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Sport

EBA003.19.7

Gays Against The Games Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Sport

EBA003.19.8

Gays Against The Games Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Sport

EBA003.19.9

Gay Community News Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Includes red lines and red triangle outline, metal backing, 
5.5cm, red lettering on a black background.

MediaEBA003.19.1

Gay Community News Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Includes blue lines and blue triangle outline, metal backing, 
5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background.

MediaEBA003.19.1

Gay Community News Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Includes green lines and green triangle outline, metal backing, 
5.5cm, green lettering on a black background.

MediaEBA003.19.1

Let's Talk About It! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 7.2cm, red and green lettering on a yellow 
background.

PrideEBA003.20.1

Lesbians Unite Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA003.20.2

Lesbian Soldarity Pink Heart on wings, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

Pride; Lesbian; 
Solidarity

EBA003.20.3

Lesbians Are Lovely Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA003.20.4

Lesbians Unite Triple Female Symbols, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on 
a brown background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA003.20.5

Lesbian Line : 837 8602 Silver female symbols, metal backing, 5.5cm, silver lettering on 
a black background.

Services - CommunityEBA003.20.6

Lesbians Demand Custody Rights Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a purple background. Legal rights; ParentingEBA003.20.7

Lesbianism … why settle for less? Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background. Pride; Lesbian; HumourEBA003.20.8

Let's Get Physical : Resist Male Violence Includes black shadows female & male fighting, metal backing, 
5.5cm, green lettering on a green background.

Feminism; Anti-violenceEBA003.20.9

Mary Owen Dinner : Geraldine Kirby Australia Green and Purple bow tie, metal backing, 5.5cm, black and 
green lettering on a purple background.

Feminism; EventsEBA003.20.1

The Matriarchy Will Return Two brown matriarch axes, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a brown background.

FeminismEBA003.20.1

March For Abortion Rights  : Oct. 28 Black & white protesters, metal backing, 5.5cm, black and 
white lettering on a red background.

Feminism; Legal rightsEBA003.20.1
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Vulgar Marxist Black outline Karl Marx, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.1

Vulgar Marxist Black outline Karl Marx, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a blue background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.2

Vulgar Marxist Black outline Karl Marx, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a green background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.3

Sex, Drugs and Socialism Black star, metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black and 
red background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.4

Sex, Drugs and Socialism Black star, metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black and 
blue background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.5

Sex, Drugs and Socialism Black star, metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black and 
green background.

Left-wingEBA003.21.6

The Only Minority Group You Can Join Overnight 
: Kate Miller

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.21.7

The Only Minority Group You Can Join Overnight 
: Kate Miller

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a black background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.21.8

The Only Minority Group You Can Join Overnight 
: Kate Millet

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.21.9

The Only Minority Group You Can Join Overnight 
: Kate Miller

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.21.1

SA Gay Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Badge A Minit 
(manufacturer)

Red outline of South Australia, plastic backing, 5.5cm, red 
lettering on a yellow background.

Services - CommunityEBA003.21.1

The Only Minority Group You Can Join Overnight 
: Kate Miller

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.21.1

We Are All Of Us In The Gutter, But Some Of Us 
Are Looking At The Stars : Oscar Wilde

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a black background. PrideEBA003.22.2

We Are All Of Us In The Gutter, But Some Of Us 
Are Looking At The Stars : Oscar Wilde

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. PrideEBA003.22.3

We Are All Of Us In The Gutter, But Some Of Us 
Are Looking At The Stars : Oscar Wilde

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. PrideEBA003.22.4

We Are All Of Us In The Gutter, But Some Of Us 
Are Looking At The Stars : Oscar Wilde

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a black background. PrideEBA003.22.5

We Are All Of Us In The Gutter, But Some Of Us 
Are Looking At The Stars : Oscar Wilde

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. PrideEBA003.22.5

Tragic Queen Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.22.6
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No More Guilt! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Moustached nun's head, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a green background.

PrideEBA003.22.7

No More Guilt! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Moustached nun's head, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

PrideEBA003.22.8

Tragic Queen Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Visibility; HumourEBA003.22.9

A : Teen AIDS In Focus Capital letter A at centre, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a yellow,  black and white background.

HIV/AIDS; YouthEBA003.22.1

Unions Are For Women Too! Metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a black background. Feminism; UnionsEBA003.22.1

Real Men Support Equal Pay : Council Of Action 
For Equal Pay

Metal backing, 5.8cm, black lettering on a white background. Feminism; SolidarityEBA003.22.1

Scillonian III : Isles Of Sicily White liner included, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a 
blue and green background.

EBA003.23.1

[Kookaburra] Australia Kookaburra, metal backing, 5.5cm on a multicoloured 
background.

EBA003.23.2

[Brian Howe] Australia Photo of Health Minister Brian Howe with a black diagonal 
stripe across his face. Part of D-Day campaign, 6 June 1991, for 
quicker release of drugs to treat HIV/AIDS., metal backing, 
5.7cm on a black and white background.

EBA003.23.3

Pharmacia Combi Red - yellow - blue - green logo, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

EBA003.23.4

PSI : Population Services International Keyring, plastic backing, 4 x 4cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

EBA003.23.5

National Lesbian Conference 1981 1981 London, United 
Kingdom

Black double sided axe (labrys), metal backing, 3.8cm, black 
lettering on a purple background.

Conferences; Lesbian; 
International

EBA003.23.6

The Royal Occasion 1982 1982 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Queen and wrapped horses head.  Part of Queen's Birthday 
celebrations., metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a white 
background.

Parties - public; EventsEBA003.23.7

The Royal Occasion 1981 : The Organisers - Ich 
Dien

1981 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Crown, feathers and German logo. Part of Queen's Birthday 
celebrations., metal backing, 7.2cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

Parties - public; EventsEBA003.23.8

National Lesbian Conference 1981 1981 London, United 
Kingdom

Black double sided axe, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering 
on a pink background.

Conferences; LesbianEBA003.23.9

Queen's Olympiad 1980 1980 Australia Part of Queen's Birthday celebrations, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
green lettering on a yellow background.

Parties - public; EventsEBA003.23.1

Queen's Parade '79 1979 Australia Part of Queen's Birthday celebrations, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
dark brown lettering on a fawn background.

Parties - public; EventsEBA003.23.1
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Sixth International Conference on AIDS : San 
Francisco, California USA 20-24 June 1990 - 
Delegate 06370

1990 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Trammell 
(manufacturer)

Plastic  backing, 6.5 x 7.7cm, black and white lettering on a 
white and black background.

Conferences; HIV/AIDS; 
International

EBA003.23.1

My Dog Is Lesbian: Is Yours? Two dogs heads in circle, metal backing, 7.5cm, red lettering on 
a white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA003.24.1

My Cat Is Gay: Is Yours? Two cat's heads in circle, metal backing, 7.5cm, red lettering on 
a white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA003.24.2

My Bear Is Gay: Is Yours? Bear's head in circle, metal backing, 7.5cm, red lettering on a 
white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA003.24.3

My Unicorn Is Gay: Is Yours? Unicorn head in circle, metal backing, 7.5cm, red lettering on a 
white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA003.24.4

Hollywood Welcomes The First Gay Float In The 
Santa Claus Lane Parade : November 27th, 1977: 
Sponsored by Christopher Street West

1977 USA Christopher 
Street West

Includes outline of steam train, metal backing, 10cm, black 
lettering on a blue background.

Cultural festivals; 
International

EBA003.25.1

Gay Pride '79 : Circus Disco 1979 Black and gold lion and tamer centrepiece, metal backing, 
7.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

PrideEBA003.25.2

SIDA : Comite National De Lutte Contre Le Sida: 
Zaire

Blue outline of Zaire: native with bow and arrow, metal 
backing, 7.4cm, black and red lettering on a white background.

InternationalEBA003.25.3

5th National Homosexual Conference : PO Box 35 
Fitzroy 3065: Melbourne 30 Aug - 2 Sept : Ken 
Sinclair Melb. [last 3 words hand written]

1979 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

5th National 
Homosexual 
Conference

Delegate identification, card backing, 9 x 9.5 x 9.5cm, black 
lettering on a pink background.

Conferences; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA003.26.1

Gay Cycling Nomads Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Gay Community 
News

Home made - female cyclist in red/green, plastic backing, 7.5 x 
7.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Social groups; 
Recreation

EBA003.26.2

Acceptance 11th National Conference October 7-
9 1988 : Welcomes Father Ken

Australia Conference Identification, card backing, 9 x 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Conferences; ReligionEBA003.26.3

AIDS 90: The Social Work Response : San 
Francisco 1990

1990 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Conference delegate identity, card backing, 10.5 x 6.3cm, black 
lettering on a blue background.

HIV/AIDSEBA003.26.4

Buy a red ribbon : show you care : AIDS Trust of 
Australia

2006 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Trust of 
Australia

Red ribbon pinned to card, card backing, white and red 
lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDSEBA003.26.5

Buy a red ribbon : show you care : AIDS Trust of 
Australia

2007 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Trust of 
Australia

Red ribbon painted onto square metal shape badge, pinned to 
card, card backing, black and red lettering on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA003.26.6

Keep Your Filthy Laws Off My Body! Metal backing, 4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background. Legal rights; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.30.1

Lesbian/Gay Labor Alliance White embracing figures inside white ring, metal backing, 
4.5cm, white lettering on a purple background.

SolidarityEBA004.30.2

Melbourne Lesbian Action Group Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Three interlocking female symbols, metal backing, 4.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Lesbian

EBA004.30.3
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Lesbian Newsletter Closed fists and female symbols, metal backing, 3.8cm, white 
lettering on a green background.

Media; LesbianEBA004.30.4

Lesbians Have More Fun Two female symbols with women's heads, metal backing, 
4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background.

Visibility; Lesbian; 
Humour

EBA004.30.5

Lesbianism … why settle for less? Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background. Pride; Lesbian; HumourEBA004.30.6

Lesbians Are Everywhere Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Visibility; Lesbian; PrideEBA004.30.7

Menace, Menace, Menace, Menace Metal backing, 4.4cm, red lettering on a black background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Humour

EBA004.30.8

Axe, metal backing, 5cm on a bronze background. FeminismEBA004.30.9

Disarm Rapists : Off With Their Rocks Red Queen of Hearts, metal backing, 5.8cm, blue lettering on a 
white background.

Feminism; Sexual 
abuse; Anti-violence

EBA004.31.1

Spare Rib Pair hands (in white), metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on 
a black background.

FeminismEBA004.31.2

Women, Break Out! Don't Break Down Metal backing, 4.2cm, green lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA004.31.3

The Pink Triangle : Details of pink triangle history Metal backing, 3 x 3 x 3cm, white lettering on a pink 
background.

History; GenocideEBA004.31.4

Whatever happened to gay lib? It went disco Australia Metal backing, 4.5cm, blue and red lettering on a white 
background.

History; HumourEBA004.31.5

Sodom today : Gomorrah the world Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background. Pride; Visibility; HumourEBA004.31.6

One Night Stands Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Black and yellow cat, metal backing, 4.5cm, black and yellow 
lettering on a black and yellow background.

Events; PrideEBA004.31.7

Oval, triple male symbols in white, metal backing, 4 x 3cm on a 
green background.

VisibilityEBA004.31.8

1980 London, United 
Kingdom

Pink Triangle & black outline chopper: Depicts arrest of gay 
man on Pride March for wearing a plastic chopper from hat, 
metal backing, 3.6cm on a white background.

Pride; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.31.9

Black male symbol, metal backing, 3.8cm on a blue background. VisibilityEBA004.32.1

Women Against Nuclear Energy Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Female symbol - fist superimposed on radioactive symbol (in 
black), metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red and 
yellow background.

Feminism; Left-wingEBA004.32.2

Nuclear Family : No Thanks! Black outline, family on orange flash, metal backing, 4.4cm, 
black lettering on a yellow background.

FeminismEBA004.32.3

S.F.G.D.I. Club : Juanita's Run 1976 Ferris or Paddle wheel in yellow, metal backing, 4.5cm, yellow 
lettering on a black background.

Social groups; 
International

EBA004.32.4

Silver Jubilee Picnic '77 1977 Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a silver background. Social groupsEBA004.32.5
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Sodomy Repeal Civil Rights : NYSCGO 
Demonstration July 11 1976

1976 USA Red double male/female symbols - red circle showing part if 
American flag, metal backing, 5.3cm, blue and white lettering 
on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA004.32.6

Come Out Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Blue butterfly on pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, pink 
lettering on a black background.

VisibilityEBA004.32.7

Come Out Dark blue butterfly with white forearm and fist, metal backing, 
4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background.

VisibilityEBA004.32.8

Come Out Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

White butterfly on pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, pink 
lettering on a black background.

VisibilityEBA004.32.9

Every Mother Is A Working Mother Metal backing, 4.4cm, white lettering on a black background. FeminismEBA004.33.1

Every WOMAN can be a LESBIAN Metal backing, 4.5cm, pink and red lettering on a white 
background.

Lesbian; Pride; 
Feminism

EBA004.33.2

Feminism First Metal backing, 4.5cm, purple lettering on a white background. FeminismEBA004.33.3

Face Your Sexism : Be Effeminist Black sun symbol, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

Feminism; Sexism; 
Solidarity

EBA004.33.4

Faggot Metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a pink background. Visibility; HumourEBA004.33.5

Gays Against Conferences Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background. Visibility; HumourEBA004.33.6

Gay Community News Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, gold lettering on a white background. MediaEBA004.33.7

Gays For Socialism Red border, metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a pink 
background.

Left-wingEBA004.33.8

Gays For Socialism Brown or dark red fist-raising birds, metal backing, 4.5cm, red 
lettering on a yellow background.

Left-wingEBA004.33.9

Another Woman For Peace Brown Tree, green leaves, metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering 
on a yellow background.

Feminism; Anti-war 
activism

EBA004.34.1

Anita Bryant Sucks Oranges NJ, USA Ferne Sales 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. International; HumourEBA004.34.2

Arouse Your Sexual Politics Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Figures in bed, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Humour

EBA004.34.3

Avenge Dr Duncan Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Blue police figure with arrow through hat, metal backing, 
4.5cm, white lettering on a white background.

History; MemorialsEBA004.34.4

Avenge Oscar Wilde Metal backing, 4.5cm, purple lettering on a light brown 
background.

History; MemorialsEBA004.34.5

Ayn Rand Supports Gays Home-made, plastic backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

VisibilityEBA004.34.6
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BUSHIT: Cure AIDS Now Miami, FL, USA Metal backing, 5.5cm, blue and white lettering on a white and 
red background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.34.7

Bigot Busters : Yes On 7 - No on 490 Metal backing, 4.5cm, red,  white and black lettering on a white 
and red background.

Legal rights; 
International

EBA004.34.8

Club 397 : (Rear): The owner of these keys is a 
valued member. Please return keys to Club 397, 
397 Swanston Street, Melbourne 663 5348: 131

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Club 397 Keyring. Club 397 operated in the late 1980s, at least 1986-
1988., metal backing, 3 x 4.5 x 4.5cm, gold lettering on a black 
background.

Social groups; VenuesEBA004.34.9

Glad To Be Gay Metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a yellow background. Pride; VisibilityEBA004.35.1

Gay Is Healthy Metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a fawn background. Pride; HealthEBA004.35.2

Festival of Sport - Melb '93 : Team Melbourne - 
Volunteer

1993 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Outline Koala Head and Flag, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a blue background.

Sport; Cultural festivalsEBA004.35.3

Love Is A Many Gendered Thing Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Part of Society Five special series for 10th anniversary, 1981, 
metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a grey background.

Pride; TransgenderEBA004.35.4

Love Is A Many Gendered Thing Interlocking male and female symbols, metal backing, 4.5cm, 
black lettering on a pink background.

Pride; TransgenderEBA004.35.5

Love An Older Person Today Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a purple background. AgeismEBA004.35.6

WAAGY [West Australian AIDS Gay Youth] Perth, WA, 
Australia

Red outline - head. West Australian AIDS Gay Youth., metal 
backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a white,  red and yellow 
background.

HIV/AIDS; YouthEBA004.35.7

We're not all straight in the Garden State Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

All The Right Moves 21/8/84, metal backing, 4.5cm, green 
lettering on a white and green background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA004.35.8

Love Gay Youth Metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a white background. YouthEBA004.35.9

Young, Gay & Proud 1978 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

[Melbourne Gay 
Teachers' & 
Students' Group']

Relates to booklet, Young Gay and Proud (published 1978)., 
metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black and orange 
background.

Education; Literature; 
Youth

EBA004.36.1

Women In Unions: Growing Stronger Together : 
AUS Women's Department

Australia Red outlines, females, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on 
a red and yellow background.

Unions; Feminism; 
Students

EBA004.36.2

Yes K: Domestic Partners Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Relationship recognitionEBA004.36.3

Quotidiano Donna Apple, male symbol, metal backing, 5cm, red lettering on a 
white and pink background.

InternationalEBA004.36.4

Rubber Up For Safety : Always Use A Latex 
Condom

New York, NY, 
USA

New York City 
Department of 
Health

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a grey background. HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA004.36.5

Needle Exchange : The Point Is To Save Lives! Promoting harm minimisation, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA004.36.6

Gay Liberation Front White Fist, metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a purple 
background.

Pride; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.36.7
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Gay Liberation Is Our Liberation Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background. Pride; VisibilityEBA004.36.8

Gay Life - Immaculate Contraception 1981 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Part of Society Five special series for 10th anniversary, 1981, 
metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a purple background.

Pride; HumourEBA004.36.9

Gold Coast : Chicago Chicago, IL, USA Gold Leather Man, metal backing, 4.5cm, gold lettering on a 
white background.

Social groups; Leather 
pride; International

EBA004.37.1

How Dare You Presume I'm Heterosexual Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Black rim, metal backing, 4.5cm, black and red lettering on a 
white background.

Visibility; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.37.2

How Dare You Presume I'm Heterosexual Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Visibility; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.37.3

How Dare You Presume I'm Christian Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a brown and pink 
background.

ReligionEBA004.37.4

H.U.G. Heterosexuals Unafraid Of Gays Tas, Australia Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. SolidarityEBA004.37.5

I Know You Know Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a purple background. Visibility; HumourEBA004.37.6

I Support Gay and Lesbian Rights Purple fist on pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, purple 
lettering on a white background.

Pride; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA004.37.7

Immoral Minority Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Red outline of demonstration, metal backing, 4.5cm, white 
lettering on a white and red background.

ReligionEBA004.37.8

Jobs For Women : Open The Gates BHP Australia Black steel mill frameworks, metal backing, 4.5cm, black and 
white lettering on a black and blue background.

FeminismEBA004.37.9

Women, Sister, ... Oval, female symbol made up of words meaning woman - 
female, matriarch, wife, dyke, sister, mother, sister, etc., metal 
backing, 4 x 3cm, brown lettering on a fawn background.

FeminismEBA004.38.1

Woman Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a green background. FeminismEBA004.38.2

Womyn Loving Womyn : Peacekeeper Balancer 
of life Teacher Artist Wicca Wise womon Lesbian 
Amazon Mother Daughter Sister Nurturer Healer

Lesbian women's symbol, multi colours, metal backing, 4.5cm, 
blue lettering on a white background.

Feminism; LesbianEBA004.38.3

[Clenched fist] White clenched fist, metal backing, 4cm on a black background.EBA004.38.4

Women Stand Up And Be Counted : Women's 
Liberation

Metal backing, 4.5cm, green and purple lettering on a white 
background.

FeminismEBA004.38.5

Women Word women written in female shapes, metal backing, 4.5cm, 
multicoloured lettering on a black background.

FeminismEBA004.38.6

Frauen Gehen Zu Frauen Germany Translates as 'Women go with women', plastic backing, 4cm, 
purple lettering on a white background.

Feminism; Solidarity; 
International

EBA004.38.7

Stop Violence Against Women Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Feminism; Anti-violenceEBA004.38.8
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Oval, three interlocking white female symbols, metal backing, 3 
x 4cm on a red background.

FeminismEBA004.38.9

Women Together : Reclaim The Night Black outlines, hands holding moon - black stars, metal 
backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a green background.

FeminismEBA004.39.1

Stop Police Attacks, On Gays, Women and Blacks 
: SWP

Australia Three white fists, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a 
pink background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Multicultural; 
Feminism

EBA004.39.2

We Are Everywhere Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Achievement 
Badge 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a red background. Pride; VisibilityEBA004.39.3

Stolthet '85 1985 Denmark Pink Triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, dark grey lettering on a 
white background.

Pride; International; 
Stonewall Celebrations

EBA004.39.4

We Are Everywhere New Zealand White map of New Zealand, plastic backing, 5.2 x 5.2 x 5.2cm, 
blue lettering on a pink and white background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA004.39.5

Freedom Day Committee: Unite To Fight For 
Human Rights : June 29, 1986: No on 490 & 479: 
Seattle's 1986 Gay/Lesbian Pride Parade March 
and Freedom Rally

1986 Seattle, WA, USA Pink triangle (apex down), metal backing, 4.5cm, black,  pink 
and white lettering on a white background.

Pride; Legal rights; 
International

EBA004.39.6

White Lambda, metal backing, 4.5cm on a purple background. PrideEBA004.39.7

Your Choice Sexuality : SRC Sexuality Festival Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. Students; Sex 
education; Cultural 
festivals

EBA004.39.8

Yes, I'm Homosexual Too Metal backing, 4.3cm, green lettering on a white background. VisibilityEBA004.39.9

Summer Field Meet 71 1971 Black triangle outline, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on 
a blue background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.1

71 Winter Field Meet 1971 Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a red background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.2

Sixth Annual Easter Run '71 1971 Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a orange background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.3

Recon Anniversary Run 7 1971 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Black Triangle Outline, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on 
a orange background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.4

Constantine's 1973 Circus Run 1973 Black outline of clown, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on 
a red background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.5
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Eighth Annual Easter Run '73 1973 Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a orange background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.6

Recon Winter Field Meet 1974 The Leather 
Game

1974 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

W.C.Trophies 
(manufacturer)

Red Triangle Outline - red motor cycle and rider, metal backing, 
3.8cm, black lettering on a white background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.7

Recon 10th Anniversary Run 1974 1974 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Red triangle outline - red motor cycle and rider, metal backing, 
3.8cm, black lettering on a white background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.8

Tenth Annual Fall Field Meet '74 1974 Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a orange background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.9

Tenth Annual Easter Run '75 1975 Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a orange background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.1

76 Recon Winter Field Meet 1976 Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

White Triangle Outline, metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering 
on a red background.

Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.1

Thirteenth Annual Fall Field Meet '77 1977 Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a orange background. Social groups; 
Recreation; 
International

EBA005.40.1

The Constantine's IV Mix and Match 1974 Metal backing, 3.3cm, black lettering on a red background. EventsEBA005.40.1

Constantine's Run : Sept. 15, 1968 1968 Silver Logo, metal backing, 3.3cm, black lettering on a red 
background.

EventsEBA005.40.1

S.F.G.D.I. Club : Equinox Beer Bust Gold Flower with Face, metal backing, 3.8cm, gold lettering on 
a white background.

Social groups; 
International

EBA005.40.1

Speak-Easy : 2nd Anniversary Black boots, beer bottle and glass, metal backing, 3.8cm, black 
lettering on a red and white background.

Social groups; 
International

EBA005.40.1

AMF - 175 - Southern Cross Australia Bowling Badges, metal backing, gold and black lettering on a 
gold and black background.

Social groups; 
Recreation

EBA005.40.1

Melbourne CTBA 200 Australia Bowling pins 200, metal backing, gold lettering on a blue and 
red background.

Social groups; 
Recreation

EBA005.40.1

Southern Cross Australia Bowling badge, metal backing, gold lettering on a black and 
gold background.

Social groups; 
Recreation

EBA005.40.1

Splits Are The Pits Australia Bowling badge, metal backing, gold lettering on a green and 
yellow background.

Social groups; 
Recreation

EBA005.40.2

Acceptance Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background. ReligionEBA005.41.1
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Gay and Lesbian Visibility: It's Our Right! 1991 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a pink background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; HIV/AIDS; 
Visibility

EBA005.41.2

HIV Anti-Discrimination: It's Our Right! 1991 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a orange background. HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.41.3

AIDS Treatments Now: It's Our Right! 1991 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a green background. HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.41.4

ACT UP Australia ACT UP White on black rectangle on white background, metal backing, 
4.5cm, white lettering on a white and black background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.41.5

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation White logo on blue square. Badge issued to members, metal 
backing, 4.5cm, blue lettering on a white background.

Social groupsEBA005.41.6

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Black lettering with gold border on red background. Badge 
issued to members, enamel backing, 1.8 x 1.2cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

Social groupsEBA005.41.7

Angry Black female symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm, orange lettering on 
a red,  orange and yellow background.

FeminismEBA005.41.8

Angry Black female symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm, orange lettering on 
a orange background.

FeminismEBA005.41.9

Angry Black female symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm, orange lettering on 
a yellow background.

FeminismEBA005.41.1

Ask Me About AIDS Metal backing, 3.3cm, black and red lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA005.41.1

Antons Green map of Texas, metal backing, 4cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

EBA005.41.1

Avenge Oscar Wilde 1978 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Red hand holding green carnation., metal backing, 3.8cm, 
white lettering on a black background.

History; MemorialsEBA005.41.1

Avatar: Los Angeles 1987 1987 Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red background.EBA005.41.1

A You're An Amazon 1974 White Mare Metal backing, 3.8cm, red lettering on a black and white 
background.

FeminismEBA005.41.1

The Body Of Christ Has AIDS San Francisco, 
CA, USA

AIDS Ministry 
Archdiocese

Metal backing, 4.5cm, red and black lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Religion

EBA005.41.1

Brown Metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a brown background.EBA005.41.1

The Bread Is Rising: Emmaus Metal backing, 3cm, silver lettering on a blue background.EBA005.41.1
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Blades : (Rear) 337 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Luke 
(manufacturer)

Diamond shaped, gold logo. Badge issued to members., metal 
backing, 2 x 2cm, gold lettering on a black background.

Social groupsEBA005.41.1

Fort Worth, Texas Cowtown Leathermen Fort Worth, TX, 
USA

Pin, yellow and gold steers head on lone star, metal backing, 
2.5cm, gold lettering on a black and gold background.

Social groups; 
International; Leather 
pride

EBA005.41.2

Come Out Purple butterfly, metal backing, 3.8cm, purple lettering on a 
white background.

VisibilityEBA005.42.1

Cruising Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white background. VisibilityEBA005.42.2

Camp Tramp Metal backing, 3.8cm, red lettering on a white background. Visibility; HumourEBA005.42.3

Come Out Oval, metal backing, 3 x 2cm, purple lettering on a yellow 
background.

VisibilityEBA005.42.4

Chicago Hellfire Club Chicago, IL, USA Black chain -whips - etc., metal backing, 3.8cm, black and red 
lettering on a black and white background.

Social groups; Leather 
pride; International

EBA005.42.5

Don't Die Wondering Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Visibility; HumourEBA005.42.6

Consenting Adult Metal backing, 2.5cm, red lettering on a yellow background. Visibility; HumourEBA005.42.7

The Checkmates Club : 255 (2nd 239) Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Luke 
(manufacturer)

Pointed oval, checkerboard with Queen, enamel backing, 2.8 
irregularcm, silver lettering on a black and silver background.

Social groupsEBA005.42.8

Disarm Rapists Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a silver background. Sexual abuse; Anti-
violence

EBA005.42.9

Dykes 4 Disarmament Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white background. Lesbian; Anti-war 
activism

EBA005.42.1

Take The Toys Away From The Boys : Disarm (x5) Metal backing, 3.5cm, white and black lettering on a black and 
red background.

Feminism; Anti-war 
activism

EBA005.42.1

Dyke Metal backing, 3.8cm, red,  blue and yellow lettering on a gold 
background.

Visibility; LesbianEBA005.42.1

Dyke Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a white and yellow 
background.

Visibility; LesbianEBA005.42.1

Dyke Metal backing, 2.5cm, black,  blue and pink lettering on a 
white,  blue and purple background.

Visibility; LesbianEBA005.42.1

Dyke Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a pink and green 
background.

Visibility; LesbianEBA005.42.1

Eve Was Framed Red Apple, metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a white and 
blue background.

Feminism; HumourEBA005.42.1

For The Revolution Of The Species Pink Triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm, yellow lettering on a 
brown background.

VisibilityEBA005.42.1
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The Future Is Female Female shape, metal backing, 2.5cm, red lettering on a white 
background.

FeminismEBA005.42.1

We All Make Mistakes : GCN : Wimbledon Dance 
July 1981

Australia Green outline sketch of Billy Jean King [tennis player, not 
named], metal backing, 3.4cm, green lettering on a white 
background.

Lesbian; Sport; HumourEBA005.42.1

Gay Fathers Metal backing, 3.3cm, red lettering on a yellow background. ParentingEBA005.42.2

Gay Black circle border, pink triangle, metal backing, 3.3cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.1

Gay Metal backing, 3.3cm, black lettering on a blue,  red and yellow 
background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.2

Gay Rainbow (possible Aboriginal motif). Rainbow across the upper 
half of the badge., metal backing, 3.3cm, white lettering on a 
purple,  blue,  red and yellow background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.3

Gay Word shaped as pink triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, pink 
lettering on a black background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.4

Gay Metal backing, 2.5cm, purple lettering on a orange and white 
background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.5

Gay Metal backing, 2.5cm, green lettering on a orange and white 
background.

VisibilityEBA005.43.6

Gay Metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering on a rainbow background. VisibilityEBA005.43.7

Gay and Proud Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.8

Gay Day 81 1981 Australia ALSO Foundation Gay Day was organised by ALSO Foundation, metal backing, 
3.4cm, black lettering on a white background.

Cultural festivals; 
Visibility

EBA005.43.9

Gay Day '84 1984 Australia ALSO Foundation Gay Day was organised by ALSO Foundation, metal backing, 
3.4cm, green lettering on a white background.

Cultural festivals; 
Visibility

EBA005.43.1

Gays Were The Silenced Majority Metal backing, 3.8cm, purple lettering on a pink background. Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

Gay Liberation McDiarmid, 
David

Australia Red circle and flash, metal backing, 3.8cm, red and yellow 
lettering on a yellow background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

Gay Liberation Double male/female symbols, metal backing, 2.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

Gay Liberation Front Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne Gay 
Liberation

Yellow fist behind a black four-leaf clover symbol, metal 
backing, 3.8cm, yellow lettering on a black background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

East London Gay Liberation Front Black fist, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

GCM : For All Lesbian and Gay Christians: 
BM6914 : London WC1N 3XX: Tel 01-283-5165

London, United 
Kingdom

Red lambda, metal backing, 3.4cm, black and red lettering on a 
white background.

Religion; InternationalEBA005.43.1
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Glad To Be Gay Black outline stick figures, male & female, metal backing, 
2.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.43.1

Gay Power Metal backing, 2.5cm, green lettering on a black background. PrideEBA005.43.1

Women last longer Australia B J Parkes 
(manufacturer)

Plastic backing, 3.25cm, white lettering on a green background. FeminismEBA005.43.2

Gay Anger Is Gay Power Pink triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a dark 
grey background.

PrideEBA005.43.2

GaiPied 1981 France Gai Pied was a French Gay Magazine, metal backing, 3.4cm, 
black lettering on a yellow background.

Media; InternationalEBA005.44.1

GaiPied 1981 France Was a French Gay Magazine, metal backing, 3.4cm, black 
lettering on a pink background.

Media; InternationalEBA005.44.2

Gay Rights Lobby Metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering on a black background. Legal rights; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.44.3

Gays Against Fascism Pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a black 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Anti-violence

EBA005.44.4

Gay Vegetarian 1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Peace Dove, metal backing, 3.8cm, multicoloured lettering on a 
black background.

Visibility; Animal rightsEBA005.44.5

Gay Vegetarian 1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Peace Dove, metal backing, 3.8cm, multicoloured lettering on a 
black background.

Visibility; Animal rightsEBA005.44.6

Gay Vegetarian 1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Peace Dove, metal backing, 3.8cm, multicoloured lettering on a 
black background.

Visibility; Animal rightsEBA005.44.7

Gay Solidarity : Christopher St., June 69 1969 Black outline - butterfly inside triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, 
black lettering on a red background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA005.44.8

Gay Whales Against Racism Black Whale, metal backing, 3.4cm, red lettering on a yellow 
background.

Multicultural; Animal 
rights; Humour

EBA005.44.9

Defend London Community Bookshop : Gay's The 
Word

1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Black outline of shops and book, metal backing, 3.8cm, black 
and red lettering on a white background.

Solidarity; Services - 
Community; 
International

EBA005.44.1

Gays Against Facism Double male and female symbols in black, metal backing, 
2.5cm, black lettering on a green,  yellow,  pink and blue 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Anti-violence

EBA005.44.1

Girls Are Powerful Includes black outline female stick figure, metal backing, 2.5cm, 
black lettering on a multicoloured background.

FeminismEBA005.44.1

How Dare You Presume I'm Heterosexual 1975 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

First National 
Homosexual 
Conference

Black rim, metal backing, 3.5cm, black and red lettering on a 
white background.

Visibility; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.44.1

happy gays are here again! Metal backing, 3.8cm, green lettering on a yellow background. Visibility; HumourEBA005.44.1
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Hang On Includes brown wooden peg, metal backing, 2.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

EBA005.44.1

How Dare You Presume I'd Rather Be Thin Promoting healthy body image, metal backing, 3.4cm, red 
lettering on a yellow background.

Mental health; HumourEBA005.44.1

Heterosexuals only have half the fun Metal backing, 2.5cm, green lettering on a white background. Visibility; HumourEBA005.44.1

Homosexual Solidarity Red butterfly, metal backing, 3.8cm, yellow lettering on a black 
background.

Pride; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Recreation

EBA005.44.1

I'm Bad mmmmmm Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a black and white 
background.

EBA005.44.1

Incest, The Game For All The Family Metal backing, 3.8cm, gold lettering on a black background. Sexual abuse; HumourEBA005.44.2

I'm (discreetly) Gay Pink Triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA005.45.1

I Love Men Pink Triangle - Love written as a heart, metal backing, 3.8cm, 
black lettering on a black background.

VisibilityEBA005.45.2

I Like Older Men Metal backing, 3.4cm, blue lettering on a grey background. Pride; AgeismEBA005.45.3

I Love AIDS People Metal backing, 3.3cm, red and white lettering on a purple 
background.

HIV/AIDS; VisibilityEBA005.45.4

IWY 1975 Australia IWY Symbol in Black, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA005.45.5

International Woman's Year : Australia 1975 Australia IWY Symbol in Black, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA005.45.6

International Women's Year 1975 1975 Australia IWY Symbol In Black, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA005.45.7

If she says no its rape Metal backing, 3.5cm, red and black lettering on a white 
background.

Feminism; Sexual abuseEBA005.45.8

I'm bleeding Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a red and white 
background.

FeminismEBA005.45.9

I Like Dykes White circle boundary, metal backing, 3.4cm, white lettering on 
a red and blue background.

Pride; LesbianEBA005.45.1

I am a castrating bitch Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a orange background. FeminismEBA005.45.1

I Like Older Women Metal backing, 3.4cm, brown lettering on a yellow background. Pride; Lesbian; AgeismEBA005.45.1

I love my pits Female armpit, metal backing, 2cm, black lettering on a yellow 
background.

EBA005.45.1

Jewish Women's Centre Jewish logo, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Feminism; MulticulturalEBA005.45.1
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Keep Your Laws Off My Body Metal backing, 3.8cm, green lettering on a yellow background. Legal rights; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.45.1

Lesbiangry Oval, metal backing, 2 x 3cm, yellow lettering on a purple 
background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA005.45.1

Lezzie Love Pink and red hearts, metal backing, 2.1cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA005.45.1

Lesbians Ignite Triple Female Symbols, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on 
a orange background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA005.45.1

Lesbians Unite Triple Female Symbols, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on 
a orange and yellow background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA005.45.1

Lesbians Are Lovely Multiple Black female symbols, metal backing, 2.5cm, black 
lettering on a multicoloured background.

Pride; Lesbian; VisibilityEBA005.45.2

Let Whales Live Black Whale, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a blue 
and green background.

Animal rights; HumourEBA005.46.1

Let's Click! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Plastic backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a blue background. Media; HumourEBA005.46.2

Leather Fraternity Black and white hands/gloves, metal backing, 3.4cm, silver 
lettering on a red background.

Social groups; 
International; Leather 
pride

EBA005.46.3

Lavender Left Red star on pink triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering 
on a purple background.

Pride; Visibility; Left-
wing

EBA005.46.4

Lesbians and Gays Support The Printworkers : 
Picket Wapping: Stop The Lorries

1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Unions; Solidarity; 
International

EBA005.46.5

Lesbians & Gays Support The Printworks Wapping, 
United Kingdom

Outline red triangle and double female symbol, metal backing, 
3.8cm, white lettering on a black background.

Unions; Solidarity; 
International

EBA005.46.6

Lesbian Mother Metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering on a red background. Lesbian; ParentingEBA005.46.7

Lesbians Play Tennis Two crossed tennis racquets, metal backing, 3.8cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Visibility; Lesbian; SportEBA005.46.8

Lesbian Mums Unite Pram - triple female symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Visibility; Lesbian; 
Parenting

EBA005.46.9

Make a row Includes female head, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a 
black and yellow background.

FeminismEBA005.46.1

The Murphy Sisters Are Coming 1983 Adelaide, SA, 
Australia

Feminist Bookshop, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a 
green background.

Feminism; Literature; 
Business

EBA005.46.1

Matriarchal axe in bronze colour, metal backing, 3.5cm on a 
black and gold background.

FeminismEBA005.46.1

Mother Nature Is A Lesbian Metal backing, 3.8cm, purple lettering on a green background. Lesbian; HumourEBA005.46.1
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More Lady Train Drivers : A woman's right to 
choo choos

Metal backing, 2cm, green and white lettering on a black 
background.

FeminismEBA005.46.1

Make-Up : To whose idea of beauty? Includes pink & white surrealist face. A promotion for healthy 
body image., metal backing, 3.8cm, pink and black lettering on 
a blue background.

Feminism; Mental 
health

EBA005.46.1

The Moral Majority Is Neither 1981 NJ, USA Donnell Colt 
Buttons 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 3.3cm, white lettering on a brown background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Religion; 
Humour

EBA005.46.1

Melbourne Gay Rap Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a blue background. Social groupsEBA005.46.1

Melbourne Gay Rap Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Social groupsEBA005.46.1

Melbourne Gay Rap Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a pink background. Social groupsEBA005.46.1

Mike's Custom Leather : 1st Anniversary Black outlines leather man with whip, metal backing, 3.8cm, 
black lettering on a blue background.

Business; International; 
Leather pride

EBA005.46.2

Metropolitan Community Church : Where God 
Doesn't Discriminate

Philadelphia, PA, 
USA

Metropolitain 
Community 
Church

Includes Black logo, metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

ReligionEBA005.47.1

May Day: Worker's unite : Defeat US Imperialism Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a orange background. Left-wingEBA005.47.2

May Day : National Independence and Socialism Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a brown background. Left-wingEBA005.47.3

Repeal Anti-Gay Laws! Metal backing, 3.8cm, purple lettering on a white background. Legal rights; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.47.4

Word Is Out Metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a black background. PrideEBA005.47.5

Sexism Is A Social Disease Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Feminism; HealthEBA005.47.6

Some Of My Best Friends Are Metal backing, 3.4cm, black lettering on a grey background. Anti-discrimination 
activism; Humour; 
Solidarity

EBA005.47.7

Spangles : 275 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Shield. Membership badge?, metal backing, 2.5 irregularcm, 
gold lettering on a gold background.

Social groupsEBA005.47.8

You're Fired! : Stop Job Discrimination Against 
Homosexuals

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Produced for one of the national homosexual conferences in 
Sydney, possibly 1980, metal backing, 3.8cm, purple lettering 
on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA005.47.9

Police Courts Are Petty Sessions Stonehouse, 
Gary

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white lettering on a black and 
white background.

Legal rightsEBA005.47.1

Queer Nation Metal backing, 3.8cm, black lettering on a white background. Pride; VisibilityEBA005.47.1
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Warning: schools spread sexism Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a red and brown 
background.

Education; SexismEBA005.47.1

Support Gay Teachers New York, NY, 
USA

New York Gay 
Teachers Group

Red apple with yellow lambda, metal backing, 4.5cm, red 
lettering on a yellow background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Education; 
International

EBA005.47.1

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Choir

Pink triangle, enamel, with gold music note inside the triangle, 
metal backing, 2.2 x 2.2 x 2.2cm on a pink background.

Music; Community artsEBA005.47.1

The Pretty Policeman's Ball '85 In Aid Of London 
Gay Switchboard : ...helping us with our 
enquiries...." 01-837 7324

1985 London, United 
Kingdom

Metal backing, 4.5cm, pink and white lettering on a black 
background.

Services - Community; 
International

EBA005.47.1

P.C.E. Oval, hammer/sickle in gold, metal backing, 1.5 x 2cm, gold 
lettering on a pink background.

Left-wingEBA005.47.1

Nuclear Family : No Thanks White male stick figure, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

FeminismEBA005.47.1

Take The Toys From The Boys : No More War Metal backing, 3.5cm, green and purple lettering on a fawn 
and pink background.

Anti-war activism; 
Feminism

EBA005.47.1

[White question mark] White question mark, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black and gold 
background.

EBA005.47.1

[Nun in habit] Nun in habit, metal backing, 3cm on a white background. ReligionEBA005.47.2

No More witch hunts : We resist Metal backing, 3.5cm, red lettering on a yellow background. Genocide; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA005.48.1

Rights of women Black & white triangles, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on 
a white and yellow background.

FeminismEBA005.48.2

Women unite Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. FeminismEBA005.48.3

Witches Black and brown witch, metal backing, 2.5cm, black and red 
lettering on a white background.

FeminismEBA005.48.4

A woman needs a man likea moose needs a hat 
rack

Metal backing, 2.5cm, blue lettering on a pink background. FeminismEBA005.48.5

A woman's place is in the house, and in the 
senate

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white background. FeminismEBA005.48.6

Women Break Out! : Don't break down Metal backing, 3.5cm, purple lettering on a white background. FeminismEBA005.48.7

Witches heal Two small pink triangles, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering 
on a blue background.

FeminismEBA005.48.8

Vieille fille Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA005.48.9

Abortus Vrij : Wij Vrouwen Eisen Metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a purple background. FeminismEBA005.48.1

Powerful Woman! Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA005.48.1
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Radical women Metal backing, 3cm, red lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA005.48.1

Women unite Treble female symbols, metal backing, 3.5cm, silver lettering on 
a black background.

Feminism; SolidarityEBA005.48.1

WAM White female symbol, metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering on 
a purple and red background.

FeminismEBA005.48.1

Rouge Metal backing, 4.3cm, white lettering on a red background. FeminismEBA005.48.1

Sisterhood is powerful Metal backing, 3.5cm, red lettering on a white background. FeminismEBA005.48.1

Unite Hands hold female symbols, metal backing, 3.8cm, white 
lettering on a blue background.

Lesbian; PrideEBA005.48.1

Stop Rape Crimson hand, metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a grey 
background.

Feminism; Sexual abuseEBA005.48.1

No Means No Metal backing, 3cm, green lettering on a white background. Feminism; Sexual abuseEBA005.48.1

A Woman's Place Is In The Struggle : Resistance White Dali style face, metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a 
purple background.

FeminismEBA005.48.2

Shit Happens USA Photography of George W. Bush, metal backing, 3cm, white 
lettering on a red,  white and blue background.

EBA005.49.1

We are not ugly : we are not beautiful : we are 
angry

Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a brown background. FeminismEBA005.49.2

So many men, so little time Oval, metal backing, 4 x 3cm, black lettering on a orange 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA005.49.3

You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Toads Before You Find 
A Prince

Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a blue,  red and white 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA005.49.4

Sodom today : Gomorrah the world! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Gay Community 
News

Fundraiser for Melbourne Gay Community News., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, purple lettering on a white and purple 
background.

Pride; Visibility; HumourEBA005.49.5

Our Church Has AIDS : National Episcopal AIDS 
Coalition

Hampton Court, 
United Kingdom

Dutton Buttons 
(manufacturer)

Blue Church outline, metal backing, 3.8cm, blue and red 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; ReligionEBA005.49.6

Safe Summer 1988 Blue/yellow/red rectangle, metal backing, 3.4cm, blue lettering 
on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA005.49.7

Safe Sex? I'm Aching For It! : Acon Sleaze 1990 1990 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Purple strip, metal backing, 3.8cm, yellow lettering on a blue 
background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA005.49.8

Red rose, metal backing, 3cm on a black background. HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA005.49.9

Gold boss, flower, metal backing, 2 irregularcm on a pink 
background.

HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA005.49.1
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Gold wand inside pink triangle ear ring, metal backing, 3 x 3 x 
1.5cm on a black background.

VisibilityEBA005.49.1

[Pink rose] Pink rose, metal backing, 3cm on a black background. HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA005.49.1

Safe Sex Red tick, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA005.49.1

Safe : Play Safe Blue and white rectangle - blue and red lines, metal backing, 
3.8cm, red,  blue and white lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA005.49.1

[Medusa] Medusa head in brown and orange, metal backing, 3.5cm on a 
black background.

EBA005.49.1

Think Straight: Be Gay Metal backing, 3.8cm, black and white lettering on a black and 
white background.

Pride; Visibility; HumourEBA005.49.1

White peace sign on pink triangle, metal backing, 3cm on a 
grey background.

Anti-war activismEBA005.49.1

Silver peace sign on pink triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm on a 
blue background.

Anti-war activismEBA005.49.1

Women together are strong Black female stick heads, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

FeminismEBA005.49.1

Frauen gehen zu frauen 1980 Germany German language, plastic backing, 4cm, purple lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA005.49.2

Who killed Karen Silkwood? : Supporters of 
Silkwood: Uncover the cover-up

Metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a purple background. FeminismEBA005.50.1

Now Black female symbol, peace sign, metal backing, 3cm, black 
lettering on a orange background.

Feminism; Anti-war 
activism

EBA005.50.2

Never Another Battered woman White female, metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Feminism; Anti-violenceEBA005.50.3

Women's march for liberation IWY white figure, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a 
black background.

FeminismEBA005.50.4

Women's march for liberation Female emblem, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a 
purple background.

FeminismEBA005.50.5

The Womens Party Black outline female emblem, metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

FeminismEBA005.50.6

White female emblem and fist, metal backing, 3cm on a green 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.7

Purple female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a green 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.8

Silver female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a black 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.9
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Red female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a green 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Black female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a pink 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

White female emblem, metal backing, 3cm on a purple 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Oval, dark blue female emblem, metal backing, 4 x 3cm on a 
light blue background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Green female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a orange 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Black (white outline) female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on 
a black background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

White female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a purple 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

White female emblem, metal backing, 3cm on a purple 
background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Free Brown female emblem white wings, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a blue background.

FeminismEBA005.50.1

Two interlocking women's symbols on rainbow background, 
metal backing, 2.5cm on a rainbow background.

LesbianEBA005.50.1

Lesbian emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a black background. LesbianEBA005.50.2

Gay male symbol in white, metal backing, 3.5cm on a red 
background.

EBA006.51.1

Gay male symbol in purple, metal backing, 3cm on a yellow 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.51.2

Gay male symbol in orange, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.51.3

Silver grey lambda in circle, metal backing, 2.5cm on a white 
background.

EBA006.51.4

Orange lambda, metal backing, 3cm on a blue background.EBA006.51.5

White lambda in cross, metal backing, 3cm on a blue 
background.

EBA006.51.6

Yellow lambda flash, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black 
background.

EBA006.51.7

Black lambda, metal backing, 3cm on a white background.EBA006.51.8
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White lambda in circle, metal backing, 3cm on a purple 
background.

EBA006.51.9

Green lambda, metal backing, 3cm on a white background.EBA006.51.1

Pink triangle inside circle, metal backing, 3cm on a grey 
background.

EBA006.51.1

Pink triangle in circle, metal backing, 3cm on a grey background.EBA006.51.1

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black background.EBA006.51.1

Pink triangle, metal backing, 3cm on a black background.EBA006.51.1

Orange triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black background.EBA006.51.1

Purple triangle, enamel, metal backing, 2 x 2 x 2cm on a purple 
background.

EBA006.51.1

Out Living - Out Lasting - Out Loving Pink triangle, metal backing, 3.8cm, white lettering on a grey 
and white background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA006.51.1

Pink triangle, enamel, metal backing, 3 x 3 x 3cm on a pink 
background.

EBA006.51.1

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Gayzette 
Collective

Pink triangle, enamel, metal backing, 2 x 2 x 2cm on a pink 
background.

Pride; History; GenocideEBA006.51.1

Think Pink Metal backing, 3.8cm, pink lettering on a black background. Pride; VisibilityEBA006.51.2

White interlocking women's symbols, metal backing, 3.5cm on 
a brown background.

EBA006.52.1

Black lesbian emblem, metal backing, 3cm on a brown 
background.

EBA006.52.2

Black peace and interlocking women's symbols (one filled 
orange circle, the other green), metal backing, 2.5cm on a 
yellow background.

EBA006.52.3

Brown lesbian emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a white 
background.

EBA006.52.4

White interlocking women's symbols, metal backing, 3.5cm on 
a purple background.

EBA006.52.5

Black triple female emblem, metal backing, 3.5cm on a yellow 
background.

EBA006.52.6

White continuous female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a 
orange background.

EBA006.52.7

White continuous female emblem, metal backing, 2.5cm on a 
yellow background.

EBA006.52.8
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Blue & white clenched fist in gold 6 pointed star, metal 
backing, 3cm on a black background.

EBA006.52.9

Red male and yellow female symbols (also beaded), beaded 
backing, 3 x 3cm on a white background.

EBA006.52.1

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Oval, ALSO harmony symbol above word ALSO, metal backing, 
3 x 2cm, black lettering on a white background.

EBA006.52.1

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Gold border - gold border to lettering. Badge issued to 
members., metal backing, 1.8 x 1.2cm, navy blue lettering on a 
yellow background.

Social groupsEBA006.52.1

One Brass Razoo : The Laird Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

The Laird "Coins" issued by The Laird Hotel. Gold edging, Man on 
horseback centre., metal backing, 2.5cm, gold lettering on a 
black background.

EBA006.52.1

Consenting Adult Metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a blue background.EBA006.52.1

There are millions of us… Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.EBA006.52.1

Support Gay Marriage : www.sa.org.au 2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Socialist 
Alternative

Lettering superimposed on red outline of a heart, metal 
backing, 3cm, black lettering on a white background.

Marriage; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA006.52.1

Stop Homophobia : Socialist Alternative 2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Socialist 
Alternative

Images of demonstrators with fists in the air, double female 
symbol on the front one, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering 
on a red background.

EBA006.52.1

Gay Red and yellow flower attached to end of letter 'y' in Gay, 
metal backing, 2.5cm, green lettering on a white background.

EBA006.52.1

i hate sexism : www.sa.org.au 2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Socialist 
Alternative

Metal backing, 3cm, blue lettering on a red background.EBA006.52.1

alsorts youth housing : www.also.org.au 2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Rainbow house symbol, web address in black, metal backing, 
3cm, blue lettering on a white background.

EBA006.52.2

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne Gay 
and Lesbian 
Chorus

Enamel, musical notes in rainbow colours, metal backing, 1 x 
2cm on a black background.

EBA006.53.1

MGLC : melbourne gay & lesbian chorus Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne Gay 
and Lesbian 
Chorus

Enamel, red musical note and the letters MGLC in gold, metal 
backing, 3 x 2cm, gold lettering on a black background.

EBA006.53.2

Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Queen's head with crown above cross bones. Camp Betty was 
a queer festival., metal backing, 3.5cm, red and white lettering 
on a black background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.3

Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Punk queen with corgi. Camp Betty was a queer festival., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a blue background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.4
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Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Punk queen with corgi. Camp Betty was a queer festival., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a red background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.5

Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Punk queen with corgi. Camp Betty was a queer festival., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a pink background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.6

Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Punk queen with corgi. Camp Betty was a queer festival., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a white background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.7

Camp Betty : Melbourne 2007 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Punk queen with corgi. Camp Betty was a queer festival., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a orange background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.53.8

S Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Smarties Disco Red letter S occupies most of badge, gold rim, hole at top of 'S' 
for hanging the badge as a pendant, metal backing, 3 x 2cm, 
red lettering on a yellow background.

VenuesEBA006.53.9

Archives 30 : A new furture for our queer past 2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Australian 
Lesbian and Gay 
Archive (ALGA)

Inverted pink triangle, the word 'queer' in pink, metal backing, 
3.5cm, gold lettering on a white background.

ArchivesEBA006.53.1

Love : Limited edition of 50 [small print on side of 
badge]

Kristensen, 
Josefine

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Kristensen, 
Josefine

The word Love against various coloured backgrounds, metal 
backing, 2cm, white lettering on a red background.

EBA006.53.1

Love : Limited edition of 50 [small print on side of 
badge]

Kristensen, 
Josefine

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Kristensen, 
Josefine

White print on red, metal backing, 2cm, white lettering on a 
red and white background.

EBA006.53.1

Gay is Good USA White lettering reversed into red scroll design, metal backing, 
3cm, white lettering on a white background.

EBA006.53.1

Love : Limited edition of 50 [small print on side of 
badge]

Kristensen, 
Josefine

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Kristensen, 
Josefine

White print on red, metal backing, 2cm, red lettering on a 
white background.

EBA006.53.1

[symbol only] Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

CAMP NSW Black male and female symbols, metal backing, 3cm on a white 
background.

EBA006.53.1

WOMB Dimopoulos, 
Nik

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Womb Womb was a women's and friends one-off party at Inflation 
(CBD) produced by the Trough party boys and women friends., 
metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a mauve background.

Parties - publicEBA006.53.1

WOMB Dimopoulos, 
Nik

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Womb Woman naked from the waist blow drying her hair. Womb was 
a women's and friends one-off party at Inflation (CBD) 
produced by the Trough party boys and women friends., metal 
backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a mauve background.

Parties - publicEBA006.53.1

Love : Limited edition of 50 [small print on side of 
badge]

Kristensen, 
Josefine

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Kristensen, 
Josefine

Red print on white, vertical rainbow strips above and below 
the print, metal backing, 2cm, red lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.53.1

Love : Limited edition of 50 [small print on side of 
badge]

Kristensen, 
Josefine

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Kristensen, 
Josefine

Red print on white, horizontal rainbow stripes above and 
below the print, metal backing, 2cm, red lettering on a yellow 
background.

EBA006.53.1
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Grouse 2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Grouse Small black, white and blue telephones. Produced for 'Grouse' 
monthly queer night at Cobra Bar (above Tote), Collingwood., 
metal backing, 2cm, red lettering on a black background.

EventsEBA006.53.1

Do you want to play with me? : 
www.melbourneoutgames.org st Asia : 1st Asia 
Pacific Outgames : Melbourne 2008

2008 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

OutGames Metal backing, 4.5cm, orange lettering on a white background.EBA006.54.1

Pink triangle, enamel, metal backing, 3 x 3 x 3cm on a pink 
background.

EBA006.54.2

VSU kills queer departments Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a cream background.EBA006.54.3

Sisters united : NUS queer Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Cartoon like doll with pink dress, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

EBA006.54.4

We're here : we're queer : get used to it. Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Words in circle, top half black print reversed into white, 
bottom half white reversed into black, plastic backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

EBA006.54.5

Aargh! La Trobe Queer Collective fucking rules. Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Sketch of an aggressive looking bird, plastic backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

EBA006.54.6

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Two interlocked female symbols, plastic backing, 3.5cm on a 
white background.

EBA006.54.7

Unions put the colour in to uni life : Queer Action 
Network

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

A pink coloured flamingo, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering 
on a white background.

EBA006.54.8

Queer friendly Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Plastic backing, 3.5cm, pink lettering on a maroon background.EBA006.54.9

It's OK to be gay Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

Woman gesturing OK, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black and pink 
lettering on a white background.

EBA006.54.1

Target homophobia Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

La Trobe Uni 
Queer 
Department

John Howard sketch behind the words, plastic backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a yellow background.

EBA006.54.1

[no words] Australia Sketch of stylised woman in pink on black background. Possibly 
part of the Pan toilet campaign., plastic backing, 3.5cm on a 
black background.

EBA006.54.1
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[no words] Australia Sketch of stylised two women on black background. Possibly 
part of the Pan toilet campaign., plastic backing, 3.5cm on a 
yellow background.

EBA006.54.1

[no words] Australia Sketch of stylised two men on black background. Possibly part 
of the Pan toilet campaign., plastic backing, 3.5cm on a yellow 
background.

EBA006.54.1

JOY 94.9 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Joy 94.9 
Melbourne

Two abstract figures, pink and blue, one with earphones and 
the other carrying a microphone - reversed into black, metal 
backing, 2.5cm, purple and blue lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.54.1

marriage IS a corrupt institution! don't go there 
girlfriend

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

[indecipherable image], plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering 
on a red background.

EBA006.54.1

ban Compulsory Heterosexuality Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Stylised figures of two adults and two children, male and 
female for each, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red 
background.

EBA006.54.1

do you believe in evolution?  homo erectus : 
homo phobe

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Image of a Neanderthal skull (beneath homo erectus) and 
image of John Howard (beneath homo phobe), plastic backing, 
3.5cm, black lettering on a red background.

EBA006.54.1

dodge the hetero draft Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Stick figure of hetero family outside, house and car with a 
diagonal line across, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a 
orange background.

EBA006.54.1

fuck the draft Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Photo of young boy, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a 
red background.

EBA006.54.1

fuck the draft hetero Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Raised arm with pointed middle finger, and open handcuffs 
dangling, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.55.1

fuck the draft hetero Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne 
University Queer 
Department

Raised arm with pointed middle finger, and open handcuffs 
dangling, plastic backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red 
background.

EBA006.55.2

I am an enemy of the state Canberra, ACT, 
Australia

None but deterioration of white background resembles a 
symbol, metal backing, 3.5cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.55.3

We are the people our parents warned us against Canberra, ACT, 
Australia

Thin blue edge around badge, metal backing, 2.5cm, blue 
lettering on a white background.

EBA006.55.4

Smash Homophobia : Socialist Alternative 2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Socialist 
Alternative

Images of demonstrators with fists in the air, double female 
symbol on the front one, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering 
on a red background.

EBA006.55.5
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Repeal All Abortion Laws : March Dec. 6 Woman's Symbol in orange, metal backing, 3.5cm, white 
lettering on a black background.

Feminism; Legal rightsEBA006.55.6

Dance Proud Fuck Safe Shoot Clean Australia Purple triangle, yellow lettering on black rectangle, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, yellow lettering on a pink background.

HIV/AIDS; Education; 
Pride

EBA006.55.7

Two Man's Symbol in white, metal backing, 3.5cm on a green 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.55.8

Abortion is a woman's right to choose! A Woman standing pointing towards the women's symbol., 
metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a purple background.

FeminismEBA006.55.9

Safer Sex A Triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.55.1

Gay vote Metal backing, 3cm, red and blue lettering on a white 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.55.1

I'm One : white Mare Preston Hollow NY,12469 Metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a purple background. VisibilityEBA006.55.1

Question Authority Metal backing, 3.5cm, red lettering on a cream background. Civil liberties activismEBA006.55.1

Send Lady Di A Dingo Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red background.EBA006.55.1

Better Out & Gay Than Home & Dull : 1981 Gay 
Pride Mardi Gras

Metal backing, 4cm, purple lettering on a pink background. Mardi Gras; VisibilityEBA006.55.1

Repeal All Abortion Laws : A Woman's Right To 
choose.End Forced Sterilisation

Metal backing, 4cm, white and black lettering on a red 
background.

Feminism; Legal rightsEBA006.55.1

A man's symbol in black, metal backing, 3.5cm on a blue 
background.

EBA006.55.1

Abortion a woman's right to choose : WAAC Metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a blue background. FeminismEBA006.55.1

Have a Gay Day Three red circles., metal backing, 3cm, red lettering on a blue 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.55.1

I ♥ Being Gay Love word represented with a red symbol heart., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Pride; VisibilityEBA006.55.2

CGRO A symbol embedded in Pink triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a pink and black background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; International

EBA006.56.1

Gay Rights Now Metal backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a purple background. Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA006.56.2

Women need Unions Need Women : AUS 
Women's department

Two Woman's Symbol represented, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
white lettering on a green background.

Feminism; Unions; 
Solidarity

EBA006.56.3

Safe Sex : It's our right Metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a yellow background. HIV/AIDSEBA006.56.4

Two Man's Symbols in white, metal backing, 3cm on a red 
background.

VisibilityEBA006.56.5
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Feminism The Final Solution Red wire fencing, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA006.56.6

Gay Rights Lobby Metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a blue background. Legal rights; VisibilityEBA006.56.7

Rectangle and a red triangle symbol unknown, metal backing, 
3cm on a black background.

EBA006.56.8

Two red hearts representing Man's Symbol, metal backing, 
3cm on a white background.

EBA006.56.9

Repeal All Abortion Laws : A woman's right to 
control her life

Metal backing, 3cm, black and white lettering on a orange 
background.

Feminism; Legal rightsEBA006.56.1

Non Breeder Metal backing, 2.5cm, blue lettering on a yellow background. PrideEBA006.56.1

You'll never forget the feeling Spreading of AIDS virus symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm, red 
lettering on a blue background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.56.1

Spreading of AIDS virus symbol, metal backing, 2.5cm on a 
orange background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.56.1

Woman's Symbol in red With two palms closing in with flame 
in middle, metal backing, 2.5cm on a white background.

FeminismEBA006.56.1

Lambda , two blue circles, metal backing, 2.5cm on a white 
background.

PrideEBA006.56.1

The Moral Majority Is Neither Metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a brown background. Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA006.56.1

I'm a Dyke Metal backing, 2.5cm, blue lettering on a white background. Visibility; LesbianEBA006.56.1

I'm nobody's other half The sentence has a mirror image in reflection, metal backing, 
2.5cm, black and white lettering on a black and white 
background.

FeminismEBA006.56.1

No More Shit : Toronto 6 Feb 81 1981 Pink Triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.56.1

Non Breeder : 1981 Ephemera 1981 Metal backing, 2cm, pink lettering on a black background.EBA006.56.2

Repeal All Abortion Laws : A woman's Right to 
Choose.End Forced Sterilisation.

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white lettering on a bright red 
background.

FeminismEBA006.57.1

Encourage Homosexualities Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Pride; VisibilityEBA006.57.2

Gay Rights At Work Fist over pink triangle( union Solidarity) ?, metal backing, 
3.5cm, pink lettering on a black background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA006.57.3

Gays Against Nazis Black arrow, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Genocide

EBA006.57.4

[Clone] Face of a male clone with moustache., metal backing, 3.5cm on 
a white background.

EBA006.57.5
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Out of many one : Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day 
June27,1982 San Francisco

1982 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

10 triangles embedded in a large triangle., metal backing, 
3.5cm, purple lettering on a golden background.

Pride; Solidarity; 
International

EBA006.57.6

3 C R : Support Radio Radio waves, metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white lettering 
on a green background.

MediaEBA006.57.7

Free Abortion On Demand Metal backing, 3.5cm, red lettering on a yellow background. FeminismEBA006.57.8

Women Stand Up And Be Counted : Women's 
Liberation

Metal backing, 3.5cm, green and purple lettering on a white 
background.

FeminismEBA006.57.9

Lesbian Liberation : We'll Never Get It Under 
Capitalism

Two women's symbols in white., metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
and white lettering on a red background.

Feminism; Lesbian; Left-
wing

EBA006.57.1

A symbol of women in yellow with a yellow star in centre with 
blue shade below it., metal backing, 3.5cm on a orange 
background.

FeminismEBA006.57.1

Abortion a Woman's Right to Choose. Alpha Greek symbol (significance question?), metal backing, 
3.5cm, white lettering on a black background.

FeminismEBA006.57.1

I'm One Too Metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a purple background. VisibilityEBA006.57.1

I like Boys Metal backing, 2cm, white lettering on a blue background. VisibilityEBA006.57.1

LGSM : Lesbians Gay Men Support the Miners. Two Symbols each of Man & Woman embedded in a Pink 
Triangle , everything resembling a mine., metal backing, 2cm, 
gold lettering on a grey background.

SolidarityEBA006.57.1

Metal backing, 3 x 3 x 3cm on a pink background. PrideEBA006.57.1

AIDS : Remember Human hand holding a candle burning with a yellow flame., 
metal backing, gold lettering on a yellow background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA006.57.1

Meridian Club : 1989 1989 Two pink triangles., metal backing, 2cm, gold lettering on a 
blue background.

Social groupsEBA006.57.1

Meridian Club : 1988 1988 Two pink triangles, metal backing, 2cm, gold lettering on a 
black background.

Social groupsEBA006.57.1

Condoman : At the National Gallery Canberra Canberra, ACT, 
Australia

A figure of Superhero., metal backing, 2cm, black lettering on a 
red background.

HIV/AIDS; Education; 
Indigenous

EBA006.57.2

AIDS kills Don't Share Needles Sketch which resembles that ink has spread. Promoting harm 
minimisation., metal backing, 5.5cm, red,  purple and green 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA006.58.1

Can't get AIDS? Dead Wrong A symbol of danger in white (a human skeleton), metal 
backing, 5.5cm, green and red lettering on a blue background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.58.2

Safe Boys' Toy : 24Hours-7days Fast Service Nice 
Wriggling balls

Metal backing, 5.5cm, black and red lettering on a golden 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.58.3

Queers Against Racism 5 red stars, metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

MulticulturalEBA006.58.4
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World AIDS Day : Join the Worldwide Effort Dec 
1,1988

1988 World Globe in green, metal backing, 5.5cm, purple and green 
lettering on a white background.

Multicultural; 
Memorials

EBA006.58.5

A Heritage of Pride : Gay/Lesbian       SLDC'82 1982 Double lined pink triangle cut at three edges., metal backing, 
5.5cm, white lettering on a pink background.

EBA006.58.6

Bobby Goldsmith : The Incorporated Foundation Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. HIV/AIDSEBA006.58.7

Help The Police Beat Yourself Up : International 
Socialists PO BOX 339 Station E.Toronto

Toronto, Canada A rod in a human hand in black., metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

Humour; Legal rightsEBA006.58.8

Gays Against Nukes Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Anti-war activism; 
Visibility

EBA006.58.9

A Woman's Place Is Everywhere International woman's day symbol( person in a circle with arms 
raised), metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green 
background.

FeminismEBA006.59.1

Pride 1982 : Washington.D.C. 1982 Washington, DC, 
USA

Lambda symbol superimposed on five-point star above 8 
parallel lines, metal backing, 5.5cm, brown lettering on a cream 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA006.59.2

Be Safe Be Sure A green rectangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, green lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA006.59.3

Soft Targets A figure of man in black with also two rectangles., metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a black background.

EBA006.59.4

Doing It! : Lesbian and Gay Liberation in the 80's 25 triangles embedded in a pink triangle., metal backing, 
5.5cm, pink lettering on a black background.

PrideEBA006.59.5

International Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day : San 
Francisco, Funky Slogans.SanJose

San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Inverted pink triangle surrounded with hands in different 
colours., metal backing, 5.5cm, purple lettering on a white 
background.

Pride; InternationalEBA006.59.6

A Woman's Place is in the House and Senate Several blue and red stars at the bottom and one red star at 
the top., metal backing, 5.5cm, blue and red lettering on a 
white background.

FeminismEBA006.59.7

Edna Loves Me A red heart, metal backing, 5.5cm, yellow lettering on a yellow 
background.

EBA006.59.8

Two symbols each of Man & Woman With a fist in black., metal 
backing, 5.5cm on a blue background.

EBA006.59.9

Gay Waves : Gay Radio Thursday Nights 10pm-
1am 2SER-FM 107.5

A black radio with radio waves., metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a pink background.

MediaEBA006.60.1

Limp Wrists make strong fists! A black fist., metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow 
background.

PrideEBA006.60.2

Commie Fag A symbol of communism, metal backing, 5.5cm, silver lettering 
on a silver background.

Left-wing; VisibilityEBA006.60.3
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A-i-D-S Kills Take Precautions A tomb with R.I.P written on it and I represents a condom as a 
precaution in the word kills, metal backing, 5.5cm, pink,  green 
and yellow lettering on a red background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA006.60.4

I'm One Metal backing, 5.5cm, orange lettering on a pink background. VisibilityEBA006.60.5

Me Myself I : Joan Armatrading Glass backing, 4 x 5.8cm, blue lettering.EBA006.60.6

Gay Olympic Games : San Francisco Aug.28th 
/Sept.5th 1982

3 circles overlapping each other, side ones in white and circle 
in the centre in blue, metal backing, 5.5cm, blue lettering on a 
grey background.

Sport; VisibilityEBA006.60.7

Our Love : means safe sex Oval, with a pink triangle, four different gay male couples in 
different outfits., metal backing, black and white lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA006.60.8

Our Love : cabesp banespa Brasil Metal backing, 6.5 x 4.3cm, white lettering on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; InternationalEBA006.60.9

PFLAG : Keeping families together : Midsumma Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

P-FLAG Inc, 
Melbourne

Rainbow letter P, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

EBA006.61.1

Sir Robert PEEL Dance Bar  : 1st Birthday'89 1989 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Peel Hotel A burning candle represented in number 1., metal backing, 
4.5cm, black lettering on a cream background.

EBA006.61.2

ARE YOU GAYME? : 1981 Gay Pride Mardi Gras 1981 Metal backing, 4.5cm, pink lettering on a purple background. Visibility; Mardi GrasEBA006.61.3

UNSAFE SEX get over it! : ACON Sleaze 1990 1990 Metal backing, 4cm, yellow lettering on a green and purple 
background.

HIV/AIDS; EducationEBA006.61.4

Out of many one : Lesbian Gay Freedom Day 
June 27 1982 San Francisco

1982 A white inverted triangle with 6 black triangles within it., metal 
backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black background.

Pride; InternationalEBA006.61.5

Two red hearts, one smaller, outlined in red., metal backing, 
4cm on a white background.

EBA006.61.6

Feast, metal backing, 3.5cm on a purple background.EBA006.61.7

Pink Triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm on a black background.EBA006.61.8

GAYS against FACISM Gay and Lesbian Symbols., metal backing, 3cm, black lettering 
on a orange background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA006.61.9

GAY A spark in yellow colour, in half, at the top., metal backing, 
3cm, black lettering on a white,  red and blue background.

VisibilityEBA006.61.1

AUSTRALIA where the men are men and sheep 
are nervous

Australia Metal backing, 4cm, black lettering on a blue background.EBA006.61.1

Land Rights for Gay Whales Australia Metal backing, 4cm, green lettering on a white background.EBA006.61.1

I used to be straight Metal backing, 4cm, red lettering on a white background.EBA006.61.1

gay proud and ANGRY Pink triangles, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA006.61.1
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FRED NILE HAS A.I.D.S Australia Metal backing, 4cm, brown lettering on a white background.EBA006.61.1

GAY DAY 81 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Metal backing, 3cm, blue lettering on a white background.EBA006.61.1

EAT MY LUNCH Metal backing, 3.5cm, gold lettering on a black background.EBA006.61.1

HETEROSEXUELL? NEIN DANKE 1988 Germany Anti-nuclear symbol - red face, metal backing, 4cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

EBA006.61.1

GLAD TO BE GAY United Kingdom The Badge Shop 
(manufacturer)

Metal backing, 4cm, black lettering on a red background.EBA006.61.1

I'M JUST A GIRL WHO CAN'T SAY NO! : 
OKLAHOMA

Metal backing, 4cm, brown lettering on a orange background.EBA006.61.2

Lesbians/Gays demand liberation in every land 
on every level! : Stonewall Rebellion 1981

1981 Metal backing, 5.5cm, purple lettering on a white background. Pride; SolidarityEBA006.62.1

Born Gay : Fabulous by choice Purple inverted triangle., metal backing, 8 x 5.4cm, white 
lettering on a white background.

PrideEBA006.62.2

poofs and dykes vote Democrat Australia Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. Political parties; 
Visibility

EBA006.62.3

Betty's back!  : Camp Betty Sydney 2011 
www.campbetty.org 10-13 June

2011 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. Cultural festivalsEBA006.62.4

Camp Betty : Sydney June 2011 campbetyy.org 2011 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Plastic backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Cultural festivalsEBA006.62.5

Action Camp Betty 2011 2011 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Camp Betty 
Collective

Plastic backing, 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a white 
background.

Cultural festivalsEBA006.62.6

I'm a supersonic BANG Metal backing, 5.5cm, orange lettering on a green background.EBA006.62.7

I'M A FUCKING QUEER Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a green background. Pride; VisibilityEBA006.62.8

I'M GAY Metal backing, 5.5cm, gold lettering on a black background. Pride; VisibilityEBA006.62.9

Sydney Gay Mardi Gras 1985 1985 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi 
Gras

Stars around perimeter, plastic backing, 6cm, silver lettering on 
a red background.

Mardi GrasEBA007.63.1

Belles Ball Judge 1986 1986 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Iridescent silver background, plastic backing, 5cm, black 
lettering on a silver background.

Drag; EventsEBA007.63.2

Qweirdo 2004 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Deakin Uni Queer 
Collective

Grey with torch (?) showing light, metal backing, 5.5cm, pink 
lettering on a grey and pink background.

StudentsEBA007.63.3

Gays Suck Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. PrideEBA007.63.4

We're not all straight in the garden state. See you 
at Tramps

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Tramps in bold, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a 
black background.

Venues; VisibilityEBA007.63.5
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Tom Robinson Band Clenched fist - centre silver iridescent, metal backing, 6.5cm, 
green lettering on a black background.

Music; InternationalEBA007.63.6

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Black outline naked woman symbol - variation of Leonardo 
sketch depicting male perfection, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

LesbianEBA007.63.7

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Two naked female figures  superimposed, metal backing, 
5.5cm, black lettering on a green background.

LesbianEBA007.63.8

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Member number 883 key tag. Oval, ALSO harmony symbol in 
dark blue reversed into white circle above the word ALSO, 
metal backing, 3 x 2cm, dark blue lettering on a white 
background.

Services - Community; 
Social groups

EBA007.63.

ALSO Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Member number 4012 key tag.  Rectangular / hexagonal, ALSO 
harmony symbol in dark blue reversed into white circle above 
the word ALSO, metal backing, 2.8 x 2cm, light green and dark 
green lettering on a dark green and light green background.

Services - Community; 
Social groups

EBA007.63.

80 1990 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Club 80 Key tag. Oval, 10th anniversary Club 80, Oct 1990., metal 
backing, 2.5 x 4.5cm, black lettering on a gold background.

Venues; HistoryEBA007.64.1

Monash Gay Collective Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Monash Gay 
Collective

Two clasped hands, metal backing, 5.7cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

Visibility; StudentsEBA007.64.2

Monash Gay Collective Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Monash Gay 
Collective

Two clasped hands, metal backing, 5.7cm, black lettering on a 
white and brown background.

Visibility; StudentsEBA007.64.3

Deviants have more run Metal backing, 5.5cm, white and black lettering on a blue 
background.

PrideEBA007.64.4

2XX ROXX : 1008 Metal backing, 6.5 x 4cm, bright pink lettering on a black 
background.

MediaEBA007.64.5

Let's Klick! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Klick! Magazine Plastic backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a blue background. MediaEBA007.64.6

SYPHILLIS IS A PAIN IN THE ARSE FOR POOFTERS [Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia]

Metal backing, 5.8cm, white lettering on a black background. Sex education; HealthEBA007.64.6

Oval, three interlocking female symbols, metal backing, 4 x 
3cm, white lettering on a green background.

FeminismEBA007.64.7

3 C R : Community Radio [Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia]

3CR Black lightning shocks, metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white 
lettering on a pink background.

MediaEBA007.64.7

I am not complacent! 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background. HIV/AIDS; Visibility; 
Health

EBA007.64.8

What is it with CRYSTAL? 2007 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Promoting harm minimisation with drug use, metal backing, 
4.5cm, white lettering on a black background.

HealthEBA007.64.9
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Why the pink triangle? [card backing for enamel 
pink triangle] : [Explanation of the origins of the 
pink triangle : fundraiser for ALGA : donated by 
the Gayzette Collective]

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Gayzette 
Collective

Pink triangle, enamel, metal backing, 2 x 2 x 2cm on a pink 
background.

Genocide; MemorialsEBA007.65.1

P-FLAG Inc, Melbourne [card backing for metal 
heart shaped badge] : Hate is not a family value

1994 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

P-FLAG Inc, 
Melbourne

Pink triangle, enamel, within metal heart shape, metal backing, 
3 x 3cm on a silver background.

ParentingEBA007.65.2

P-FLAG Inc, Melbourne [card backing for metal 
heart shaped badge, attached to a key ring] : 
Hate is not a family value

1994 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

P-FLAG Inc, 
Melbourne

Pink triangle, enamel, within metal heart shape, attached to 
key ring, metal backing, 3 x 3cm on a silver background.

ParentingEBA007.65.3

Write to your school : Homophobio danneggia 
tutto (check)

2006 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Crest (resembling a school logo), metal backing, 6cm, yellow 
lettering on a blue background.

Education; Anti-
discrimination activism; 
Youth

EBA007.65.4

We're here  We're queer  We will not disappear Brisbane, Qld, 
Australia

Queer 
Department, QUT

Two five pointed stars, metal backing, 6cm, navy blue lettering 
on a light grey background.

StudentsEBA007.65.5

Freedom from religion : GALA PO Box 14142 San 
Francisco 94114 [Gay and Lesbian Atheists 
America]

USA Metal backing, 6cm, black lettering on a gold background. Civil liberties activism; 
Religion

EBA007.65.6

A woman's right : a woman's choice Metal backing, 4.5cm, pink lettering on a black background. FeminismEBA007.65.7

Defend abortion clinics : Stop the terror USA Radical Women Bomb with a red diagonal line across it, metal backing, 4.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

FeminismEBA007.65.8

Gays Against fascism Pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, red lettering on a black 
background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; Genocide

EBA007.65.9

You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet! : Gay/Lesbian Pride 
Day June 30, 1985 New York City

Robert Tabor 
NYC

1985 USA White triangle Pink stripes, metal backing, 5.5cm, pink lettering 
on a purple background.

PrideEBA007.66.1

"It's not the men in my life that count it's the life 
in my men"

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Patrick Bros 
(manufacturer)

Hand gun, metal backing, 5.5cm, pink lettering on a white 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA007.66.2

Lesbian and gay Jewish activists Pink triangle on a reversed black triangle. Used for the History 
Inverted conference lesbian exhibition mid-1990s., metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

MulticulturalEBA007.66.3

I Support Melbourne Rainbow Band Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Black treble clef on a rainbow scale, metal backing, 5.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

MusicEBA007.66.4

Jiembra Carnivale 96 Brisbane, Qld, 
Australia

Rainbow coloured cruise ship with black waves and gold star, 
metal backing, 5.5cm, black and pink lettering on a white 
background.

PrideEBA007.66.5

78ers The First Generation Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi 
Gras

Two love hearts drawn similarly to infinity symbol and triangles 
arranged to represent the Sydney Opera House, metal backing, 
5.5cm, yellow and white lettering on a purple background.

Mardi Gras; HistoryEBA007.66.8
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the FUTURE is ANDROGENOUS Male and female symbol joined, metal backing, 4.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

TransgenderEBA007.67.1

BITE THE PILLOW Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a pink background. HumourEBA007.67.2

happy gays are here again! Metal backing, 3.5cm, green lettering on a white background. Visibility; HumourEBA007.67.3

We're Not All Straight in the Garden State Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 4.3cm, green lettering on a white background. Visibility; HumourEBA007.67.4

Act Against AIDS '93 : © The Estate of Keith 
Haring

[Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia]

Red and blue stylised embracing figures, metal backing, 2.5 x 
3.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDS; Anti-
discrimination activism

EBA007.67.5

♥ your trans* 2012 Red heart above lettering, metal backing, 2.3cm, red lettering 
on a white background.

TransgenderEBA007.67.6

2012 Stylised 'Y' symbol, metal backing, 3.2cm, black lettering on a 
green background.

TransgenderEBA007.67.7

gender 2012 Stylised 'Y' symbol, metal backing, 3.2cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

TransgenderEBA007.67.8

Campaign Against Moral Persecution  Society 
Five  : Victoria 1971-1981

[Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia]

Society Five Male and female symbol interlinked. Used for History Inverted 
conference lesbian exhibition mid-1990s., metal backing, 
4.7cm, white lettering on a pink background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism; History

EBA007.67.9

One in 10 of you maybe one of us Used for History Inverted conference lesbian exhibition mid-
1990s, metal backing, 4.5cm, pink lettering on a white 
background.

Visibility; HumourEBA007.67.1

Commie Dyke Hammer and sickle. Used for History Inverted conference 
lesbian exhibition mid-1990s., metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a pink background.

Left-wing; LesbianEBA007.67.1

Support lesbian mums Used for History Inverted conference lesbian exhibition mid-
1990s, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a blue,  beige,  
pink,  green and orange background.

Parenting; LesbianEBA007.67.1

Dynamite dykes Pink lightning. Used for History Inverted conference lesbian 
exhibition mid-1990s., metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on 
a black,  silver,  purple and green background.

Visibility; LesbianEBA007.67.1

Gays against racism Pair  of male symbols, pair of female symbols. Used for History 
Inverted conference lesbian exhibition mid-1990s., metal 
backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a light blue background.

MulticulturalEBA007.67.1

Homophobia Two black ink blotches? Used for History Inverted conference 
lesbian exhibition mid-1990s., metal backing, 4.3cm, black 
lettering on a white and red background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA007.67.1

Land rights for gay whales Whale, tree and male/female symbols joined, metal backing, 
4.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

Animal rights; HumourEBA007.67.1
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gays and lesbians for the ALP Text written over a pink triangle, metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a pink background.

Political partiesEBA007.67.1

Boys against sexism Australia Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a pink and white 
background.

Feminism; Sexism; 
Youth

EBA007.67.1

Just cruisin Sketch of ship, metal backing, black lettering on a pink and 
white background.

Visibility; HumourEBA007.67.1

Red star on pink triangle, enamel backing, 2cm on a pink 
background.

PrideEBA007.67.2

World AIDS Day : Australia 1st December Australia Two figures wrapped in a red ribbon, metal backing, 2.5cm, 
white lettering on a silver,  grey and red background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.1

AIDS Vigil 96 Yellow flame on red circle, overlapping blue rectangle, metal 
backing, 3 x 3cm, gold lettering on a red,  yellow,  black and 
blue background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.2

[Red ribbon, little heart] Gigi 
Accessories

1992 Red ribbon, little heart., metal backing, 6.7 x 2.5cm on a red 
and gold background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.3

[Red ribbon] Red ribbon, leather backing, 5.8 x 2.5cm on a red background. HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.4

[Red ribbon] Red ribbon, metal backing, 2 x 1.5cm, gold lettering on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.5

Pride march : Assemble at 4:00pm Fitzroy St, St 
Kilda - Feburary 2nd 1997

1997 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black and rainbow lettering on a white 
background.

PrideEBA007.68.6

[Red ribbon, rainbow colours] Australia Red ribbon, rainbow colours, metal backing, 2.5 x 1.5cm on a 
red,  rainbow and gold background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.7

[Red ribbon] Australia Red ribbon, "11011" on front strip, metal backing, 2.5 x 2cm on 
a red and gold background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.8

Revolting queer Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

University of 
Melbourne 
Queer Office

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Youth; HumourEBA007.68.9

CCQN Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

University of 
Melbourne 
Queer Office

Phoenix, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a yellow 
background.

YouthEBA007.68.1

Ban Compulsory Heterosexuality Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

University of 
Melbourne 
Queer Office

Family figures inside a crossed-out circle, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a light blue background.

Visibility; Left-wingEBA007.68.1

Queer liberation not corporate domination Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

University of 
Melbourne 
Queer Office

IBM logo torn in half, text underneath, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a light pink background.

Left-wingEBA007.68.1
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Just say no to sex with pro-lifers Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

University of 
Melbourne 
Queer Office

Female symbol, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a 
white background.

Feminism; HumourEBA007.68.1

Dignity : New York Gay and Lesbian Catholics New York, NY, 
USA

Catholic Cross, metal backing, 4cm, black lettering on a orange 
background.

ReligionEBA007.68.1

We are everywhere New Zealand Pink triangle, New Zealand, plastic backing, 5 x 5 x 5cm, blue 
and white trim lettering on a pink background.

VisibilityEBA007.68.1

[Red ribbon] Red ribbon, metal backing, 1.8 x 1.8cm, silver lettering on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.68.1

I ♥ NY New York, NY, 
USA

Red heart, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

TravelEBA007.68.1

Uranium? No thanks Orange smiling sun, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a 
yellow background.

Left-wingEBA007.68.1

Nosferatcher United Kingdom Margaret Thatcher as a vampire, metal backing, 3.5cm, brown 
and white lettering on a pink background.

Left-wing; HumourEBA007.68.1

Not yet allocatedEBA007.68.2

Australia Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Red pin with gold outline in shape of ribbon. Left strip has four 
horizontal lines in gold with a gold circle in the middle, metal 
backing, 2.5 x 2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA007.68.2

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

ACON Foundation Red ribbon, three small crystals, metal backing, 2.5 x 1.6cm, 
gold lettering on a red background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.69.1

A time to act : HIV/AIDS Awareness World Health 
Organisation

Red flame. "A time to act - HIV/AIDS awareness" was Who 
2006 slogan for World AIDS Day., metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a red background.

HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA007.69.2

United in rememberance, hope, and action : 
International AIDS Memorial Candlelight Vigil 
1993

Yellow flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, white and yellow lettering 
on a black background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.69.3

AIDS Candlelight Vigil : Melbourne 1992 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Yellow candle and flame, metal backing, 5.5cm, white and 
yellow lettering on a purple background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.69.4

Army Pride Lapel Pin Australia Australian Army Australian Army Rising Sun, rainbow colours, metal backing, 
1.5cm, gold and black lettering on a rainbow background.

Pride; Defence forcesEBA007.69.5

Army Pride Cufflinks Australia Australian Army Australian Army Rising Sun, rainbow colours, metal backing, 
1.5cm, gold and black lettering on a rainbow background.

Pride; Defence forcesEBA007.69.6

Possum power Leunig, 
Michael

Australia Possum, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

HumourEBA007.69.7

Keep smiling Boynton, 
Sandra

Orange and grey smiling cats, metal backing, 5.5cm, white 
lettering on a light blue background.

HumourEBA007.69.8
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Sex, drugs and socialism Against 
Equality

AE Press Socialist Star, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a blue 
background.

Humour; Left-wingEBA007.69.9

Save Fairfield Hospital Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, black lettering on a yellow background. HIV/AIDS; Health; 
Services - Government

EBA007.66.9

AIDS Vigil 97 1997 Australia Cut-away oval, yellow flame reversed into green, 'AIDS vigil' in 
gold reversed into green, 97 in green, reversed into yellow, 
metal backing, 3 x 2.2cm, green and yellow lettering on a 
yellow and green background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.70.1

AIDS Vigil 99 1999 Australia Stylised candle in black, reversed into yellow, lettering reversed 
into black, metal backing, 2.5 x 2cm, gold lettering on a yellow 
and black background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.70.2

AIDS Vigil Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

AIDS Products 
Victoria

Cut-away oval, gold outline of hand holding white candle, 
yellow flame, metal backing, 3 x 2.2cm, black and gold lettering 
on a gold and blue background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.70.3

Heart shape, metal backing, 3.3 x 3.3cm on a rainbow 
background.

PrideEBA007.70.4

Just say no to marriage Against 
Equality

USA AE Press Magnet backing, 1.5cm, white and green lettering on a green 
background.

Marriage; Left-wing; 
Social groups

EBA007.70.5

Which part of the word NO don't you 
understand?

Metal backing, 3.5cm, purple lettering on a white background. SexismEBA007.70.6

Strike Kennet Out! Australia Kennett's face crossed out, raised fist, metal backing, 4cm, 
black and red lettering on a white background.

Unions; Local 
government

EBA007.70.7

Gai pied hebdo [Berlin, 
Germany]

Metal backing, 2.2cm, white lettering on a blue background. HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.70.8

Berlin MSC 1978 1978 Berlin, Germany MSC Motorcycle, metal backing, 4cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Recreation; 
International

EBA007.70.9

MSC Hamburg Hamburg, 
Germany

MSC Figure of man from torso to knee with harness, metal backing, 
3.5cm, white lettering on a white and cream background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.70.1

Germany Red figure of a man in leather with Berlin Bear Logo, metal 
backing, 4cm on a white background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.70.1

25 Anniversary ECMC : 1999 1999 Germany ECMC Figure of two hands holding each other below the ECMC logo, 
metal backing, 2.5 x 2.5cm, black lettering on a silver and metal 
background.

Recreation; 
International

EBA007.70.1

LGBT History Month : Lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans 2011 Diagonal white stripes, metal backing, 3.5cm, white and black 
lettering on a green and white background.

History; InternationalEBA007.70.1

Marriage = Death Inverted pink triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on 
a black and pink background.

MarriageEBA007.70.1
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Quilt Project Melbourne Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Quilt Project Rainbow, metal backing, 3.5cm, gold lettering on a rainbow 
and black background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.70.1

My Rainbow Family Rocks : 
www.rainbowfamilies.org.au

Australia Figures of children and adults of different colours of the 
rainbow, metal backing, 4cm, white lettering on a purple 
background.

ParentingEBA007.70.1

Two female gender symbols with women's heads, metal 
backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a rainbow background.

Lesbian; VisibilityEBA007.70.1

I WILL SURVIVE Double headed axe, metal backing, 3cm, dark blue lettering on 
a light blue background.

FeminismEBA007.70.1

Bike Dyke Metal backing, 3.7cm, black lettering on a green background. Lesbian; RecreationEBA007.70.1

Victorian AIDS Council : Committed to the Cause Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Pendant, black 'V' crossed with red ribbon, metal backing, 3cm, 
black lettering on a metallic background.

HIV/AIDSEBA007.70.2

Motorsport und Contacte E.V : 1979 Berlin 1979 Berlin, Germany Recreation; 
International

EBA007.71.1

MSC Hannover : e.V. Hannover, 
Germany

MSC Man in leather wearing sunglasses, plastic backing, 5cm, black 
lettering on a white and black background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.71.2

Osterfunk Berlin '86 28.3.86-31.3.86 : MSC Berlin 
: Motorsport & Contacte (MSC Berlin) e.V. 
Postlach 3o3969 Berlin 30

1986 Berlin, Germany MSC Man in leather laying on his side with monument, MSC logo 
with motorcycle, card backing, 7 x 5cm, white and black 
lettering on a grey background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.71.3

Berlin MSC 1977 1977 Berlin, Germany MSC Figure of man in leather & a motorcycle, metal backing, 6cm, 
black and red lettering on a white background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.71.4

Harvey Milk Supervisor : www.milk.film.de Germany Metal backing, 6cm, white lettering on a blue background. Memorials; 
International

EBA007.71.5

Germany Heart shape, outline of two hands holding each other, metal 
backing, 2.5 x 2.2cm on a purple background.

Visibility; InternationalEBA007.71.6

Berlin MSC 1980 : ECMC 1980 Berlin, Germany MSC The MSC logo with motorcycle, two men in leather and several 
tourist attractions in Berlin, plastic backing, 7.5 x 5cm, red and 
black lettering on a white background.

Recreation; Leather 
pride; International

EBA007.71.7

Germany A blue diamond standing on a parallelogram, metal backing, 
5.5cm on a rainbow background.

Visibility; InternationalEBA007.71.8

BLACK DIAMOND Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Black diamond, plastic backing, 5.2cm, black lettering on a red 
background.

EBA007.71.9

PRIDE @ SWINBURNE [Australia] Coloured squares behind rainbow rectangle, plastic backing, 
5.7cm, white lettering on a light blue background.

EBA007.72.1

STAY SAFE Canberra, ACT, 
Australia

AIDS Action 
Council, ACT

Two square brackets around text       ( [ ] ), plastic backing, 
5.7cm, white lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDSEBA007.72.2
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Silence = Death ACT UP Inverted pink triangle, metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on 
a black background.

HIV/AIDSEBA007.72.3

World AIDS Day Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Red Ribbon, metal backing, 6.5 x 1.5cm, gold lettering on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDS; MemorialsEBA007.72.4

Sydney Gay Mardi Gras 1995 1995 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi 
Gras

Key-ring, triangles, the last one is an inverted pink triangle, 
metal backing, 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5cm, grey lettering on a grey and 
metal background.

Mardi GrasEBA007.72.4

Bailey, Ange Australia Black and white photograph of drag queen with one hand on 
hip. Two stars (black and red) are on either side. Created for 
the 'Vital Signs: Interpreting the Archives' exhibition at 
Blindside Gallery, Melbourne, July 2014., metal backing, 5.5cm 
on a black a

EBA007.72.5

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Triangles arranged to represent the Sydney Harbour Bridge, 
metal backing, 6.5cm, black lettering on a silver background.

VisibilityEBA007.72.7

SYDNEY FEMME GUILD : VISIBILITY SOLIDARITY Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Rectangular light blue shield with yellow middle and white 
glove clenched into a fist, plastic backing, 5.7cm, dark blue and 
white lettering on a white background.

EBA007.72.8

If you were GAY I'd shout HOORAY! : 
avenuqthemusical.com.au

Darker pink 'Q' in background, metal backing, 5.5cm, white 
lettering on a pink background.

Music; VisibilityEBA007.72.9

MARDI GRAS 2006 SYDNEY : INNER SOUL MADE 
IN AUSTRALIA

2006 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Dog tag on chain, two male symbols, metal backing, 4.9 x 
2.7cm on a metal background.

Mardi GrasEBA008.73.1

[Red ribbon] : Bobby Goldsmith Foundation / 
www.bgf.org.au

Ribbon: Three linked stick figures with text. Cardboard: Three 
linked figures with text.  Size includes cardboard backing, 
ribbon backing, 9.2 x 6cm, red,  white and black lettering on a 
white background.

EBA008.73.2

NATIONAL CONDOM DAY 2009 [Australia] Heart, metal backing, 5.7cm, white lettering on a red and pink 
background.

Sex education; HIV/AIDSEBA008.73.3

{everyone we know : also.org.au} Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Parentheses around the text, plastic backing, 5.5cm, mauve 
lettering on a white background.

Services - communityEBA008.73.4

m : MIDSUMMA FESTIVAL (03) 9415 9819 YOUR 
MEMBER NUMBER 101

Keychain, lower case 'm' in off-centred circle with rays, metal 
backing, 4cm on a purple and silver background.

MidsummaEBA008.73.5

includes me : also.org.au} Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ALSO Foundation Parentheses around the text, plastic backing, 5.5cm, mauve 
lettering on a white background.

Services - communityEBA008.73.6

That feeling doesn't stop HIV : Safe sex does Red heart on top of pink triangle, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.73.7

{for all of us} : also.org.au Black edge, plastic backing, 5.5cm, pink lettering on a white 
background.

EBA008.73.8

LESBIANS UNITE Metal backing, 5.7cm, black lettering on a red background. LesbianEBA008.73.9
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KISS ME I'M GERMAN Germany Background is block-colours of the German flag, metal backing, 
8.7cm, yellow and black lettering on a black,  red and yellow 
background.

InternationalEBA008.74.1

WORLD AIDS DAY : DEC ONE Melbourne Victoria 
Australia

Vic, Australia Cloth red ribbon with gold lettering of 'World AIDS Day' pinned 
to card. Proceeds went towards The David Williams Fund/ Red 
Ribbon Project Victorian AIDS Council Inc., card backing, 16 x 
5.5cm, white and red lettering on a blue background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.75.1

WORLD AIDS DAY : 1 DECEMBER Get the facts Vic, Australia Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC); 
Healthcare

Cloth red ribbon pinned to card featuring 6 facts relating to 
HIV/AIDS, card backing, 9 x 5.5cm, black and red lettering on a 
white and red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.75.2

Victorian AIDS Council Inc. : $2   /    Prevention 
Education Support www.vicaids.asn.au Ph: 9865 
6700

Vic, Australia Victorian AIDS 
Council (VAC)

Cloth ribbon pinned to card featuring Victorian AIDS Council 
logo, card backing, 9 x 5.5cm, red and black lettering on a beige 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.75.3

Bobby Goldsmith Foundation : $5    /     practical 
emotional financial support

Australia Red resin pin in shape of ribbon pinned to card with 
information and logo of the Bobby Goldsmith Foundation, card 
backing, 9 x 5cm, black and red lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.75.5

OZ showbiz cares: equity fights AIDS : OFFICIAL 
BUCKETEER

Australia Red AIDS ribbon, metal backing, 7.5cm, black,  red and white 
lettering on a white and black background.

HIV/AIDS; TheatreEBA008.75.6

Inform yourself, educate others : $10    /    Ph: 
1800 063 060 www.acon.org.au

Australia AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Red pin with three diamantes and gold edge in shape of ribbon 
pinned to card, card backing, 8 x 5.5cm, black and white 
lettering on a red and white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.75.6

I'm supporting Equality : Rainbow Labor 
Marriage Equality Campaign

Australia Large 'E' with text running around the edge of the badge, metal 
backing, 7.6cm, white,  red and black lettering on a red 
background.

Political partiesEBA008.75.7

Fair go, Sport! : Promoting sexual and gender 
diversity

White figure with hockey stick superimposed on rainbow flag, 
metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Sport; VisibilityEBA008.76.1

RAINBOW LABOR : Australian Labor, NETWORK 
VICTORIA

Australia Australian Labor Southern cross, Australian Labor, metal backing, 2.4cm, white 
lettering on a rainbow background.

Political partiesEBA008.76.2

Cube Elaborate pink and grey shield with rainbow strip, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, grey lettering on a white background.

VisibilityEBA008.76.3

ENUF stigma : enuf.org.au Australia Black line on bottom left of badge, metal backing, 3.7cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.76.4

Betty's (dis-) orderly Metal backing, 2.4cm, white lettering on a red background.EBA008.76.5

RN Rainbow Network Rainbow starburst, metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a 
white background.

EBA008.76.6
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[Against Equalty logo] Against Equality logo which is a letter 'V' rotated 90 degrees 
anti-clockwise, metal backing, 2.8cm, yellow lettering on a blue 
background.

EBA008.76.7

DAYENU Black outlined Star of David in white next to a rainbow flag, 
metal backing, 3.7cm, black lettering on a white background.

ReligionEBA008.76.8

Change is coming Metal backing, 4.4cm, white and black lettering on a green 
background.

EBA008.76.9

LEATHER FEMME Duplicate has yellow background, metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a light purple background.

EBA008.76.1

[symbol] 1995 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Black symbol of cartoon star incorporating the outline of 5 
figures. Sold at Mardi Gras Festival Fair Day to raise funds to 
support women living with HIV/AIDS in Sydney., metal backing, 
2.4cm on a magenta background.

HIV/AIDS; Mardi GrasEBA008.76.1

Cancer cures smoking Metal backing, 2.5cm, green,  red,  white and black lettering on 
a white background.

HealthEBA008.76.1

Two purple leaves with three joined purple circles over a white 
triangle, metal backing, 2.5cm on a yellow background.

EBA008.76.1

WOMAN'S BODY WOMAN'S CHOICE : free safe 
abortion on demand. No forced sterilisation. 
a.u.s. women's dept.

Australia Metal backing, 3.1cm, white lettering on a dark blue 
background.

EBA008.76.1

gays and lesbians for the ALP Australia Dark pink triangle with white outline underneath writing, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

Political partiesEBA008.76.1

STOP : TALK AIDS WITH ME Red stop sign, metal backing, 4cm, black and white lettering on 
a white background.

HIV/AIDS; HealthEBA008.76.1

DEC ONE world AIDS day : $2   /    bridging the gap Vic, Australia Cloth red ribbon pinned to card, photo of a bridge and field. 
Proceeds went towards The David Williams Fund/ Red Ribbon 
Project Victorian AIDS Council Inc., card backing, 15 x 5.5cm, 
orange and white lettering.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.77.1

DEC ONE world AIDS day : $5   /    bridging the gap Vic, Australia Metal pin of red ribbon with gold plaiting pinned to card, 
photo of a bridge and field. Proceeds went towards The David 
Williams Fund/ Red Ribbon Project Victorian AIDS Council Inc., 
card backing, 15 x 5.5cm, orange and white lettering.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.77.2

DEC ONE world AIDS day : $5   /    bridging the gap Vic, Australia Red and gold metal pin of two 'V''s pinned to card, photo of a 
bridge and field. Proceeds went towards The David Williams 
Fund/ Red Ribbon Project Victorian AIDS Council Inc., card 
backing, 15 x 5.5cm, orange and white lettering.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.77.3
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I'M AWARE : Your ribbon is a symbol of AIDS 
awareness through understanding and 
compassion

Vic, Australia Cloth red ribbon pinned to postcard with return address to the 
Peter Knight Centre for more information or volunteering. 
Proceeds went towards The David Williams Fund/ Red Ribbon 
Project Victorian AIDS Council Inc., postcard backing, 10 x 
14.5cm, white le

HIV/AIDSEBA008.77.4

THE ALP FOR GAYS AND LESBIANS Australia Dark pink triangle with white outline underneath writing, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

Political partiesEBA008.77.1

World AIDS Day : Australia : 1 December 1990  : 
"Women are the key to achieving health for all." 
Hiroshi Nakajima M.D. ph.D., Director-General, 
World Health Organisation

1990 Australia Keychain, with women's symbol against green square 
background with purple wedge, plastic and metal backing, 7.5 x 
2.75cm, purple and black lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.78.1

The white party : 1997 : Melbourne show 
grounds : April 24 25 : 668

1997 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Keychain, 3D cog, metal backing, 8 x 2cm, black lettering on a 
silver and black background.

Parties - publicEBA008.78.2

acon  Here for health Australia AIDS Council of 
New South Wales 
(ACON)

Keychain, acon logo, metal backing, 8 x 4cm, white lettering on 
a rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.78.3

samesh.org.au Australia SAMESH Keychain, opposing v's in humanoid shape, metal backing, 10.7 
x 2.8cm, silver lettering on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.78.4

sex appeal Australia Scarlet Alliance Lips, metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a red background.EBA008.78.5

stop the hysteria and end the insulting lies about 
sex work : [initails spell out SHEILA]

Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 5.5cm, red,  white and pink lettering on a black 
background.

EBA008.78.6

stop the advertising rip off sex workers should 
not pay more : www.scarletalliance.org.au

Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 5.5cm, white and black lettering on a red 
background.

EBA008.78.7

sex work my chosen  work : 
www.scarletalliance.org.au

Australia Scarlet Alliance Condom, leaning woman, metal backing, 5.5cm, black and red 
lettering on a white background.

EBA008.78.8

we don't need re-training sex work is skilled work Australia Light bulbs, metal backing, 5.5cm, white lettering on a red 
background.

EBA008.78.9

demanding sex workers rights : australian sex 
workers association

Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 3.5cm, red and black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA008.79.1

sex work is skilled work : $carlet alliance Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 3.5cm, black and red lettering on a white 
background.

EBA008.79.2

RhED : Call [phone number] Australia Rhed logo, metal backing, 3.5cm, black and red lettering on a 
white background.

EBA008.79.3

sex work is work : australian sex workers 
association inc

Australia Australia Sex 
Worker 
Association Inc.

Metal backing, 3.5cm, white and black lettering on a red,  black 
and white background.

EBA008.79.4

safe sex pro's : $carlet alliance Australia Scarlet Alliance Scarlet alliance logo, metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white 
lettering on a white background.

EBA008.79.5
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H2H sex workers only  space : [address] st kilda 
Friday night

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Metal backing, 2.1cm, pink and yellow lettering on a mauve 
background.

Social groupsEBA008.79.6

big sister is watching  : [phone number] report 
ugly mugs

Australia Eyes, metal backing, 2.1cm, white lettering on a red 
background.

EBA008.79.7

stop the advertising rip off : sex workers should 
not pay more www.scarlet alliance.org.au

Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white lettering on a red,  white 
and black background.

EBA008.79.8

RhED : [phone number] call RhED Australia Rhed logo, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA008.79.9

Marching Dunstans 14 November 2015 2015 SA, Australia Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Handed out at pride parade as part of feast festival 2015, 
metal backing, 3.5cm, pink lettering on a white background.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

Don Dunstan : premier of south australia 
inspiring political leadership 1967-68 and 1970-

2015 SA, Australia Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Handed out at pride parade as part of feast festival 2015, 
metal backing, 3.5cm, black and white lettering on a white 
background.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

Don Dunstan : premier of south australia 
inspiring political leadership 1967-68 and 1970-

2015 SA, Australia Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Handed out at pride parade as part of feast festival 2015, 
3.5cm, white lettering on a red background.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

I think people should have a good sense of dress 
and of design and colour and texture and 
material and that  clothes should be comfortable 
and well designed

2015 SA, Australia Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Handed out at pride parade as part of feast festival 2015, 
metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink background.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

I think people should have a good sense of dress 
and of design  and colour and texture and 
material and their clothes should be comfortable 
and well designed

2015 Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Handed out at pride parade as part of feast festival 2015, 
metal backing, 3.5cm, pink lettering on a white background.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

[Don Dunstan] 2015 Australia Remembering 
Dunstan Project

Photographs of don Dunstan. Handed out at pride parade as 
part of feast festival 2015, metal backing, 3.5cm.

HistoryEBA008.79.1

Equal love : equallove.info Australia Equal Love Heart, metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a red background.EBA008.79.1

Equal rights now : equallove.info Australia Equal Love Metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a black background.EBA008.79.1

Out proud public servant Australia Victorian Public 
Sector Pride 
Network

Heart, equal sign, other symbols [perhaps union initials?], 
metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

VisibilityEBA008.79.1

I'm playing with everyone : 1st AsiaPacific 
Outgames Melbourne 2008

2008 Australia 1st AsiaPacific 
Outgames 
Melbourne 2008

Metal backing, 4.5cm, orange,  green and black lettering on a 
white background.

SportEBA008.79.1

kongs kings Australia White gorilla, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a black 
background.

EBA008.79.2

Australia Two women kissing, metal backing, 5.5 x 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a silver background.

Lesbian; VisibilityEBA008.80.1
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Australia Two women kissing, metal backing, 5.5 x 5.5cm, black lettering 
on a silver background.

Lesbian; VisibilityEBA008.80.2

Australia Two female symbols joined, metal backing, 3.5 x 3.5cm, white 
lettering on a black background.

Lesbian; FeminismEBA008.80.3

Lesbian Newsletter Australia 2 female symbols joined with 2 'struggle' hands, metal backing, 
3.5 x 3.5cm, white lettering on a dark green background.

Lesbian; MediaEBA008.80.4

Lesbians demand custody rights Australia Metal backing, 4.5 x 4.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Lesbian; Parenting; 
Anti-discrimination 

EBA008.80.5

Australia Woman wearing 'dandy' type clothing smoking a pipe, metal 
backing, 4.5 x 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

FeminismEBA008.80.6

How dare you presume I'm heterosexual Australia Metal backing, 4.5 x 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Visibility; PrideEBA008.80.7

We're not all straight in the garden state Australia Green ring around the edge of the badge, metal backing, 4.5 x 
4.5cm, green lettering on a white background.

Visibility; PrideEBA008.80.8

Word is out Australia Metal backing, 3.5 x 3.5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

VisibilityEBA008.80.9

sex workers working against discrimination : 
$carlet Alliance

Australia Scarlet Alliance Metal backing, 5.5cm, black and white lettering on a white and 
red background.

EBA008.81.1

A Ratty New Year : New Years Eve Hodern 
Pavilion 9pm - Ticket Not Valid Without Sticker

Australia Recreational Arts 
Team

Lightning bolt, honeycomb, leaves/flower? Functioned as a 
ticket for party, metal backing, 6.3cm, purple lettering on a 
white and orange background.

Parties - PublicEBA008.81.2

Celebrat*88 : New Years Eve Hodern Pavilion 
9pm - Ticket Not Valid Without Sticker

1988 Australia Recreational Arts 
Team

Smiley sun. Functioned as a ticket for party, metal backing, 
5.5cm, black lettering on a white and orange background.

Parties - PublicEBA008.81.3

[Vetruvian Man as Vetrvian Women] Australia Vitruvian Man as Vitruvian Women, metal backing on a green 
background.

EBA008.81.4

[redaware.org.au] Australia redaware.org.au Red arrow, metal backing, 5.3cm on a white background...

Remember the Love Australia The Quilt Project An Australian Aids Memorial, metal backing, 
5.3cm, black lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.81.5

Friends of the Quilt Australia Metal backing, 7cm, rainbow lettering on a white background. HIV/AIDSEBA008.81.6

one HAND one Heart United States of 
America

AIDS Project Los 
Angeles

Metal backing, 7.5cm, blue,  pink and yellow lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.83.1

Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt 1993 United States of 
America

1987-1993 The March on Washington, metal backing, 5cm, 
black lettering on a white and purple background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.81.7

Solidariedade AIDS Brasil Projeto Nomes 
Brasil

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. HIV/AIDS; solidarityEBA008.82.1

Remebering 1996 1996 Australia AIDS Care 
Association Inc

1996 Candlelight Vigil, metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on 
a yellow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.2
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[Enamel pin; rainbow flag] Gold enamel pin with rainbow flag, metal backing, 3 x 1.5cm on 
a rainbow background.

EBA008.82.3

[Enamel pin; pink triangle] Pink triangle enamel pin, metal backing, 2x2x2cm on a pink 
background.

EBA008.82.4

[Enamel pin; purple battleaxe] Purple battleaxe enamel pin, metal backing, 2cm on a purple 
background.

lesbianEBA008.82.5

Pride March [enamel pin] Enamel pin with rainbow flag colours on bottom, saying pride 
march, metal backing, 3x1cm, black lettering on a yellow 
background.

prideEBA008.82.6

Aids Awareness USA United States of 
America

USA 29cent stamp encased in enamel pin, with red ribbon, 
metal backing, 2.5x4cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.7

PRIDE [enamel pin] PRIDE with a rainbow background, in the shape of a rainbow, 
metal backing, 3cm on a rainbow background.

prideEBA008.82.8

[pink triangle, black badge] Round badge with black background, pink triangle overlaid, 
metal backing, 3cm on a black background.

EBA008.82.9

World Aids Day December 1st Australia Large round badge with red ribbon overlaying blue on white 
background, metal backing, 7cm, blue lettering on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.83.2

International AIDS Candlelight Vigil Melbourne 
1991

1991 Australia Large round badge , black ground with white candle image and 
orange flame, metal backing, 5cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [rainbow stripe on half] Medium/small sized enamel pin in shape of AIDS ribbon, red 
colour one half and rainbow flag the other, metal backing, 
1x4cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [very small] Small sized red enamel pin in shape of AIDS ribbon, outlined 
with gold, metal backing, .5 x 2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [glossy] Small/medium sized AIDS ribbon enamel pin, red, with glossy 
finish, metal backing, .5 x 3cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [no gold outline, silver 
back]

Small size red AIDS enamel pin, with no outline and a silver 
back, metal backing, 1x2.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [small] Small size red AIDS enamel pin with gold outline, says made in 
China on the reverse side, metal backing, 1x2.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon gold pin [bejewelled] Small AIDS ribbon pin bejwelled with red (plastic?) jewels, 
metal backing, 1x3cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS beaded ribbon  Mid size beaded ribbon, red beads through the middle and 
yellow outlining the edge, beaded backing, 1x5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1
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AIDS ribbon enamel pin [rainbow] Small AIDS enamel pin with rainbow background and gold 
outline, metal backing, .5x2cm on a rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon pin [plastic] Small AIDS ribbon made from plastic, red ribbon with gold 
outline, plastic backing, 1x2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.1

AIDS ribbon [leather and bejwelled with safety 
pin]

Small AIDS ribbon made from leather and then bejewelled with 
plastic red jewels, attached to a safety pin, leather backing, 
.5x1.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.82.2

Projecte dels Noms Catalunya [Names Project] Cardboard sheet with 5 metal pins and 1 red material ribbon. 
[L-R, Top to Bottom]: scissors, tape measure, spool, thimble, 
AIDS ribbon, needle., metal and material backing, 14x11cm on 
a cream background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.85.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [silver] Mid size silver enamel AIDS ribbon, metal backing, 1x3cm on a 
silver background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [design of paper ribbon] Small AIDS ribbon pin designed to look like a paper style 
ribbon, metal backing, .5x2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.2

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [small, rainbow on half] Small size AIDS ribbon pin, red on one half of the pin and 
rainbow on one half, metal backing, .5x2cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.3

AIDS ribbon enamel [glossy, rainbow on lower 
left half]

Small size AIDS ribbon pin, lower left half of the ribbon is 
rainbow and the rest is red, metal backing, 1x2.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.4

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [paper ribbon design 
with rainbow]

Small size red ribbon enamel pin, with paper ribbon design 
with multiple colours spread out over each other, metal 
backing, .5x2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.5

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [rounded, presses 
forward]

Small size red AIDS ribbon enamel pin, with rounded edges 
with centre that juts outwards, metal backing, .5x2cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.6

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [thin and long] Small size AIDS red ribbon enamel pin that is very thing and 
long, metal backing, .5x2.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.7

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [small, bejewelled]  Small AIDS enamel pin that is bejewelled with red stones, 
metal backing, .5x2cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.8

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [mid size, bejewelled Mid size AIDS enamel pin that is bejewelled with red stones, 
that is curved on the top, metal backing, 1x2.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.9

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [with pattern of two 
lines above and beneath a circle]

Small red AIDS ribbon enamel pin with a symbol of a circle and 
two lines above and below, metal backing, .5x1cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1
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AIDS ribbon pin [no gold outline, 3D pin] Small AIDS red ribbon pin, 3D metal, metal backing, .5x1.5cm 
on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [tiny] Tiny red ribbon enamel pin (no backing), metal backing, 
.5x.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [wide ribbon with silver 
edging]

Small red ribbon enamel pin with silver outline and wide 
ribbon ends, metal backing, .5*1.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [small, no hole in middle 
of ribbon]

Small red ribbon enamel pin that is filled in with gold in the 
space between the loop, metal backing, .5x1.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [inward facing loop] Small/mid size red ribbon enamel pin with an inward facing 
loop at the top, lined with gold, metal backing, 1x2cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [concave end of ribbon] Small red ribbon enamel pin lined with gold and with concave 
ends of the ribbon ends, metal backing, 1x1.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel pin [rainbow block pattern] Small rainbow ribbon lined with gold (rainbow is in blocks 
starting with dark blue at the bottom, light blue, green, yellow, 
orange and red), metal backing, 1x2.5cm on a rainbow 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon enamel earring (single) Mid size red ribbon enamel pin with hook attached to the top 
to wear as earring, metal backing, 2x3cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon lacquer pin ['A' shape, black outline] Small size red ribbon style lacquer pin that looks to be in shape 
of letter 'A' - outlined in black, metal backing, 2x3.5cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.1

AIDS ribbon lacquer pin ['A' shape, rainbow] Small size rainbow ribbon style lacquer pin that looks to be in 
shape of letter 'A' - outlined in black, metal backing, 2x3.5cm 
on a rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.86.2

AIDS  ribbon enamel pin [red glitter with thick 
gold outline]

Mid size enamel red ribbon pin that has a thick gold outline 
and a glittery red for main inner, metal backing, 1.5x3cm on a 
red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.1

AIDS ribbon leather badge [bejewelled with red 
plastic jewels and ribbon]

Red ribbon studded with red plastic jewels as well as some 
rainbow colours, leather backing, 2x5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.2

AIDS beaded ribbon [rainbow on half red on 
other]

Mid size ribbon that is beaded with rainbow colours on one 
half and plain red on the other, beaded backing, 2x5cm on a 
red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.3

AIDS beaded ribbon [red with gold bead on 
centre]

Mid size ribbon that is beaded with red beads and a gold beads 
in the centre crossover section, beaded backing, 2x5cm on a 
red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.4
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AIDS beaded ribbon [red with rainbow beads on 
centre]

Mid size ribbon that is beaded with red beads and a rainbow 
beads in the centre crossover section, beaded backing, 2x5cm 
on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.5

AIDS beaded ribbon [red with black outline] Mid size ribbon that is beaded with red beads, beaded backing, 
2x5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.6

AIDS red ribbon patch Large iron on patch with red ribbon on white background, 
fabric backing, 3.5x8cm on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.2

The Lavender Angel Aids Awareness [ribbon on 
card]

1994 The Lavender 
Angel

Red ribbon on card with purple angel pinned on the top of the 
ribbon. Card has written on it 'The Lavender Angel supports 
AIDS Awareness and Cure, card backing, 6x9cm on a white 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.4

AIDS red ribbon keyring Clear keyring - one side has a small red AIDS ribbon and the 
other side has a Power Play condom contained in it, plastic 
backing, 4x6cm on a black background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.3

Christmas ornament memorial ribbon Solid, ceramic Christmas tree ornament in the shape of a red 
AIDS memorial ribbon, with a gold angel on the left side and a 
gold string loop to hang it, ceramic backing, 6x7cm on a red 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.5

Rainbow fabric ribbon Large rainbow ribbon fabric ribbon, fabric backing, 4x7cm on a 
rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.6

AIDS red ribbon [fabric] Large red AIDS ribbon made of fabric with a gold safety pin, 
fabric backing, 5x7cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.7

AIDS red leather memorial ribbon Large leather red ribbon that has come unstuck in the middle, 
leather backing, 2x7cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.8

AIDS red ribbon [fabric; extra coloured ribbons 
attached]

Red fabric ribbon with small coloured ribbons stuck behind it in 
a rainbow pattern, fabric backing, 4x7cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.84.9

Rainbow enamel pin [bejewelled] Small enamel pin in the shape and colour of a rainbow, with 
each colour made up of multiple plastic jewels, metal backing, 
2x1cm on a rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.7

Rainbow fabric ribbon [stapeled] Small rainbow fabric ribbon that is stapled together in the 
middle, fabric backing, 2x4.5cm on a rainbow background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.87.8

Red AIDS memorial ribbon [fabric] Mid size red fabric ribbon for AIDS memorial, fabric backing, 
4x5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.81.3

Plastic leather AIDS memorial ribbon Mid size red plastic leather AIDS ribbon, plastic backing, 
2x4.5cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.81.6

M.L.P.A enamel pin Small enamel pin with MLPA acronym on the bottom, and two 
men standing back to back with a love heart in the top right 
corner, metal backing, 2x2cm on a blue background.

EBA008.82.8
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Crop-a-Cop Anti-Balding Kit A6 size card with image of Copper Bluey the police dog at the 
top. 'Crop -a- Cop Anti-Balding Kit is on the front, at Prahran 
Market, made by the Gay and Lesbian Employees Network. On 
the inside is a small ziplock bag with a crop of hair. On the left 
are 

PoliceEBA008.83.3

Red AIDS plastic leather memorial ribbon Mid size red AIDS memorial ribbon with silver stud  button in 
the middle, plastic backing, 2x6cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA008.83.4

Rainbow enamel pin [rectangle] Small rainbow enamel in in a rectangle shape, and each colour 
of the rainbow in a square shape, metal backing, 1x3cm on a 
rainbow background.

EBA008.87.9

YES! Badge 42990 Round badge with black background, overlapping rainbows to 
make a star shape with 'YES!' in white lettering, metal backing, 
3cmcm on a black background.

MarriageEBA008.87.1

AIDS Vigil Collection [95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 2000] 2000 6 pin set set on thick cardboard of all AIDS Vigil pins from 1995-
2000, metal backing, 7x12cm on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.1.1

Blue Mountains IDAHOT badge Blue Mountains Interational Day Against homophobia, 
transphobia and biphobia - set against a red background and 
rainbow inner background - with a blue facebook Like icon on 
the  bottom, metal backing, 5.5cmcm on a red background.

anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA009.2.1

World AIDS Day Australia 2000 [beaded badge] 2000 Pinned to cardboard, badge is on a safety pin and is made up 
of white and red beads, with the red beads making the ribbon 
motif. The description on the card states that South African 
women with HIV make these badges to raise awareness about 
HIV/AIDS as we

HIV/AIDSEBA009.3.1

[raised fist through venus symbol] Small purple badge with white venus symbol and raised fist, 
metal backing, 3cmcm, white lettering on a purple background.

feminismEBA009.4.1

Checkmates Small, gold enamel in with a queen chess piece in the forefront, 
sitting on top of chessboard. 'The Checkmates Club' is written 
at the top., metal backing, 2x1.5cm, gold lettering on a gold 
background.

Social groupsEBA009.4.2

YES [marriage equality badge] Small, round badge with YES in white capital block letters, with 
a rainbow checquered background, metal backing, 2.5cmcm, 
white lettering on a rainbow background.

MarriageEBA009.4.3

#DansForDiversity Small badge with blue background with the two men holding 
hands emoji- phrase #dansfordiversity at the top, metal 
backing, 3cmcm, black lettering on a blue background.

SolidarityEBA009.4.4

ALLY Everyone's Included Round badge with a heart, green rainbow ad orange 'M' on a 
white background with slogan 'ALLY Everyone's Included', 
metal backing, 3.5cmcm, black lettering on a white background.

SolidarityEBA009.4.5
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WorkingOUT LGBTIQ Job Support Round badge with half Aboriginal flag and half green and blue 
background; around the edge reads 'A unique program by 
Senswide Employment. NOTE: Cuplicate has solely Aboriginal 
flag background, metal backing, 4cmcm, white lettering on a 
blue, green, red, b

IndigenousEBA009.4.6

[Two interlinked female symbols] Two interlinked female symbols, in white, on purple 
background, metal backing, 4cm, white lettering on a purple 
background.

LesbianEBA009.4.7

Ris'n Text "RIS'N" in capitalised, handwriting, style font in centre of 
badge surrounded by curves arrows. Slope of the R merges 
into lower arrow. Text is black on pink/purple gradient, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a pink and purple 
background.

EBA009.4.8

Vote yes: sp.org.au Rainbow fist on white background, text "VOTE YES" in curve 
above fist. Website below fist., metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Marriage; pride; Civil 
liberties activism

EBA009.4.9

Mardi Gras Stonewall: Less we forget Pink triangle with apex pointing upward contains text "Less 
[sic] We forget". Pink triangle is on red background with curved 
black text saying "Mardi Gras" (above triangle) and "Stonewall 
(below triangle), metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red 
ba

Mardi Gras; historyEBA009.4.10

South Australian Galleries, Libraries, Archives & 
Museums are proud to share LGBTIQ+ lives 
#GLAMprideSA

SA, Australia Title text printed horizontally on badge, text is mostly black, 
but "LGBTIQ+" is in rainbow, and the hashtag is in green. 
Background is white with a rainbow strip on the right, metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black,  rainbow and green lettering on a white 
and rainb

Archives; prideEBA009.4.11

Midsumma 2006: The games we play Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

stayhuman.com.a
u

Close up on face in lucha libre mexican wrestling mask in 
purple and yellow, in front of pink/purple gradient. Title text is 
curved around top. "midsumma 2006" text in white, "The 
games we play" in yellow, plastic backing, 3.5cm, white and 
yellow letterin

MidsummaEBA009.4.12

Ally Vic, Australia Word "ALLY" in all caps on red background. White text. 
Horizontal and centred, metal backing, 3.5cm, red lettering on 
a red background.

UnionsEBA009.4.13

Advocate Vic, Australia Word "ADVOCATE" in all caps on orange background. Black 
text. Horizontal and centred., metal backing, 3.5cm, orange 
lettering on a orange background.

UnionsEBA009.4.14

Out proud Vic, Australia Words "OUT PROUD" in all caps on blue background. White 
text in two lines. Centre justified., metal backing, 3.5cm, dark 
blue lettering on a blue background.

UnionsEBA009.4.15
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Archi've discovered Text "ARCHI'VE DISCOVERED" on white background, all caps. 
"ARCH" printed in black, "I'VE DISCOVERED" printed in 
maroon., metal backing, 3.5cm, black and maroon lettering on 
a white background.

ArchivesEBA009.4.16

Archi've found Text "ARCHI'VE FOUND" on white background, all caps. "ARCH" 
printed in black, "I'VE FOUND" printed in orange., metal 
backing, 4cm, black and orange lettering on a white 
background.

ArchivesEBA009.4.17

Archi've explored Text "ARCHI'VE EXPLORED" on white background, all caps. 
"ARCH" printed in black, "I'VE EXPLORED" printed in hot pink., 
metal backing, 4cm, black and hot pink lettering on a white 
background.

ArchivesEBA009.4.18

Archi've learnt Text "ARCHI'VE LEARNT" on white background, all caps. "ARCH" 
printed in black, "I'VE LEARNT" printed in blue., metal backing, 
4cm, black and blue lettering on a white background.

ArchivesEBA009.4.19

Archi've remembered Text "ARCHI'VE REMEMBERED" on white background, all caps. 
"ARCH" printed in red, "I'VE REMEMBERED" printed in orange., 
metal backing, 4cm, red and organge lettering on a white 
background.

ArchivesEBA009.4.20

Mind is coming out White badge with rainbow paint smear design in top right. Left-
justified text on left of badge says "Mind is coming out". The 
words "coming out" are significantly larger. Logo for mind is 
centred at bottom., metal backing, 6cm, black lettering on a 
white 

Mental healthEBA009.2.2

Pride Game White text of "PRIDE GAME" is centred on badge, center-
justified, below design of four lines, possibly representing a set 
of goals. Background is a diagonal rainbow design, metal 
backing, 6.5cm, white lettering on a rainbow background.

Sport; PrideEBA009.2.3

Act up Sydney: Knowledge = power Text "ACT UP" is centred within a black rectangle on a white 
background. Above the rectangle is the black tect "Knowledge 
= power", below the rectangle is "Sydney", plastic backing, 
6cm, black lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.2.4

40 years '78: Still out and proud Black background with pink triangle, apex downward, 
containing white text of " '78 ". Above triangle is horizontal 
white text saying "40 years". Below the triangle is curved text 
saying "Still out and proud", plastic backing, 6cm, white 
lettering on a bla

Mardi GrasEBA009.2.5

[abstract design] Abstract design of black and silver., 6cm on a silver and black 
background.

ArtEBA009.2.6
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Love health life Seemingly homemade badge. Handwritted baloon lettering of 
"Love Health Life" squeezed within shape of the badge. 
Lettering has black outline with multiple colours filled in. 
Overall badge has a slightly dotted pattern/texture, as if a 
crayon has taken a r

Health; Art; Mental 
Health

EBA009.2.7

You've been betrayed by John Fahey Badge is paper stuck to surface of badge, reading the text 
"You've been betrayed by John Fahey". Paper has printed 
outline of title text coloured in with texta. The word "betrayed" 
is coloured in pink, the rest in black., metal backing, 6cm, black 
and pin

EBA009.2.8

Australian AIDS memorial Quilt 1994: Keep the 
love alive

1991 Design of the state of Queensland map made up of square 
quilt patches, on a white background. Map of Queensland 
partially obscured by an angled box containing the text "Keep 
the love alive", and a fist with a sewing needle, the thread of 
which forms a sub

HIV/AIDS; HistoryEBA009.2.9

The Party: Annual community AIDS fundraiser 
1991

1991 Black background, center Justified white text reads "The Party" 
followed by a dividing line, also in white, then "Annual 
community AIDS fundraiser 1991", metal backing, 9cm, white 
lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDS; Parties - 
public; Events

EBA009.1.2

It's OK to say "No" Background is a diagonal gradient from pink (bottom right) to 
blue (top left). White text reads "It's OK to say "NO""., metal 
backing, 7cm, white lettering on a blue and pink background.

Sexual abuse; Sex 
education

EBA009.1.3

Sydney gaymers Sydney 
Gaymers

2018 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

A purple game controller on a white background, with 
multicoloured triangle design above controller. Text reads 
"Sydney gaymers" in black, with "Gaymers" in a more cartoony 
font, plastic backing, 6cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

Mardi Gras; Pride; 
Social groups

EBA009.5.1

Pride and inclusion 2017 2017 Horizontal pride flag as background. Black text in centre reads 
"Pride and inclusion 2017". Small text ringing the rim of the 
badge reads the names of a number of organisations; 
Melbourne Univeristy Women's Football Club, Hamilton 
Kangaroos Football Netba

Pride; SportEBA009.5.2

Maitraya: Sydney's centre for PLWA's and their 
friends

Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

White background contains black recktangle with design in 
white of thwo hands reaching out to each other. Above 
rectangle is the word "Maitraya", below it is the text "Sydney's 
centre for PLWA's and their friends". All text in black., plastic 
backing, 5.5

HIV/AIDSEBA009.5.3
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World AIDS day: Australia 1 December 1990 1990 Australia Lilac background,  containing a black-bordered green square, 
female symbol, and thin purple wedge shape. Below is the text 
"World AIDS Day" (purple) and "Australia, 1 December 1990" 
(black), metal backing, 6cm, black and purple lettering on a lilac 
and gr

HIV/AIDS; EventsEBA009.5.4

Human rights are my pride Badge is heart shaped. Background is horizontal pride flag. Text 
is white, thinly bordered in black, reading "Human rights are 
my Pride". Above this is the barbed-wire-and-candle logo of 
Amnesty International, in black., metal backing, 6cm, white and 
blac

Pride; Human rightsEBA009.5.5

Háttér társaság Blue background, containing a triangle composed of polka 
dots/circles of different sizes and colours. Below this is text 
"Háttér társaság" in black, metal backing, 5cm, black lettering 
on a blue background.

Pride; InternationalEBA009.5.6

Invest in MSM apcom.org Text "Invest in MSM" on white background. "Invest in" is in 
blue, "MSM" is in pink/purple, with the first M being stylised to 
form two men holding hands. Small text at the bottom reads 
"apcom.org Equality. Dignity. Social Justice.", in black, with the 
O o

HealthEBA009.5.7

I'm a PrEP advocate apcom.org Text "I'm a PrEP advocate" on a white background. "I'm A" is in 
blue, "Prep advocate in mottled blue, purple, pink and orange. 
Small text at the bottom reads "apcom.org Equality. Dignity. 
Social Justice.", in black, with the O of the website in red., plas

Health; Sex educationEBA009.5.8

Lubricant to please apcom.org Text "Lubricant to please!" on white background. "Lubricant 
to" is in blue. Please in mottled pink, orange, and blue. "I" in 
"lubricant is stylised as a droplet of lube, falling into the "O" of 
"to", which is stylised as a butt with pink underwear. Small 

Health; Sex educationEBA009.5.9

Love is Love My bearded 
pigeon

Badge is in the shape of a rainbow, with a small banner reading 
"Love is Love", 3cm, black lettering on a rainbow and grey 
background.

PrideEBA009.6.1

North East Asia NGOs: China | Korea | Mongolia Stylised cloud design in primary colours (red, yellow, blue) on 
white background. Below cloud is text saying "North East Asia 
NGOs: China | Korea | Mongolia". Text is black apart from the 
first letter of North, East, and Asia, which are blue, red and yell

HIV/AIDS; InternationalEBA009.6.2

Turn me on: springout.com.au 2015 2015 Black background with text "Turn me" (White) "On" 
(multicoloured neon design) "springout.com.au" (blue) "2015" 
(yellow), plastic backing, 6cm, white,  rainbow,  blue and yellow 
lettering on a black background.

EBA009.6.3
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Vote 1 Susan Harbern: ALP Bligh ALP White background with black bar horizontally through middle. 
Text reads "Vote 1 Susan Harbern ALP Bligh". "Susan Harbern 
is within the black bar, and the text is white text on black, the 
rest is black text on white., plastic backing, 6cm, white and 
black 

Political PartiesEBA009.6.4

"I know what my family is worth" ~Penny Wong: 
Relationships Australia Victoria

Vic, Australia Quote by penny Wong is in centre of badge, in blue and white 
text. Curved text below reads the name of the organisation. 
Background is a gradient of blue (bottom) to green (top), 
plastic backing, 6cm, white and blue lettering on a blue and 
green backgroun

Relationship recognitionEBA009.6.5

Rainbow rights and advocacy Purple background, containing quartered circle with designs in 
each segment, ringed by tellow text reading "Rainbow Rights 
and Advocacy". The designs in the circle are: Top left - group of 
diverse people as rainbow silhouettes on black background, 
with ra

Pride; Disability; 
Transgender

EBA009.6.6

Yes equality Logo of the word YES superimposed on a stylised map of 
Australia, with each state a different colour. Small black bar 
beneath this says "Equality" in white text. Orange background, 
white text., metal backing, 6cm, white lettering on a orange 
background.

MarriageEBA009.6.7

Mardi Gras Stonewall '69: Lest We Forget Pink triangle with apex pointing downward contains text "Lest 
We forget". Pink triangle is on red background with curved 
black text saying "Mardi Gras" (above triangle) and "Stonewall 
'69" (below triangle), metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a 
red a

Mardi Gras; HistoryEBA009.7.1

XYX lab Black background with white text reading "XYX lab", with a logo 
of a stylised "XYX", metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a 
black background.

EBA009.7.2

XYX Stylised XYX (see previous entry EPH009 page 7 pocket 2 for 
design reference). White on red., metal backing, 3cm, white 
lettering on a red background.

EBA009.7.3

Bi-fi Wifi logo in bisexual flag colours, on white background, with 
text in black reading "Bi-fi", metal backing, 4cm, black lettering 
on a white background.

Bisexuality; HumourEBA009.7.4

WorkingOUT LGBTIQ Job Support Trans flag with  "WorkingOUT LGBTIQ Job Support" and "by 
SensWide Employment", metal backing, 4cm, blue lettering on 
a trans flag background.

Transgender; HumourEBA009.7.5

Equipt & Ready Black background with white swirls. Text reads "EQUIpT & 
ReAdy" in randomly capitalised typerwriter font., plastic 
backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a black background.

EBA009.7.6
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[Male symbol, fractured pattern] Male symbol in black on a blue background. Male symbol is in 
broken pattern, like a comouflage design, with the blue 
background showing through the cracks., metal backing, 4cm 
on a blue background.

EBA009.7.7

Sydney dykes on bikes: Ride with pride Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Black, slightly oval metal pin. Design is a winged motorcycle 
engine above two interlinked female symbols, with title text., 
metal backing, 3cm, silver lettering on a black background.

Lesbian; Social groupsEBA009.7.8

Archi've created Text "ARCHI'VE CREATED" on white background, all caps. 
"ARCH" printed in black, "I'VE CREATED" printed in maroon., 
metal backing, 3.5cm, black and maroon lettering on a white 
background.

ArchivesEBA009.7.9

We are all equal! Vic, Austalia White badge with "We are all equal!" in centre. Equal is in 
rainbow, the rest in black. Website in curved text around lower 
rim: www.humanrightscomission.vic.gov.au, metal backing, 
4cm, black and rainbow lettering on a white background.

Human Rights; PrideEBA009.7.10

Kong's Kings Black bage with white design of gorilla with moustache over 
paint splatter containing the works "Kongs Kings" in black, 
metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a black background.

Drag; Events; LesbianEBA009.8.1

#DansForDiversity Small badge with blue background with the two women 
holding hands emoji- phrase #dansfordiversity at the top, 
metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a blue background.

EBA009.7.11

Gay The word "Gay" in green, with the Y curling back up to form a 
blooming flower. White background., metal backing, 2cm, 
green lettering on a white background.

EBA009.7.12

Federation of gay games Irregular shaped pin, curved rhombus, interlinked circle logo 
with "Federation of Gay Games" underneath., metal backing, 
2cm, blue lettering on a white background.

SportEBA009.7.13

World AIDS day Square pin with red dog on black background, tail of dog 
twisted into an AIDS red ribbon. W"World aids day written 
below in gold., metal backing, 2cm, gold lettering on a black 
background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.7.14

World AIDS day Square pin with four red AIDS ribbons on black background. 
"World AIDS day writted above in gold, metal backing, 2cm, 
gold lettering on a black background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.7.15

DEFGLIS: Serving with pride Compass or target symbol with southern cross, above the text 
"DEFGLIS: Serving with pride" in black and grey. White 
background, metal backing, 2cm, black and grey lettering on a 
white background.

Defence forcesEBA009.7.16
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CBR: Canberra Canberra, ACT, 
Australia

Pin is metal horizontal rectangle, like a license plate. "CBR" is in 
rainbow, with "Canberra" in small red text below, metal 
backing, 3cm, rainbow and red lettering on a silver background.

EBA009.7.17

[Pink triangle] Small pink triangle. Some kind of enamel paint on metal., metal 
backing, 2.5cm on a pink background.

EBA009.7.18

ACON Small pin in irregular shape, like an 8-petaled flower. White 
text of the acon logo on multicoloured background, metal 
backing, 2cm, white lettering on a multiple background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.7.19

Bit bent Pixellated old-video-game font of text "bit bent" in white, 
canting long pink shadow, black background, metal backing, 
2cm, white lettering on a black background.

EBA009.7.20

PWC Grey background, text "pwc" lowercase in white, with odd 
pixellated flourish to the right, rainbow bar at base, metal 
backing, 4cm, white lettering on a grey background.

EBA009.9.1

Equal rights now White text "Equal rights now" on rainbow background., metal 
backing, 3cm, white lettering on a rainbow background.

EBA009.9.2

I love [heart symbol] human rights Yellow background with white bok containing text "I [heart] 
human rights" in black. Amnest international logo and text 
below box, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a white and 
yellow background.

Human rightsEBA009.9.3

Pride network: Victorian public sector Vic, Australia White badge with title text in grey and rainbow., metal backing, 
4cm, grey and rainbow lettering on a white background.

EBA009.9.4

Sex Worker Rights [Scarlet Alliance] Australia Scarlet Alliance White badge with black text saying 'Sex Worker Rights', 
encircled by red text saying 'Scarlet Alliance - Australian Sex 
Workers Assoc - ', metal backing, 3.5cm, black and red lettering 
on a white background.

Anti-discrimination 
activism

EBA009.9.5

I Love [heart symbol] Being Gay White badge with large bold black text saying 'I Love Being 
Gay' - but the Love is a red heart, metal backing, 3.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

PrideEBA009.9.6

AIDS Remember [candle] Victoria, 
Australia

AION Products Enamel pin, oval shaped with red banner across the bottom 
with 'Remember' written on banner. Blue background on the 
oval with a candle and flame that sticks out over the edge - and 
AIDS written in black text, metal backing, 2x2cm, black lettering 
on a blu

HIV/AIDSEBA009.9.7

AIDS 2014 Stepping up the pace Small white badge with 'AIDS 2014'  in large red text and 
'Stepping up the pace' in small black text underneath. On the 
left there are several images of 'feet' in the shape of the classic 
red AIDS ribbon, metal backing, 2cm, red lettering on a white 
backg

HIV/AIDSEBA009.9.8
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Sex Now Black badge with 'Sex Now' written. The 'X'is pink in colour, 
while the other letters are white, metal backing, 2.5cm, white 
lettering on a black background.

EBA009.9.9

YES [rainbow, white outline] Small badge with base white background and a rainbow 
overlay background (horizontal stripes) and black text saying 
YES in capital lettesr, metal backing, 2cm, black lettering on a 
rainbow background.

EBA009.9.10

Victorian AIDS Council 25th Commemorative 
Badge

VAC Encased in original plastic packaging, pinned to card with $7 
price in top right corner and 'Victorian AIDS Council 25 year 
commemorative badge on the bottom'. Badge itself is an 
enamel pin shaped like a red ribbon with 3 small red jewels on 
the bottom., 

HIV/AIDSEBA009.8.2

World AIDS Day.org.au December 1 Pinned to original card, badge is a small red ribbon enamel pip. 
Card reads www.worldAIDSday.org.au written vertically on the 
left and December 1 in red rext along the base, card backing, 
5x8cm, red lettering on a white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.6.8

HIV Still Matters - Dec 1 World AIDS Day VAC Attached to orginal card - item is a red ribbon with safety pin. 
Text reads HIV Still Matters Dec 1 World AIDS Day. Produced by 
Victorian Aids Council, card backing, 6x9cm, red lettering on a 
white background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.6.9

Dempsey Doodles Supporting Marriage Equality Dempsey 
Doodles

2017 Victoria, 
Australia

Dempsey Doodles Pinned to card - Badge is in the shape of a heart with 
horizontally striped rainbow pattern and a checked box with 
YES underneath [for the postal vote]. Text underneath in white 
reads '$1 from every badge goes to Equality Australia', and 
underneath that i

Marriage; PrideEBA009.10.1

End Transphobic Violence Purple ribbon that says End Transphobic Violence in white text, 
fabric backing, 3x6cm, white lettering on a purple background.

EBA009.10.2

[Red ribbon made form shiny paper] Red paper ribbon attached to beige paper ribbon with a flower 
made from paper at the top, paper backing, 3x6cm on a red 
background.

EBA009.10.3

[Red fabric AIDS ribbon] Large, red AIDS memorial ribbon attached via safety pin, fabric 
backing, 3x8cm on a red background.

HIV/AIDSEBA009.10.4

Let TALK About It! VAC Large yellow badge with green and red text saying LETS TALK 
ABOUT IT!, metal backing, 7cm, green and red lettering on a 
yellow background.

EBA009.11.1

Unfuck the world! Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Resistance Rainbow flag background with white text on top., metal 
backing, 4cm, while lettering on a rainbow background.

Left-wingEBA009.9.11

City of Melbourne Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

City of Melbourne Diagonal Philadelphia Pride flag background with white City of 
Melbourne 'M' logo and text on top., metal backing, 3.5cm, 
white lettering on a rainbow background.

PrideEBA009.9.12
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Victorian Ombudsman Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

ombudsman.vic.g
ov.au

Rainbow flag background with Victorian ombudsman logo in 
black and light blue on top. Website address written at 
bottom., plastic backing, 4cm, black and blue lettering on a 
rainbow background.

EBA009.9.13

Saints Pride Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Saints Pride Text in all caps reads saints pride with 'pride' written in 
rainbow flag and '+' inside 'd' bordered by red circle with white 
horizontal stripes., plastic backing, 5cm, black and rainbow 
lettering on a white background.

SportEBA009.9.14

[Katie Brennan] Photograph of AFLW player Katie Brennan with a rainbow and 
love hearts in background., metal backing, 3.5cm on a grey 
background.

SportEBA009.9.15

[Hannah Scott] Photograph of AFLW player Hannah Scott in front of rainbow 
flag., metal backing, 3.5cm on a rainbow background.

SportEBA009.9.16

Proud cricket Cricket Victoria Square enamel pin with rounded edges. Cricket Victoria 'V' 
over a rainbow flag and text 'Proud Cricket' underneath., metal 
backing, 3x3cm, black lettering on a white background.

SportEBA009.9.17

They them Badge referring to pronouns. Text reads 'they them' in black 
with rainbow flag sash running horizontally between the two 
words., metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA009.9.18

She her Badge referring to pronouns. Text reads 'she her' in black with 
rainbow flag sash running horizontally between the two 
words., metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA009.9.19

He him Badge referring to pronouns. Text reads 'he him' in black with 
rainbow flag sash running horizontally between the two 
words., metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA009.9.20

[intersex pride flag] Intersex pride flag of purple circle over yellow background., 
metal backing, 2.5cm, purple lettering on a yellow background.

IntersexEBA009.12.1

Yes Yellow background with purple heart. Text reads 'yes' in 
yellow. Badge has the intersex pride flag colours., metal 
backing, 2.5cm, purple lettering on a yellow background.

IntersexEBA009.12.2

I vote yes to marriage equality Intersex pride flag. Small rainbow flag 'Yes' over purple heart 
positioned within purple circle of intersex pride flag. Title text 
written around edges of badge., metal backing, 2.5cm, purple 
lettering on a yellow background.

IntersexEBA009.12.3
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[La Trobe University] they them La Trobe 
University

Badge referring to pronouns. La Trobe University symbol and 
text in white above 'they them' written in red on white 
rectangles over red background. Still in original plastic bag., 
metal backing, 3cm, red lettering on a red background.

EBA009.12.4

[La Trobe University] she her La Trobe 
University

Badge referring to pronouns. La Trobe University symbol and 
text in white above 'she her' written in red on white rectangles 
over red background. Still in original plastic bag., metal 
backing, 3cm, red lettering on a red background.

EBA009.12.5

Consent matters La Trobe 
University

Red text on white rectangles over red background. From La 
Trobe University's 'Consent matters' initiative., metal backing, 
5.5cm, red lettering on a red background.

EBA009.13.1

AFL Pride Rainbow swirl background with text reading 'AFL Pride' in 
white above a picture of an AFL football., plastic backing, 6cm, 
white lettering on a rainbow background.

SportEBA009.13.2

Rainbow Crows Adelaide Crows logo filled with rainbow flag and text reading 
'rainbow Crows'., plastic backing, 6cm, red and yellow lettering 
on a red background.

SportEBA009.13.3

All together indeed Black badge with white text reading 'all together' with rainbow 
flag drop shadow effect. Publisher name 'indeed' is written at 
bottom of badge., plastic backing, 3.5cm, white lettering on a 
black background.

EBA009.12.6

[Bi+ colour rainbow] White badge with Bi+ colour rainbow consisting of blue, purple 
and pink., plastic backing, 4cm on a white background.

BisexualityEBA009.12.7

They them Check Out Badge refering to pronouns . Text reads 'they them'. White 
badge with partial Purple circle in upper corner. Publisher 
website listed at bottom 'checkOUT.org.au., metal backing, 
3.5cm, white and purple lettering on a white and purple 
background.

EBA009.12.8

Everyone is welcome on Ramsay St Irregular shaped blue metal pin with street sign for 'Ramsay st' 
at the bottom and small rainbow above it. Text reading 
'everyone is welcome on' written around rainbow. The badge is 
in reference to popular tv series Neighbours., metal backing, 
2.5x2cm, wh

EBA009.12.9

IMSL 2018 [Girl Ange] 2018 Rectagular badge with elements protruding from edges. From 
International Ms. Leather (IMsL) 2018. Cartoon of Girl Ange 
over blue, black and white background with small southern 
cross in botom proper left corner, 7 sided star in bottom 
proper right corner 

Leather prideEBA009.12.1
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IMsLBB 2018 2018 White rectangle badge with red and grey text.'Ms' and '2018' 
text is grey. 'I' and 'LBB' text is red., metal backing, 3x1.5cm, 
red and grey lettering on a white background.

Leather prideEBA009.12.1

[squirting graphic] 2018 Black background with blue squirt graphic consisting of 3 large 
squirt droplets and 4 small squirt droplets, metal backing, 
2.5x2.5cm on a black background.

EBA009.12.1

7 2015 Key ring in the shape of a 7. Primarily red in colour has a black 
and chrome border, metal backing, 2.5x3.5cm on a red 
background.

EBA009.12.1

How straight do I look with my fist up your cunt? 2019 White background with black text., plastic backing, 3.5cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

LesbianEBA009.12.1

What would femmes do? 2019 Lilac background with black text in all uppercase text. Text 
layed out with one word per line, plastic backing, 4cm, black 
lettering on a lilac background.

LesbianEBA009.12.1

What would femmes do? 2019 Yellow background with black text in all lowercase text. Text 
extending to very edge of badge, plastic backing, 4cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

LesbianEBA009.12.1

She her hers ACON Foundation Badge refering to pronouns. Text reads 'she her hers'. 
Publisher's logo at top. Three coloured dots at bottom. The 
colours are pink, blue, and yellow. - possibly a reference to pan 
sexuality., metal backing, 4.3cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EBA009.12.1

J.J. Malibu J.J. Malibu Faux marble background with yellow pineapple in centre. Text 
laid over top. Badge sealed inside bag., plastic backing, 4cm, 
black lettering on a white background.

EBA009.13.4

Gay Parade June 29 1975 C.S.L.D. 1975 Pink badge with text running around top edge of badge. Yellow 
sun with green rays rising above swirl of yellow and black 
waves. Triangular design featuringinterconnected 'mars' and 
'venus' symbols above 'C.S.L.D.' (Christopher Street Liberatin 
Day) above 

EBA009.13.5

1998 Aug 1-8 Gay Games Amsterdam 1998 Amsterdam Yellow badge for Gay Games V held in Amsterdam with the 
Games' tulip-and-triangle logo. The tulip is red. The Triangle is 
pink. Text is below and proper left of logo., metal backing, 
5.6cm, red lettering on a yellow background.

SportEBA009.13.6

San Fransisco Spikes San Francisco, 
CA, USA

White badge for the Soccer team the San Fransicso Spikes. The 
test reads 'San Francisco Spikes' overlayed an inverted teal 
triangle with yellow border. A small soccer ball at the bottom 
proper left., metal backing, 6.6cm, black lettering on a white 
backgr

SportEBA009.13.7
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1990 Celebration '90 1990 Vancouver, BC, 
Canada

White badge for Gay Games III held in Vancouver. The test 
reads '1990 Celebration '90' and is overlayed a stylised light 
green mountain design. ', metal backing, 4.7cm, pink lettering 
on a white background.

SportEBA009.12.1

86 Triumph together 1986 San Francisco, 
CA, USA

Orange badge for the 1986 Gay Games held in San Fransisco 
with a slightly darker orange 86 in the background and black 
text reading 'Triumph together' overlayed on top., metal 
backing, 3.7cm, black lettering on a orange background.

SportEBA009.12.1

March on Washington for lesbian & gay rights: 
Oct 11 1987

1987 Washington, DC, 
USA

White badge with purple Washington parliament building 
overayed purple and pink triangle., metal backing, 4.2cm, pink 
and purple lettering on a white background.

EBA009.12.2

Team Toronto Toronoto , 
Canada

Enamel pin with red and white square background. Text reads 
'Team Toronto' with an inverted blue triangle in the middle., 
metal backing, 2.6 x 2.6cm, blue lettering on a red and white 
background.

SportEBA009.14.1

[Gay Games IV New York flag][New Zealand Flag] Irregual shaped enamel pin for Gay Games IV held in New York. 
The pin consists of the flag for the Gay Games IV and the New 
Zealand flag crossing over each other., metal backing, 2 x 
3.5cm.

SportEBA009.14.2

Federation of Gay Games Sydney 1996 Sydney Irregual shaped enamel pin with silhouette of the Sydney 
Opera house for the top and rounded edge rectangle for the 
bottom. Badge has the Federation of Gay Games logo in blue 
above text in gold., metal backing, 2.2 x 2.5cm, gold lettering 
on a cream backg

SportEBA009.14.3

Vancounver B.C. Vancouver, B.C, 
Canada

Irregular shaped enamel pin with gold outline of the Vancouver 
skyline and harbour., metal backing, 2 x 2.1cm, gold lettering 
on a white and blue background.

EBA009.14.4

Monteal Montreal, 
Canada 

Metal pin the reads Montreal. The badge is cut to the shape of 
the letters., metal backing, 3.8 x 1.2cm, brass lettering.

EBA009.14.5

Wellington: New Zealand Round enamel pin with silhouette of kiwi in centre and text 
around the edge., metal backing, 2.1cm, gold lettering on a 
black and gold background.

EBA009.14.6

City of Wellington: New Zealand Round enamel pin with city coat of arms in the centre and text 
around the edge., metal backing, 1.6cm, gold lettering on a 
black and gold background.

EBA009.14.7

Token: The Peel Hotel Melbourne Metal token from the Peel Hotel. Token lists website: 
www.thepeel.com.au. Reverse side contains The Peel logo., 
metal backing, 3cm, silver lettering on a silver background.

VenuesEBA009.14.8
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Yes equality Logo of the word YES superimposed on a stylised map of 
Australia, with each state a different colour. Small black bar 
beneath this says "Equality" in white text. Blue background, 
white text., metal backing, 6cm, white lettering on a blue 
background.

MarriageEBA009.10.5

Yes equality Logo of the word YES superimposed on a stylised map of 
Australia, with each state a different colour. Small black bar 
beneath this says "Equality" in white text. Red background, 
white text., metal backing, 6cm, white lettering on a red 
background.

MarriageEBA009.10.6

Yes equality Logo of the word YES superimposed on a stylised map of 
Australia, with each state a different colour. Small black bar 
beneath this says "Equality" in white text. Purple background, 
white text., metal backing, 6cm, white lettering on a purple 
background.

MarriageEBA009.10.7

Yes equality Logo of the word YES superimposed on a stylised map of 
Australia, with each state a different colour. Small black bar 
beneath this says "Equality" in white text. Yellow background, 
white text., metal backing, 4cm, white lettering on a yellow 
background.

MarriageEBA009.10.8

[red ribbon] Enamel badge in shape of red ribbon attached to backing with 
text reading 'red ribbon: AIDS awareness: wear the ribbon: 
make the difference'., metal backing, 1.5 x 2.5cm on a red 
background.

EBA009.10.9

Id [love heart] Orange badge with white text and red love heart. There is a 
white 'equals' sign inside the heart., metal backing, 2.5cm, 
white lettering on a orange background.

EBA009.14.9

tf White badge with purple line design creating a heart with a 
peak through the middle. 'tf' is written inside the design., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, purple lettering on a white background.

EBA009.14.1

Femme is subversive Pink and white badge with stencil style face for background. 
Dark red text reads 'femme is subversive'., metal backing, 
5.5cm, red lettering on a pink and white background.

FeminismEBA009.13.8

I'm in the book Large badge with rainbow and clouds behind a green apple 
sitting a top three books. Text in black reads 'I'm in the book", 
metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

EducationEBA009.13.9

Good Bi White badge with butterfly coloured in the Bi pride colours of 
pink, blue, and purple. Text reading 'Good Bi' is above the 
butterfly., metal backing, 4cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

BisexualityEBA009.14.1
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I can't even think straight Blue badge with white text., metal  backing, 2.5cm, white 
lettering on a blue background.

EBA009.14.1

I'm not gay. I just like rainbows White text in all caps with red outline. Overlayed a rainbow flag 
background., metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a 
rainbow background.

EBA009.14.1

"No, I'm BISEXUAL, you're confused." Blue badge with yellow text. The word 'bisexual' is in all caps., 
plastic backing, 3.5cm, yellow lettering on a blue background.

BisexualityEBA009.14.1

KEEP Medicare HEALTHY Australia Oval, dark and light green rectangle torn in two, metal backing, 
6.9 x 4.5cm, white and yellow lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.1

LAND RIGHTS NOT URANIUM Australia Background is the Aboriginal flag, metal backing, 5.5cm, white 
lettering on a red,  black and yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.2

SATELLITE MADNESS : MEDIA WORKERS COUNCIL White spaceship with stars, metal backing, 5.5cm, red and 
white lettering on a dark blue background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.3

student COUNCIL : FiT Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.4

NO FREEWAYS NO : CITIZENS AGAINST FREEWAYS Two black lines as roads, one ending in an arrow, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, yellow and black lettering on a yellow 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.5

Education for all, not just the rich : RALLY SEPT 28 Raised yellow fist, metal backing, 4.5cm, yellow lettering on a 
black background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.6

WORKERS SHOULD RUN SOCIETY! : LE POUVOIR 
A LA CLASSE OUVRIERE!

Canada Photograph of woman with raised fist. Typewriter in the 
background. Two symbols of the International Socialists 
Organisation, metal backing, 5.5cm, red lettering on a brown 
and white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.1

Get Australia working. Australia Metal backing, 5.5cm, yellow lettering on a black background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.2

Bob Hawke. Bringing Australia together. : 
Australian Labor Party

Australia Australian flag at bottom of badge, metal backing, 5.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.2.3

FREE BLACK POLITICAL PRISONERS : IN OCCUPIED 
AUSTRALIA

Australia Black fist covered by two red lines, encircled by red circle, 
metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.4

Uranium. Play it safe. : Vote ALP Australia Metal backing, 5.5cm, yellow and white lettering on a green 
background.

Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.2.5

FREE BLACKS SMASH ACTS Metal backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.6

US HANDS OFF EL SALVADOR NO MORE 
VIETNAMS : SWP. FRENTE FARABUNDO MARTI 
PARA LA LIBERACION NACIONAL

White star with black outline of bust of man with two rifles.  
Badge of the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front., 
metal backing, 5.5cm, white,  black and red lettering on a red 
and black background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.7

WHO'S NEXT : S.E.Q.E.B. B.L.F. A.M.I.E.U. Sketch of man wearing police hat and judges wig, metal 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a yellow and red background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.8
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DARTH VADAR LIVES : 1977 TWENTIETH 
CENTURY FOX FILM CORP FACTORS ETC INC D. 
IMAGE FACTORY INC.

Image of Darth Vadar's head against blue background with 
white stars, metal backing, 7cm, white lettering on a blue 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.2.9

JOHN AKISTER LABOR MONARO Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.1

VOTE A.L.P. : The Way to Recover Australia Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black background. Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.3.2

Think Again. : And you'll vote Labor. STUDENTS 
FOR LABOR

Australia Metal backing, 3.7cm, black lettering on a green background. Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.3.3

STRIKE FRASER OUT Australia Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.3.4

Labor cares for People Australia Metal backing, 3.5cm, green lettering on a yellow background. Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.3.5

THE BEST DEAL YET : AUSTRALIAN MARIJUANA 
PARTY

Australia Metal backing, 3.7cm, dark green lettering on a white 
background.

Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.3.6

WANTED for nuclear terrorism Black sketch of a mans face in a white box with black outline, 
metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a green and white 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.7

STOP URANIUM MINING Black skull, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a yellow 
and red background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.8

NO NEUTRONBOMB Three raised fists- two silver, one black, metal backing, 5cm, 
silver lettering on a silver,  red and black background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.9

WORKERS' POWER : NOT NUCLEAR POWER Red fist in centre, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a 
black and yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.10

BAN NUCLEAR WARSHIPS Black ship and black peace sign, metal backing, 4.5cm, black 
lettering on a yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.11

WELCOME HENRY KISSINGER Canada Symbol of International Socialists Organisation in red., metal 
backing, 3.5cm, black and red lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.12

A PICNIC AGAINST URANIUM : Dec 4th Large A, metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a green 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.13

WOMEN AGAINST NUCLEAR ENERGY Black female symbol with black clenched fist in circle, metal 
backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a yellow and red background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.14

? NUCLEAR WAR : See one, you've seen them 
all… SWF

Metal backing, 3cm, yellow and white lettering on a blue 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.15

FIGHT MEDIBANK CUTS : MAKE 
MULTINATIONALS PAY FOR HEALTH

Metal backing, 4.5cm, dark blue lettering on a white 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.16

ADDICT ADDICT' written on TV screen, metal backing, 2.5cm, black 
lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.17
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SACK BOSSES NOT WORKERS : UWU Metal backing, 4.5cm, dark blue lettering on a light green 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.18

NEWPORT : ABUSE OF POWER Metal backing, 3.5cm, light red lettering on a white background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.19

NO : NUCLEAR BASES NUCLEAR WAR Thin white circular lines, metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering 
on a black background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.3.20

WEAR MAXART BUTTONS Metal backing, 3cm, red lettering on a white background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.1

UNITE FOR NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE AND 
SOCIALISM : MAY DAY

Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.2

The working people have no country : Karl Marx Red star, metal backing, 3.7cm, white lettering on a black 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.3

ALL OUR APRIL 28 : INCREASE EDUCATION FUNDS 
. A LIVING WAGE FOR ALL

Metal backing, 4.3cm, white lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.4

UNEMPLOYMENT WHO'S NEXT? Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.5

Beware of job crunchers : SWP Middle of badge has white background with black dots, metal 
backing, 4.5cm, yellow lettering on a black and white 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.6

Rally for Peace : Stop Military Madness  Green circle in middle featuring white dove holding white olive 
branch, metal backing, 4.5cm, green lettering on a white and 
green background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.7

Stop work to stop the war Orange disk with white lines, metal backing, 4.5cm, blue 
lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.8

SACK BOSSES NOT WORKERS : UNEMPLOYED 
PEOPLES UNION

Metal backing, 3.5cm, red and black lettering on a yellow 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.9

JOBS NOT DOLE : UWU Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.10

NITRATE WON'T WAIT : THE LAST FILM SEARCH Australia Metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.11

Let the PALESTINIANS Return Light red image of Palestine in the background, metal backing, 
3.5cm, black lettering on a green background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.12

INDEPENDENCE FOR EAST TIMOR : INDONESIA 
OUT NOW!

Top half of badge red with white star. Bottom half of badge 
yellow, metal backing, 4.5cm, white and black lettering on a 
red and yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.13

moratorium : defend & extend medibank Australia Blue 'm' in centre with arrow going through, metal backing, 
4.5cm, blue lettering on a yellow and orange background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.14

if thatcher is the answer it must be a very silly 
question!

Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.15

NO TROOPS FOR SINAI! Metal backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.16
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NO EDUCATION CUTBACKS : A RIGHT, NOT A 
PRIVLEGE. A LIVIGN WAGE FOR ALL

Metal backing, 4.5cm, white and black lettering on a blue 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.17

Take the competition out of assessment : 
STUDENT-STAFF CONTROL

Metal backing, 4.5cm, white and black lettering on a red 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.18

JOH SUX Canada Symbol of International Socialists Organisation in black., metal 
backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.19

I have visited the : Australian Naional gallery Australia Metal backing, 2.5cm, black lettering on a blue background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.4.20

smash the klan! Canada Black KKK figure with red circle and line through them. Symbol 
of International Socialists Organisation in black, metal backing, 
4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.1

BLACK ACTION : NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
ABORIGINAL AND ISLAND WOMEN

Australia Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a orange background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.2

FIGHT RACISM Unknown symbol at bottom, metal backing, 3cm, silver 
lettering on a dark blue background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.3

DON'T REGISTER : FOR NATIONAL SERVICE Metal backing, 3.5cm, black lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.4

UNION HOUSE FIRST Disc on white background with text in blue., metal backing, 
3.5cm, blue lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.5

Student control of student affairs : DEFEND 
STUDENT UNIONISM

Metal backing, 4.5cm, yellow lettering on a black background. Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.6

MOBILIZE THE PEOPLE : DARE TO STRUGGLE 
DARE TO WIN. FIGHT FRASER

Australia Metal backing, 7cm, white lettering on a red background. Non-LGBTIQ; Political 
parties

EBA010.6.1

WWF Australia Australia World Wildlife 
Fund

White badge with black border with World Wildlife Fund Panda 
Logo stencil above text., plastic backing, 6cm, black lettering on 
a white background.

Non-LGBTIQ; Animal 
rights

EBA010.1.7

The only thing that you should ever leave on the 
beach [footprints] : Greenpeace: Adopt a beach

Australia Greenpeace Black badge with short red, blue and yellow stripes in the 
background. White text and drawing of footprints layed on 
top. The reverse side reads: "All proceeds from the sale of this 
badge will go towards our peaceful, direct action campaigns 
against envir

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.8

Greenpeace Australia Greenpeace Oval shaped badge with drawing of forest with various animals 
including: a parrot, a wallaby, a possum, and an unidentified 
bird. The reverse side reads: "All proceeds from the sale of this 
badge will go towards our peaceful, direct action campaigns 
again

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.1.9
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Greenpeace Australia Greenpeace Badge with drawing of a whale in the ocean, a rainbow, the 
sun, and mountains. Text is overlayed in the middle of the 
badge. The reverse side reads: "All proceeds from the sale of 
this badge will go towards our peaceful, direct action 
campaigns against en

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.6.2

Amnesty International: Candle Day Amnesty 
International

White square badge with orange 'scribble' effect background. 
Text is in black. The 'L' in 'candle' is stylised with a candle., 
plastic backing, 4 x 4cm, black lettering on a white and orange 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.8

Free education for all Orange badge with 'Free' written in white and has motion 
lines. 'Education for all' is written underneath in black font., 
metal backing, 3.3cm, white and black lettering on a orange 
background.

Non-LGBTIQ; EducationEBA010.5.9

I support my student union White badge with blue outline of hand. Text is layed over the 
top. 'I support my' in black and 'Student Union' in white. The 
white text is significantly larger than the black., metal backing, 
3.3cm, black and white lettering on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQ; Students; 
Unions

EBA010.5.10

The Wilderness Society The Wilderness 
Society

Light yellow badge with red text and red line depiction of a 
platypus., metal backing, 4.3cm, red lettering on a yellow 
background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.11

Friend of the Rainbow Warrior Melbourne Greenpeace A rectangular metal badge with a green ship with a rainbow 
hull and blue sails. The ship is on top of the ocean below a 
yellow sky. The text is in reference to Greenpeace's ship The 
Rainbow Warrior., metal backing, 2.5 x 2.9cm, gold lettering on 
a yellow 

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.12

Greenpeace Greenpeace Small metal badge shaped like a dolphin. Text is in rainbow 
colours with each letter having a different colour., metal 
backing, 3.6 x 1.5cm, rainbow lettering on a silver background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.13

Amnesty International Amnesty 
International

Blue badge with black text. There is a silhouette  of a candle 
with barbed wire wrapped around it in the middle., metal 
backing, 2.6cm, black lettering on a blue background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.14

Year of the blood donor 2009 Enamel pin with cream coloured background and black and red 
text. The letters 'A', 'B' and 'O' are red, likely in reference to 
blood types., metal backing, 2 x 2cm, black and red lettering on 
a cream background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.15

No cuts to education Green badge with a slightly darker green silhouette of a pair of 
scissors. Black text reading 'no cuts' is written in the middle in a 
comparatively large size a 'to education' is considerably 
smaller., metal backing, 3.2cm, black lettering on a green back

Non-LGBTIQ; EducationEBA010.5.16
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Copper Bluey Irregular shaped enamel pin. Anthropomorphic dog wearing 
police uniform. Text is gold over a yellow background and 
reads: 'Copper BLUEY tm', metal backing, 3.5 x 3.5cm, gold 
lettering on a gold, white, yellow background.

Non-LGBTIQ; PoliceEBA010.5.17

The intermediate star: Royal Life Saving Society 1971 Royal Life Saving 
Society

Bronze star keyring from Royal Life Saving Society. A six 
pointed star. Australian states are listed around edge of key 
ring, between star points. On the reverse side there is an 
inscription reading: "R.G Roombridge 1971" and a very small 
inprint reading:

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.18

The intermediate star: Royal Life Saving Society 1976 Royal Life Saving 
Society

Bronze star keyring from Royal Life Saving Society. A six 
pointed star. Australian states are listed around edge of key 
ring, between star points. On the reverse side there is an 
inscription reading: "R.G Roombridge 1971" and a very small 
inprint reading:

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.19

[Life Saving Victoria] Victoria, 
Australia

Life Saving 
Victoria

Irregular shaped enamel pin. Pin is in the shape of the state of 
Victoria with a stylised image of a human face wearing a surf 
life saving cap. The pin is the Life Saving Victoria logo., metal 
backing, 2.5 x 1.3cm on a blue background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.5.20

Irregular shaped triangular enamel pin. Appears to be a lapel 
pin from an airline. Possibly Qantas due to 'flying kangaroo'  
but colours scheme is white, blue, green and yellow., metal 
backing, 1.5 x 2 x 1.5cm on a white background.

Non-LGBTIQEBA010.7.1

Marriage=death Circular. Pink triangle on dark grey background, with lettering 
across, metal backing, 2.5cm, white lettering on a dark grey 
with pink triangle background.

MarriageEPB009.14.1

National Trust United Kingdom National Trust 
(UK)

Circular badge with rainbow coloured background, and white 
oak leaf emblem of the National Trust, metal backing, 3.5cm, 
white lettering on a rainbow, red, orange, yellow, green blue, 
violet background.

EPB009.14.1

Better out & gay than home & dull! : 1981 Gay 
Pride Mardi Gras

Gay Pride Mardi 
Gras

Circular pink badge with mauve lettering, metal backing, 
4.5cm, mauve lettering on a pink background.

Mardi GrasEPB009.14.1

Just say no to marriage Circular badge with white border edged with grey-green and 
bisexed by white bar. Semi-circular panels in grey-green, metal 
and (plastic?) backing, 2.5cm, white and grey-green lettering 
on a grey-green background.

MarriageEPB009.14.1

Lesbian Gay Bisexual Trans History Month : LGBT 
2019

Square badge with rainbow coloured design based upon rows 
of figures, metal backing, 3x3cm, white lettering on a rainbow, 
red, orange, yellow, green blue, violet background.

EPB009.14.1
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I'm nobody's other half Circular black and white bisexed background. Lettering 
mirrored in lower half, metal backing, 3cm, black and white 
lettering on a black and white background.

Marriage; Feminism; 
Relationship recognition

..

H.U.G. : hetrosexuals unafraid of gays Circular pink badge with black lettering, metal backing, 4cm, 
black lettering on a pink background.

Non-LGBTIQ; 
Relationship recognition

..

There Are Many Ways To Say I Love You, But 
Fucking Is The Fastest

Circular black bagde with white lettering, metal backing, 4cm, 
white lettering on a black background.

..

Queer liberation not corporate domination Circular pink badge with black square motif featuring broken 
IBM logo, metal backing, 3cm, pink lettering on a pink 
background.

Business; Non-LGBTIQ..

marriage IS a corrupt institution! don't go there 
girlfriend

Circular brown badge with unidentifiable black motif in 
background, metal backing, black lettering on a ochre 
background.

Marriage; Lesbian..

It begins when you sink into his arms, and ends 
with your arms in his sink!

Circular pink badge with black lettering, metal backing, 2.5cm, 
black lettering on a pink background.

Humour; Marriage..

It begins when you sink in his arms Circular yellow badge with sketches of male and female heads, 
and heart, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a yellow 
background.

Humour; Marriage..

It begins when you sink in his arms Circular blue badge with sketch of woman with washing up 
scene, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a blue 
background.

Humour; Marriage..

And ends with your arms in his sink Circular blue badge with sketch of woman with washing up 
scene, metal backing, 3cm, black lettering on a blue 
background.

Humour; Marriage..

Gays of our lives : cops won't hurt you if you 
behave yourself … God Terry

Circular badge with cartoon sketch of two young men, plastic 
backing, 5.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

Humour..

WA AIDS Council 10 Western 
Australia

Badge in folded (red) ribbon shape with gold coloured disc in 
front bearing words 'WA AIDS Council 10'. Ribbon design has 
gold coloured border., metal backing, 3.5x1.5cm, gold lettering 
on a red background.

EPB009.14.2

AIDS vigil 97 Violet disc with green rectangle superimposed below, with 
yellow tear shape above, metal backing, 3x2.5cm, gold lettering 
and black numbers lettering on a violet, green, yellow 
background.

EPB009.15.1

AIDS vigil 98 Green disc with purple rectangle superimposed below, and 
yellow tear shape above, metal backing, 3x2.5cm, gold lettering 
and black numbers lettering on a green, purple, yellow 
background.

EPB009.15.2
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AIDS vigil 99 Orange disc with purple rectangle superimposed below, with 
yellow tear shape above, metal backing, 3x2.5cm, gold lettering 
and black numbers lettering on a orange, purple, yellow 
background.

EPB009.15.3

Equal rights now Disc with horizontal rainbow coloured bands as background, 
metal backing, 3cm, white lettering on a red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, violet in bands background.

Legal rights; Civil 
liberties activism; 
Human rights

EPB009.15.4

Pride March Narrow rectangle with zig-zag edges top and bottom. Cream 
background for lettering, with minute rainbow coloured strip 
along bottom edge, metal backing, 1x3cm, gold lettering on a 
cream background.

PrideEPB009.15.5

Pride March Narrow rectangle with zig-zag edges top and bottom. Cream 
background for lettering, with minute rainbow coloured strip 
along bottom edge, attached to folded rainbow coloured 
ribbon, metal and fabric ribbon backing, 1x3 badge; 1.5x18 
ribboncm, gold letteri

PrideEPB009.15.6

Pride Narrow rectangle, attached to folded rainbow coloured ribbon, 
metal and fabric ribbon backing, 1x3 badge; 1.5x18 ribboncm, 
rainbow colours in bands lettering on a white background.

PrideEPB009.15.7

2000 Narrow rectangle with rainbow colours in squares, topped by 
number 2000, attached to folded rainbow coloured ribbon, 
metal and fabric ribbon backing, 0.5x3.5cm, gold numbering 
lettering on a rainbow colours in squares background.

EPB009.15.8

Swinburne Narrow rectangle with rainbow colours in horizontal bands, 
metal backing, 1.5x3cm, silver lettering on a rainbow colours in 
horizontal bands background.

EPB009.15.9

World AIDS Day Open disc consisting of black circular band braced by red 
ribbon struts, metal backing, 3cm, silver lettering on a black 
band and red ribbon background.

EPB009.15.1

He him his ACON (NSW) Disc with "he, him, his" lettering, multicoloured ACON logo 
above, and three dots below, coloured pink, blue and yellow, 
metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white background.

EPB009.15.1

They them theirs ACON (NSW) Disc with "they, them, theirs" lettering, multicoloured ACON 
logo above, and three dots below, coloured pink, blue and 
yellow, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

EPB009 .15.1

AIDS vigil 95 Dark blue disc with red rectangle superimposed below, with 
yellow tear shape above, metal backing, 3x2.5cm, gold lettering 
and black numbers lettering on a dark blue, red, yellow 
background.

..
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AIDS vigil 96 Orange disc with blue rectangle superimposed below, with 
yellow tear shape above, metal backing, 3x2.5cm, gold lettering 
and black numbers lettering on a orange, blue, yellow 
background.

..

World AIDS Day : force for change Open disc consisting of black circular band braced by red 
ribbon struts, metal backing, 3cm, silver lettering on a black, 
red background.

..

Pride March Narrow rectangle with zig-zag edges top and bottom. Plain 
cream background for lettering, withrainbow colours along 
bottom edge in minute zig-zag, metal backing, 1x3cm, gold 
lettering on a cream background.

..

Yes! Circular featuring six armed cross design in rainbow colours 
against black background, with lettering placed across, metal 
backing, 4.5cm, white lettering on a black background.

..

She her hers ACON (NSW) Disc with "she, her, hers" lettering, with multicoloured ACON 
logo above, and three small dots coloured pink, blue and 
yellow below, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

..

She her hers ACON (NSW) Disc with " she, her, hers" lettering, with multicoloured ACON 
logo above, and three small dots coloured pink, blue and 
yellow below, metal backing, 4.5cm, black lettering on a white 
background.

..

World AIDS Day Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council, Gay 
Men's Health 
Centre

Open disc consisting of black circular band braced by red 
ribbon struts. Mounted on white card, metal backing, 3cm, 
silver lettering on a black, red background.

..

World AIDS Day Dec one, Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia

Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Victorian AIDS 
Council, Gay 
Men's Health 
Centre

World AIDS Day red ribbon attached to card, 16x5.5cm...

Boot Co Brisbane Australia : 21st Anniversary 
1990-2011

2011 Brisbane, Qld, 
Australia

The Boot Co. 
Brisbane

Disc with Boot Co Logo in centre with white background with 
text Boo Co . Brisbane, Australia - 21st Anniversary 199002011 
in silver in outer ring with black background., metal backing, 
4.5cm, silver lettering on a black and white background.

EBA009.15.3

Q-PAH Brisbane, Qld, 
Australia

Queensland Pups 
and Handler

Disc with Q-PAH logo with light green background, black drop 
banner behind with red dog paw at top and stilver Southern 
Cross below., metal backing, 5x2cm, silver lettering on a light 
green, black background.

EBA009.15.1
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Unity Symbol Knotbound Ltd 2016 Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

KNOTbound Ltd Disc with BDSM Triskelion symbol with gold border and green 
background, metal backing, 2.5cm, gold lettering on a green 
background.

EBA009.11.2

Brisbane Leather Pride Brisbane, Qld, 
Australia

Diamond  badge with leather pride  flag set in a white border 
and a red heart in the left corner with Brisbane Leather Pride 
through bottom edges in silver text., metal backing, 4.5x4cm, 
silver lettering on a white background.

EBA009.15.1

Melbourne Dtykes on Bikes Melbourne, Vic, 
Australia

Melbourne Dykes 
on Bikes

Rubber Melbourne Dykes on Bikes keyring, rubber backing, 
4x4x4cm, black lettering on a white and red background.

EBA009.15.1

Federation of gay games 1994 Gay Games & Stonewall 25th Anniversary Pin. Rectangle with 
black background with The Federation of Gay Games in gold 
lettering and a white and gold border., metal backing, 2x3cm, 
gold lettering on a black background.

EBA009.15.1

Safer Sex : London Lesbian & Gay Switchboard Birmingham, 
United Kingdom

W. Reeves & Co 
Ltd

Disc with pink white triangle inside of a pink triangle with two 
safety pins thrugh the design. Main background is black with 
gold trim, metal backing, 3cm, gold lettering on a black 
background.

EBA009.15.1

How dare you presume I'm heterosexual Disc with white background and text in black with dare in red., 
metal backing, 4cm, black and red lettering on a white 
background.

EBA009.15.1

Fighting for our lives : people with HIV in action Disc with yellow background with black text, metal backing, 
4.5cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

EBA009.15.1

Don't feed or tease the straight people Disc with fluro yellow background with black text, metal 
backing, 3cm, black lettering on a yellow background.

EBA009.15.2

Wicked witches were invented by frightened men Disc with "wicked witches were invented by frightened me" on 
a black background with silver text. A sillouette of a witch flying 
a broomstick and evil cat with glowing red eyes., metal backing, 
3.5cm, silver lettering on a black background.

EBA010.7.2

World AIDS Day Australia : 1 December 1990 AIDS Council 
of New South 
Wales (ACON)

1990 Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

Disc with text in the lower centre of the badge reads 'WORLD 
AIDS DAY / AUSTRALIA / 1 DECEMBER 1990'. There is a symbol 
for woman in the centre set against a green square with a 
black border and a mauve background. A purple triangle is in 
the upper corner

EBA010.8.1

Women's circus : leaping off the edge Badge a minit Disc with "women's circus" and leaping off the edge in small 
print with an impressionist design of a flying woman. Text and 
design in purple on a whi.te background, plastic backing, 
5.5cm, purple lettering on a white background.

EBA010.8.2

+ + - = 1 : One community Disc with + + - = 1 One community (positive + negative = 1) in 
black and red text on a white background, metal backing, 
5.5cm, black and red lettering on a white background.

EBA010.8.3
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Two female symbols with flowers Badge a minit Disc with two interlocked symbols for women in blue with 
flowers growing through them against a black background., 
plastic backing, 5.5cm, multiple lettering on a black 

EBA010.8.4
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